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Synopsis 

Synopsis 

This di sse rtation exammes two of the rlsmg technologies in the world of wireless, cellular 

communications - COMA and the software radio. This thesis covers many of the issues related 

to these two emerging fields of wi reless communications, establish ing a theoretical framework 

for the broader issues of implementation. To th is cnd, the thesis covers many of the basic issues 

of spread spectru m communications, in addition to establishing the need for, and defining the 

role of, the software radio. Amalgamation of these t\vo key areas of interest is embe lli shed in a 

presentation of many of the concerns of implementing a specific COMA system on a particular 

type of software radio - the Alcatc l Altech Te lecomms Flexible Radio Platform. 

Of primary concern in the research methodology embraced in this thesis is the mastering of a 

va riety of analysis and implementation tools. Once the theoretical background has been 

substantiated by current expositions, the thesis launches along a highly deterministic route. 

First, the research issues are tested in a mathematical environment for suitability to the given 

task. Second, an analysis of the appropriateness of the teChnique for the software radio 

envi ronment is undertaken, culminating in the attempted deployment within the hardware 

environmenl. Ri gorous test ing of the input/output mapping characteristics of the hardware 

instantiations created in this manner complements the research methodology with a viability 

study. This procedure is repeated with many elements of the COMA system design as they are 

exam ined, simu lated, deployed and tested. 
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Chapler 1 Int roduct ion 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

With a bu rgeoning plethora of wi re less communication standards pervading the world today, 

and with no end in sight, communicat ions deve lopers will soon have to reach a previously 

unseen level of flexibi lity to remain compet itive. This thesis is a presentation of two key 

concepts in the current trends of wireless commun ications. First, the emerging protocol of 

COMA is exam ined, highlighti ng the broadening gap between the prolocols of yesterday, and 

those that will form the basis of tomorrow's techno logy. This ra ises the pertinent question of 

how developers can deal with the coexistence of a variety of protocois amongst networks, 

highlighting the second major issue that this thesis broaches - that oflhe software rad io. Here 

lies the promise of flexibility that may be able to overcome protocol diversity in the fo rm of 

self·adapting mobile communication devices. 

The key wireless commun ications e lements broached within this thesis are not without the ir 

own eventful histories. A fundamental aspect of these histories is the set of di verse factors that 

have contributed in the evolut ion of wireless communicat ions towards its present state. From 

its humble beginnings as a set of experiments dev ised by Guglielmo Marconi , to its current 

mass consumer appeal and high technologica l status, wireless commun icat ions has undergone 

exponential expansion and acceptance as an integral part of our li ves. Consumer statistics, with 

assoc iated projections, reveal astounding growth in this realm. For instance, from 1990 to 

2000, there was an esca lation in the number of world mobi le subscribers from 30 million to 500 

mill ion. It is ant icipated that thi s will increase to 1 billion by the year 2006. This projected 

time span is minimal compared with the 130 years it took fixed telephone subscriber numbers to 

reach the same leve l. With no foreseeable factors contributing to the decline of consumer 

demand for personal commun ication devices, wireless communicat ions companies wi ll have to 

find ingenious tools and strategies to keep up in assoc iated resea rch and deployment. However, 

before these issues are tackled in the body of this thesis, it is important that a context is 

estab li shed. While it is clear that wireless personal communicat ions devices w ill continue to 

gain support, it is important that a framework is establi shed, documenting the progression 

towa rd s thi s state. This will not onl y just ify the course of thi s thes is, but also aid the reader in 

projecting tomorrow's possibilit ies within today's technology. 

1.1 Progression 

Cellular communicat ions is the essential drivi ng force of this thesis - a mobile communications 

technique that has experienced unprecedented growth in the past decade. During thi s per iod, 

there has been much progress ion towards improv ing the state of ce ll ular communicat ions. This 

improvement has benefited the two key players in the fi eld - the providers, seeking easier 

means of more cost·effecti ve production and expandability, and the consumer, seeking and 



Chapter I Introduction 

discovering service nexibility and value. This thesis will broach two current wireless 

communications issues that have been spurred on by the cellu lar revolution - first, CDMA and 

second, it s use in a software rad io context. Both of these concepts are fairly new to the 

consumer wireless world , and both have an assoc iated hi story highlighting wireless progression 

towards their incorporation into contemporary wire less consumer networks . 

Code Division Mu lt iple Access (COMA) is a spread spectrum wireless communications 

prolocol that is gaining widespread acceptance and use in commercial netv.'orks. It has many 

attributes that make it ideal for a multip le user environment. However, in 1998, it comprised 

only 7% of protocols used in wireless networks, whereas GSM (the Globa l System for Mobile 

Communicat ions) dominated with a staggering 44%. Further, these second-generation digital 

ce llular serv ices have been in existence since 1989. In this light, CDMA certainly seems to 

have played little or no ro le in spurring the personal wireless communications world to its 

current state, and one may even ask why there should be a departure from the current situation . 

The answer lies wrapped up in two insatiable demands in the wireless domain - those of data 

rates and spectrum preservation. A paradox lies in the meeting of these demands in that a 

higher data rate generally requires a higher spectrum usage. CDMA is one technology that 

promises to overcome some of the issues re lated to the limitations of exist ing techno logies. 

However, the progression towards its incorporation into the current fold of protocols has 

involved a lengthy pioneering period, incorporati ng the contributions of many renowned 

communications experts. In his detailed overv iew of the subject, [Prasad, 1998], [I] , includes a 

snapshot of the process. The evo lut ion of CDMA began with an initial concept, proposed by 

John Pierce in 1949. Here, a simple time hopping spread spectrum multip le access system was 

descr ibed, and laid the foundat ion for future research. Also in 1949, Robert Pierce and Cluade 

Shannon expounded two core elements of CDMA systems, those of the interference averaging 

effect and gracefu l degradation of the system under increased access. Further, Magnuski first 

mentioned one of the fundamental stumbling blocks of spread spectrum systems, the near-far 

effect, on ly in 1961. At this point, the value of spread spectrum was clear, s ince the 

mathematical ana lysis proved the va lue of the technology. However, COMA presents many 

technological chall enges, even for today' s network designers. As a result, there was little 

penetration into a consumer context, and the advantages that spread spectrum offered 

communications systems subject to interfering signals (or jamm ing signals) were exploited 

primari ly by the military for field and navigation purposes. Even this occurred only in the 

1970's. It was only in the late 1970's that the first proposals were brought forward to include 

spread spectrum techno logy in civilian ce llular communications. 

The 1980 ' s saw developments in CDMA technology leading to commercial implementation of 

a CDMA cellular network. In 1986, Verdu proposed an optimal multi-user detector and, as his 

results show in [2], [Verdu. 1986], performance can be made to approach that of a s ingle user 

channel. Subsequent to this grollndbreak ing advancement, there has been copious research into 
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the design and optimisation of these detectors, and this thesis also examines somc of the 

associated im plementation issues. However, it was not until 1993 that COMA was standardi sed 

as a ce llular communicat ions technology. In that yea r, the IS-9S standard proposed a 

narrowband form of COMA, with a 1.2SMl-l z channel bandwidth, which was finally 

implemented in a commercial context only in 1996. Since this successfu l deployment, it has 

been realised that to attain the desired high data throughput of many of the proposed multi

media cell ul ar app lications, the bandwidth of COMA has to be increased. This has led to the 

deve lopment of wideband COMA (W-COMA) that has seen several standards emerging in 

countri es such as the United States (cdma2000) , Japan (Core-A) and Europe (FRAMES 

FM A2). In these systems, to achieve data rates approaching I Mbps, it is generally accepted 

that the channel bandwidth will have to be at least 20M Hz. However, the commercial 

dep loyment of W-COMA looks set only to occur between 200 1 and 2002. In spite of the 

standards that emerge for the networks of the near future, it is clear that, if they fo llow current 

trends, they are certain to have a strong COMA foundation. 

As one follows the hi story of the developments in wireless communicat ions, it becomes 

apparent that two fundamental obstacles prohibited more rapid deployment. These come in the 

form of very tight regulat ions regarding the a llocat ion of spectrum resources, coupled with 

economic and business issues. However, as one traces the penetrat ion of protocols into the 

ce ll ular arena, a very real advantage is uncovered in the form of technolog ical progress ion. Thc 

delay in cellular dep loyment has seen advances in microprocessors and associated hardware, 

which means that today's ce llu lar networks have an exceptional techno logical basis for 

development. Further, as protocols have begun to penetrate commercial implementations, so 

the underpinning technology has already been in place. This deve lopment has seen several 

generations of ce ll ular flavours emerging in the world markets. 

The fi rst generation of ce ll ular communicati ons began in Tokyo III 1979 with the successful 

commercia l installat ion of a cellu lar system, as noted by SRJ Internat ional in r4]. Soon after 

thi s, the Advanced Mobi le Phone Service (AMPS), a North Amer ican implementat ion of the 

analogue 1S-19 standard, emerged. Here, the channels were separated by only 30kHz. Since 

the mobile units were analogue, they suffe red from a high degree of inflexib il ity. A decade 

after the fi rst appearance of the cellular system, the second generat ion was ushered in with the 

introduct ion of a superior digital counterpart - GSM. GSM has gained much of today' s ce llu lar 

market and is a highl y successful protoco l. A new standard, IS-95, embodying the nature of 

narrow band COMA followed GSM in 1993. Many of the benefits of COMA, explain ing its 

emergence at the height of GSM, are outlined in thi s thes is. However, IS-95 is incapab le of 

meeting the esca lating demands of cellu lar subsc ribers, and the thi rd generation of ce ll ular 

concepts was born to broach these shortcomings. Extend ing init ial COMA attempts by 

increasing the bandwidth, wide-hand COMA will more than likely pervade tomorrow 's 

networks. However, not only are there several generations of protocols already in ex istence, 
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but there are several variations as one travels around the world. This protocol variation 

becomes a severe hindrance to wide-range mobility, especially in the event that the mobile 

unit 's functionality is tied to its hardware. This is generally the case with today 's mobile units 

where they are built to comply with a specific standard and fail in a network making use of a 

different one. Further, the development and testing of units to handle new standards al so 

becomes difficult for mobile tel ecommunications companies. Thus many are turning to the 

promise of the software radio, an item finding its beginnings in a predom inantly non-civilian 

context. 

The key to flex ibility in the deve lopment and construction of mobile ce llular units lies in the 

digital domain. Reproducibility of a d igi tal des ign is far greater than it s ana logue counterpart. 

However, it is still possible fo r a digital design to be completely inflexible in its capabilities. 

The software radio is a device that overcomes thi s li mitation by moving its functiona lity to a re

configurable digital block. This thesis will examine many of the issues related to a software 

radio. Historica lly, the software radio has been used since the early 1980's when electronic 

wa rfare first emerged. Today's military requi res a highly versatile communications device, 

especially in the case of international collaboration. Military software radios can be configured 

to adhere to anyone of many protocols and seamless ly integrate into a tactical network. The 

rise of the Digital Signa l Processor (DSP) and other high-speed digital logic has spurred the 

development of these dev ices and allowed them to penetrate the commerc ial context. As can be 

seen from the number of emerging communications protocols discussed so far, the software 

radio is a vital tool in the provider and subscriber realms. Developing units for new protocols is 

now far eas ier, as a reusable platform can be employed for several projects. For the subscriber, 

it is poss ible to have one mobile unit that can exist seamlessly in several networks, each with a 

different communications standard. This thesis wi ll examine a particular type of a software 

radio . Simultaneously, the implementation of a spec ific COMA system on the radio will allow 

the reader to see how the radio 's flexibility can work towards easier development processes. 

1.2 Chapter Outline 

Chapter 2 introduces the concept of Code Division Multiple Access (COMA). This chapter will 

allow the reader to ga in an understanding of one of the fundamental building blocks of thi s 

project. COMA will be introduced not only within the context of its importance as a wireless 

communications protocol, but some of its foundation maths will allow the reader to begin to 

conceptualise the protocol in tenns of implementation issues. 

Chapter 3 unveil s yet another core issue - mu lti-user detection - and is a logical extension to the 

discussion begun in chapter 2. Multi -user detection wi ll be expounded within the framework of 

Direct Sequence (OS) COMA. Some of the opt ions avai lable will be presented as a literature 

survey, while the method implemented in this thes is - that of the minimum mean square error 

(MMSE) multi-user detector- wil l be examined in detail . 
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Chapter 4 familiarises the reader with the software radio platform and begins to pull the 

reader 's attent ion more towards the practicality of the project wh ile beginning the discuss ion on 

some of the more fundamental implementation issues. First , the software radio is defined and 

conceptual ised, whi le a few var iations and extens ions are explored. Second, the Aleate l Altech 

Telccomms f1exible radio platform is discussed, giving the reader a firm understanding of the 

environment in which the thesis was implemented. 

Chapter 5 moves closer towards the critica l implementation issues, this time examining in detail 

the relevan t design and synthes is issues. The reader will ga in a better understanding of VHOL 

as a means of desc ribing, and thereby designing, complex digital circuitry. The vari ous des ign 

methodologies will be expounded and put in context. Primarily, thi s chapter will seek to 

deve lop the rclationship between the sty le of design and Ihe synthesis too l. These synthes is 

issues natu ra lly determine the boundaries within wh ich the developer must operate. To thi s 

end , data manipulation is examined, and placed firmly within Ihe limitations of the synthes is 

tools. The data sources for the FPGA include Analogue to Digita l converters and serial 

streams. Since thi s dala needs to be stored before it can be processed, and thi s manipulation 

needs 10 occur at high speeds, this chapter also examines su itable data storage techniques and 

assoc iated data types. 

Chapter 6 begins to describe the actual system that has been implemented, giving an overview 

of the major functiona l blocks. This chapter will help the reader to place each element in 

context, as they are unvei led in successive chapters. 

Chapter 7 moves the reader into the implementat ion arena, tackling one of the primary 

functional blocks proposed in the preceding chapter. The software radio requires a serial stream 

to port control and data to and from an external source. In the case of the project, thi s external 

data source is a personal computer with a DSP-based PCI communications card . Critica l to the 

system is that the interface between the PC and the software radio is well defined, allowing for 

messages to be passed correctly between the two layers. This chapter gives a detailed 

descri ption of the interfacing issues broached in the thesis. Without th is chapter, the system 

operates in iso lat ion, and examining it closely reveals and so lves some of the associated 

problems. The chapter familiarises the reader with the links between the DSP subsystem and 

the software radio. This involves a standard communications bus (the Se-BUS) that is a high

speed serial link. Further, this link is converted to RS-485 to allow for transmission over long 

lines. As some of the bus timing specifications are detailed , so the reader is made aware of 

some interfacing complexities. The power of VI-IDL is also explored, showing its use in 

overcoming many of these difficult timing issues. 

Chapter 8 explores one of the core elements of the transmission aspect of any CDMA system -

that of spreading the base-band data. In a direct-sequcnce COMA system, each user's data bit 

is replaced with a higher frequency seri es of bits, known as a code. This process of spreading is 
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also commonly termed "chipp ing". Chapter two embellishes the subject of codes, unveiling 

va riations such as Walsh and Gold codes. This chapter extends that theoretica l base by 

proposing a part icu lar means of implementing a Walsh encoder. This chipping entity is subject 

to cr itical timing constrai nts that are examined in the context of cross-chip timing restrictions. 

Further, the issues related to superposing the data of several users, and thereby simulating the 

nature of a base station , is also unveiled. 

Chapter 9 wi ll allow the reader to gain an understanding of what became a major portion of the 

implementation cycle - that of base-band pulse shaping. This norma lly OSP-based operation 

has been explored at length within the context of the software radio . The Finite Impulse 

Response (FIR) filter has been used to implement a matched transmitter-receiver filter couple. 

However, unl ike a OSP where mult iply-and-accumulate (MAC) functionality is built-in, many 

rea li sat ion structures and data types were invest igated. A summary of those findings is 

presen ted in this chapter. 

Chapter 10 investigates the nature, and plausibility of implement ing an MMSE multi-user 

detector on an FPGA. While the downlink is fairly easy to implement , especia ll y in the light of 

the ideas deve loped in Chapter 9, many of the computational components of the uplink detector 

should ideally be pa rtitioned between an FPGA and a DSP. However, s ince no OSP is avai lable 

in the software radio used in the project, only the down link will be investigated in this chapter. 

Th is will include a mathemat ical examinat ion of the chipping sequence used , in conjunction 

wi th a fi xed·coeffi cient MMSE detector structure. 

Chapter 11 has the intention of expos ing the reade r to the high-speed simulating capab il ities of 

the software radio. While some of the simulat ions undertaken in thi s chapter would consume 

copious amounts of time on a personal computer, the software radio demonstrates not only its 

flexibi lity, but also its speed in a simulated environment. More speci fica lly, these simulations 

are set up with the intention to test the core ideas of this thesis over a simulated 

communications channel. This channel will have two common distortions - that of Additive 

White Gaussian Noise (A WGN) and uncorre lated Ray leigh fading. Issues such as speed and 

accuracy are explored, in conjunct ion with the issue of resource partitioning to optimise the 

load balance between the software radio and the OSP subsystem. Inc luded in this chapter are 

some specific time-domain graphs showing the e ffect of the channel on a real signal. This 

chapter concludes with results obtained for system perfonnance in both A WON and 

uncorre lated Ray leigh fading channels. 

This thes is concludes in Chapter 12 wi th suggest ions for future development and improvement 

of the system developed in this thesis. The project undertaken in thi s thesis embodies the 

complete construction of a COMA communications system. Each of the components has been 

created, and in the process, a substanti al bas is has been developed in the fonn of a library of 

components. This is the first step in the continuing deve lopment with the software rad io. 
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Successive projects already have many elements in place, and these may either be simply 

incorporated, or they may be extended to incl ude enhanced features. In any case, this facet of 

the project has highlighted one of the core aspects of software radio development: while the 

platform is highly flexible and allows for rapid development of new systems, the initial library 

of routines really has to be created from the ground up. This is primarily to accommodate the 

specific fcalUres of the chosen software radio platform. Thereafter, the library may be enhanced 

and the move towards a fully featured system is easier. 
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Chapter 2 Introduction to Spread Spectrum 

Spread Spectrum, as the name suggests, is a technology where paradoxically, in a world of 

carefully regulated resources, information is spread to occupy many times the required 

bandwidth for wireless transmission. Spread Spectrum techniques provide the wireless 

communications developer with a host of exciting and powerfu l possibilities. For instance, it 

offers the prospect of its coexistence, in a near-transparent fashion, with narrow-band signa ls. 

From 111is, it is clear that spread speclrum signa ls are fairly immune to jamming signals. In this 

I ighl , it may be asked why the technology has not been more widely used. The truth is that it 

has been used for decades in a military context, and the answer to its slow infiltration of civilian 

use lies in the fairly complex nature of its implementation. However, as the mobi lity of the 

world's telecommunications infrastructure has dramatically increased, so the demand for new 

signal transmission techniques such as spread spectrum has also amplified. This, coupled with 

fUrlnidable technological advances, has led to the feasibi lity of using spread spectrum within a 

civilian context. 

Direct Sequence Code Division Multip le Access (OS-COMA) is a particular type of spread 

spectrum communications that is gaining popularity in emerging wireless standards. Once the 

genera l philosophy of spread-spectrum communications has been established, this chapter will 

introduce many concepts related to OS-COMA. Initially, this chapter will highlight some of the 

advantages of OS-COMA systems over Time and Frequency Division Multiple Access 

(TOMAlFDMA) systems. A discussion of the processing gain introduced by the spreading 

codes, and the degree to which this process offers immunity to interfering signals, will help to 

outline the functional blocks of a OS-COMA system. This will bring the discuss ion to the 

choice and generat ion of code types, especially in context oflhe down link. A brief discuss ion 

of acquisition and traCking techniques wi ll complete the theoretical component of the chapter. 

Thereafter, the chapter will be devoted to the incorporation of OS-COMA in emerging standard 

t,;UlIIllluni t,;atiuns prulu\,;ols. 

2.1 The Nature of Spread Spectrum 

Spread spectrum is a technology that genera lly opposes the traditional approach to wireless 

communications in that it does not attempt to compress large amounts of information into the 

smallest possible bandwidth. Instead, according to [Pickholtt, Schilling & Mi1stein, 1982],[5], 

in their extensive work on outlining the theory of spread-spectrum communications, the 

following definition is proposed: 

"Spread spectrum is a means o/transmission in which the signal occupies a bandwidth 

in excess of the minimum necessary to send the information; the band spread ;s 

accomplished by means 0/ a code which is independent 0/ the data, and a synchronised 
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reception wirh the code at the receiver is used for despreading and subsequent data 

recovery 

This transformation oflhe data may, at first , seem wastefu l. However, as 50 years of the use of 

this technology has proved, there are many advantages to its incorporation in a wi re less 

communications system. Further, [Schilling et ai, 1982], [5], identify the following as va luable 

characteristics of spread spectrum technology: 

• Anti-jamming 

• Reduced Interference 

• The reduced chance of interception by the incorrect receiver 

• The extens ibility of random multiple user access 

Some oflhese features will be expounded in subsequent discussion. However, il is important to 

first understand the mechanism for implementing thi s spread ing philosophy, since there are 

three var iations that have gained popularity. Possibly the most simple to conceptuali st;! is the 

first system, that of direct sequence. Here, each bit to be transm itted (within a related bit period 

of T) is replaced with a seri es of bits (known as a code) that also exist within the ori ginal 

parameter T. This obvious ly generates a far higher frequency data stream, and thi s has the 

effect of spreading the single bit from its narrow-band spectrum to a spread spectrum. The 

second system is the frequency hopping system. In a similar fashion , the data to be transmitted 

is spread across a broader spectrum. However, this is not achieved by replacing the codes in the 

time domain. Instead, as data transmission proceeds, so the transmission frequency is "hopped" 

from one value to another. A third possibility is a hybrid system making use of these together 

in one system. The ensuing discussions wi ll expound on the mathematics of these systems. 

2.1.1 Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum System (OSSSS) 

The Direct Sequence technique pervades many of the practical spread spectrum systems. In thi s 

system, the data bits to be transmined are first mUltip lied with a higher frequency, binary 

seq uence. This sequence is pseudo-random in nature, meaning that, while it does repeat with a 

very specific period, it approaches random no ise; hence it is often referred to as a Pseudo-Noise 

(PN) sequence. The PN sequence is also referred to as a code, and is comprised of Non-Rc tu m 

to Zero (NRZ) bits, known in this dimension as chips. Literature suggests that systems 

employing direct sequences can do so at either the Intennediate Frequency (IF) stage, or at the 

base-band stage. However, most practical systems wi ll spread the data at the base-band level , 

and that is the approach taken in this thesis. 
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" r. (/) = L. A,d , (/ - T, lp, (/ - T, ) C05("'0/ +0, ) + n. (/) 
......................... ...... .. Equation 2.1 

,., 

Equation 2. 1 describes a DSSSS system with the following parameters: 

0 r,(I) 

0 d,(I) 

0 p,(t) 

0 A, 

0 
0, 

0 
T, 

0 n.(I) 

the received signal for user i 

the bits to be transmitted by user i 

the code sequence for user i 

the amplitude of user i 

uniform random phase associated with user i 

uniform random time delay associated with user i 

Additive White Gaussian Noise 

Equalion 2. 1 gives the generalised equation for a DSSS system. Each user is given its own 

code to transmit data with . Generally, the users are asynchronous and therefore, the users' data 

wil l arrive at a receiver with some delay. Equation 2.1 forms the basis for the system model 

used in the thesis. However, the cosine term is not included in the system model since the 

signals remain at base·band frequencies within the sor,ware radio. The Direct Sequence 

technique utilised in this project will be expounded on later in the chapter. 

2.1.2 Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum System (FHSSS) 

v(t) = C05("',1 + d(t)n/ + 0) .... ..... .......... ... ... ... ..... Equation 2.2 
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Equation 2.2 defines a frequency-hopped spread spectrum signal. Here, (0, is the carrier signal 

that alters a1 a spec ific freq uency fH' The system will have a pre-dciined set of avai lable 

frequencies, and, as transmiss ion proceeds, so the ca rrier frequency is chosen in a pseudo

random manner. The advantage of thi s system over OS systems is that, in the event of a 

jamming signal transmitting at a spec ific frequency, the FH system will transmit information in 

bands outside of the intcrfer ing signal. The OS system has to re ly on the ex tent to which the 

base-band signal has been spread to attain succcssfultran smission in the presence of an in-band 

intcrfering signal. Both systems rely on pseudo-random patterns for their transmiss ion 

sequences. Further, to minimise Multiple Access Interference (MAl), it is important that the 

sequences be orthogonal. 

2.1.3 Hybrid Direct Seq uencelFrequency Hopping Systems 

A fu rther technique for spreading the base-band information is by combining the effects of the 

preceding two processes. Here, whi le cach user bit is replaced by a higher freqllency sequence , 

thi s sequence is Ilot transmi tted on a single frequency. Instead , the tra nsmiss ion frequency is 

hopped to increase the bandwidth further. This is especia lly useful in anti -jamming applications 

but is not considered further in this thes is. 

2.1.4 The Orthogonal Condition 

Fundamental to the successful transmiss ion of signals in a Spread Spectrum system is the 

choice of the pseudo-random sequences. These codes need to be orthogonal to reduce the effect 

they will have on users of other codes in the system. Effectively, if there are n codes used to 

chip base data, then these codes must form an orthonormal basis spanning the n-dimensional 

space, obeying the fo llowing condition: 

,. = j 

i:/:. j 

I1 

................................. Equation 2.3 
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A further important considerat ion is the power associated with each code. From the receiver's 

perspective, it is assumed in Equation 2.3 that the occurrence of the codes is derived from a 

uniform random distribution, and the energy assoc iated with each code is constant. T hi s 

int roduces a further concept, that of the near-far effect. Here, a nearby interferer may 

overpower the signal transmitted by a d istant user. This effect is overcome using power 

contro l, in which the power level of the transmitted signa ls is dynamically updated in an attempt 

to preserve equal rece ived signal power at the receiver (or base station). This process of power 

control has not been implemented in the system, and remains the work of fu ture investigations. 

2.1-5 Processing Gain and Anti-Jamming Features 

Herein lies one of the greatest benefits of a system util ising CDMA as opposed to TDMA or 

FDMA. The processing gain of the system is defined as the relative Signal to Noise Ratio 

(SNR) of the spread signal to the base-band signal. The relative immunity of a spread spectrum 

signal to ajamming (or interfering) signal is then revealed in the following equat ion: 

Gp 
TJ 

T, 

• Td 

• T, 

• R, 

• R, 

R, 
RJ 

Period of base-band data bit 

Period of direct-sequence chip 

Chipping rate 

Base-band data rate 

....... ............ .............. Equation 2.4 

[5] clearly shows the impact of the process ing gain term in the follow ing equation: 

Power in the transmitted spread spectrum s ignal 

Power in the jamming signa l 

12 

........... ............. ... ... ... Equation 2.5 
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• '70 White noise power density 

• PN White noise power 

• Bss Spread signal bandwidth 

• R Base-band data rate 

The first line of equation 2.5 shows that, without the presence of a jamming signal, the 

While the spreading of the signal ofrers no improvement in terms of noise immunity (since the 

noise power density is considered constant over the bandwidth of the spread signal), Equation 

2.5 demonstrates the abi lity of the processing gain to alter the system performance in the 

presence of a jamming signal existing within a speci fic frequency band. Given that the system 

design might require a specific SNR - (~: ) - and the data rate is set at R, then setting the noise 

power at PN , there is a spec ific maximum PJ of a jamming signal above which the data rate will 

not be met. However, the power of a DSSS system lies in its ability to atlapt uoder these 

conditions. If a jamming signal does exist, then the processing gain simply needs to be 

increased, thereby allowing the spread signal to be rece ived at the spec ific SNR and the correct 

data rate. Since it is clear that the strength of a spread spectrum system lies in spreading the 

base-band data with a higher dimension code, the design of these codes becomes imperative to 

the system's performance. 

Matched Filler Receptioll 

Many current, practical CDMA systems make use of matched filte rs for reception. Th is is a 

fairly simple process whereby the received signal , after it has been down-converted to base

band, is correlated with a specific code: 

• CAi 

• L 

Bit i of Code A 

Bitj of Code B, with assoc iated time de lay 

The length of tile code in ch ips 

................................. Equa tion 2.6 

Equation 2.6 can also be applied in the case where A = B, in which case the autocorrelation is 

found. Generally, it places two requirements on the codes and their associated correlations 
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• The autoco rrelation function Illust have a sharp peak for T = 0, while producing a very low 

output for all other values. This allows for correlation synchronisation 

• The cross-correlation function must have low Oll tput values for all T if A is not equal to B. 

These requiremcnts are met in several classes of random, or pseudo- random, sequences. 

2.2 Pseudo-Ram/om Sequences 

There are many families of codes available to the CDMA designer. However, as [Shilling et a1, 

1982] point out in [5] , there are 4 properties which are desirab le in all PN-sequences: 

• They are easily generated 

• They are highly random 

• They have long periods 

• They are not eas ily reconstructed given a short sample of the code bits 

Some of these code systems that will be briefly examined here include maximal-length 

sequences, Gold codes and Walsh-Hadamard codes. 

2.2.1 Maximal Length Codes 

This subset of codes is defined in terms of its generation technique. Making use of Linear 

Feedback Shift Registers, a binary code sequence can be generated from the following equation: 

...... ............ ... .. .......... Eq uation 2.7 

Equation 2.7 is represented in Figure 2.1. 

C, Cn_1 r-------. Cn_r 

a, a, a, 

• • • Summation mod 2 

Figure 2.1 - Linear Feedback Shift Register for Pseudo-Random Sequence Generation 
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If the sequence is maximal length , it will produce a stream of bits Co, where the period of the 

sequence is 2' - 1. The sequence will be maximal length if the feedback weights are 

appropriately designed, and the initial register state is non-zero. One character istic requiring 

attention is thal of consecuti ve runs. Clearly, the maximum spreading effect in a DSSS system 

is reached when there are minimal consec lItive ones and zeros. For instance, a code comprised 

entirely of ones performs no spreading gain at all. In this light, maximal length sequences have 

the following propert ies: 

• There are approximately an equal number of zeroes and ones within the sequence period 

• 

1 ..... ....................... ..... Equation 2.8 
n =-

2' 

o n is the number of runs of consecutive ones or zeroes of a particular length 

o I is the particular length of the run of consecuti ve ones or zeroes 

So, half of the runs of consecutive ones or zeroes will be of length I, a quarter will be of length 

2 etc. 

• The sequence generaled by Equat ion 2.7 can be modified 10 be a Non-Return to Zero 

(NRZ) stream by setting 

............. ..... ....... ........ Equation 2.9 

Under these conditions, the autocorrelation function will produce the following equation 

RC'(r)=rL' 
T = n.L,neZ 

otherwise 

........................ ......... Equation 2.10 
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Equation 2.10 is shown in the autocorre lation plot fo r the follow ing maximal length sequence 

where r = 8 and the taps occur at n E (8,4,3,2) . 

G raph of Autocorrelation of Maximal Length 

Seq uence of order 8 

•• 

•• 

••• 

" 

Shift Value 

Figure 2.2 - Aulocorrelalion or a Maximal Length Sequence or Order 8 

Iftbe autocorre lat ion peak is excluded from the calcu lat ions, it is also true that the mean oflhe 

autocorrclation function is _1/2r+' . Further, the cross·correlation mean for two independently 

generated maximal length PN sequences is zero. From this, it is clear that the correlation 

process is key in terms of synchronising to the transmitted code, since the autocorrelation peak 

is highly defined when compared with the rest of the autocorrelation va lues. Correlating 

detectors can therefore "scan" for the correct synchron isation by shifting the reception code 

until the sharp autocorrelation peak is fou nd. Then, the receiver should be synchronised to the 

tra nsmitted code. Also important, in th is techn ique, is the corresponding cross·corre lat ion peak 

value. If thi s is significant, it may be confused with the autocorre lation peak and incorrect 

synchronisation may ensue. For this reason, it is important to choose codes that have a sharp 

autocorrelation peak with suppressed cross·corre lat ion values. 

A downfall of the ML-sequence is the ease with which the sequence can be reconstructed after 

interception of a small number of bits in the sequence. In fact , [Sh il ling et ai, 1982] reveal that 

onl y 2r - 2 bits need to be observed for an interceptor to solve, using simultaneous equations, 

the remaining bits of the sequence. Having said thi s, there are means of modifying the 

sequences to produce derivatives that sat isfy all of the requirements of a PN sequence. 
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2.2.2 Gold Codes 

Making use of two maxima l lenglh sequences, it is possible to derive a thi rd sequence, which, if 

the consti tuent codes are "preferred", is termed a Gold code (refer to appendix A.3). The third 

sequence is generated by taking the bit-wise excl usive OR of the two maximal length 

sequences. Ho\Vever, there is a specific subset of these result ing codes that have the following 

cross-correlation values: 

{- I,- I(r ),I(r) - 2) 

{
2 ( '~1) 12 + 1 

fer) -
- 2 ' ''2)12 + 1 

........................ ......... Equalioll 2.11 

odd r 

even r 

In Equation 2.1 1, r is the nu mber of e lements in the maximal length shift register. The 

technique for finding the preferred pairs involves a process kno\Vn as decimation. 

Decimation 

Order q decima tion of a binary sequence is the process of construct ing a second binary 

sequence us ing every qlh sample of the first. This process is fundamenta l in the constructi on of 

the second sequence in the preferred pair. 

b'= b[q] ................................. Equation 2.12 

In Equat ion 2.12, b is the primary m-sequence, while b' is the decimated sequence. Under 

certain conditions, b' is also a maximal length sequence of the same order (r) as b. The 

follow ing condit ions are sufficient in defining a preferred pair band b ': 

• 

• 

rmod4:1; 0 

b'= b[q] q is odd and either 

q =2' + 1 

or 

q=2" -2' + 1 

• The greatest common di visor ofN (the period o f the sequence) and k (see above) is eitl~er I 

or 2. 

The fundamental technique for the generati on of Gold codes is well suited to a hardware 

environment. This is because, as seen , Gold codes are derived from maximal length sequences, 
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and maximal length sequences are easi ly generated using shift-registers. Once nvo preferred 

maximal length sequences have been identified, these two generators are used to form the Gold 

code set in the following manner: the first generator is loaded with a constant non-zero seed. 

The seed of the second generator is successively changed from a va lue of 0 to 2' - I, producing 

2' - I different maximal length sequences. On combining these sequences with those produced 

by the first generator, 2' - I Gold codes are generated. The ease of interception of a Gold code 

sequence is far lower than that of a maximal length sequence. However, the major adva ntage of 

Gold codes over maximal length sequences is seen in an examination of the cross-correlation 

features . [Xsiology], a wireless In ternet company, in their document discussing code systems, 

[8], reveals the power of Gold codes in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 - Cross-correlation Comparison between M-Sequences and Gold Codes 

Register Code Number Peak Nonnalised Peak Normalised 

length r length I of cross- cross- cross- cross-
max ima] correlation correlation correlation correlation 

length value for peak PM!I value for peak Pell 
sequences maximal Gold code 

N length sequences 

scqucnces PG 
PM 

3 7 2 5 0.71 5 0.71 

4 15 2 9 0.6 9 0.6 

5 31 6 11 0.35 9 0.29 

6 63 6 23 0.37 17 0.27 

7 127 18 41 0.32 17 0.13 

8 255 16 95 0.37 33 0.13 

9 511 48 113 0.22 33 0.06 

10 1023 60 383 0.37 65 0.06 

11 2047 176 287 0.14 65 0.03 

12 4095 144 1407 0.34 129 0.03 

As can be seen in Table 2.1, Gold codes have superior cross-correlation features compared to 

maximal length sequences. The normalised, maximum cross-correlat ion peak assoc iated with 

max imal length sequences is far higher than with Go ld codes. The result is that, with maximal 

length sequences, when autocorrelation is used to synchronise to a speci fi c code, the 

corresponding synchronised peak may be confused with a peak generated by the cross

corre lat ion with a different code. This is, to a large extent, avoided when Gold codes are used. 

However, Gold codes are not truly orthogonal, and therefore may cause unacceptably high 

levels of multiple access interference. 
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2.2.3 Walsh-Hadamard Codes 

Walsh sequences are not const ructed from shift register sequences (unlike m-sequences, gold 

codes and Kasarni codes). They are mathematically deve loped to form an orthonormal set -

ideal in minimising mult iple user interference. While there are several methods of deriving this 

orthonormal set, the J-Iadamard malrix method is the easiest to implement under simulation 

cond itions. Here, th ere are matrices of varying order, whose rows or co lumns represent the 

orthogonal PN sequences, all derived from the Hadamard matrix of lowest order: 

'''''' ''"., ........ " ..... .. , ... Eq uation 2.13 

The iterative der ivation of the variolls matrices is as follows: 

................................. Equation 2.14 

This equation makes use of the direct (Kronecker) matrix multiplication. Please refer to A.I in 

the appendix for the mathematical properties of such a product. The orthogonali ty of the codes 

is seen in the fact that : 

N-' {N 
I. WAL(m,t)WAL(n,t) ~ 
1.0 0 

n =m ,.".,."'".,, ",., ..... ,,.,,'" Eq uation 2,15 

WA L(n,t) is the generating funct ion for an ordered set of Wa lsh fu nctions. Here, the functions 

are defined over a specific interval T. In order to define the function completely, two 

parameters are required 

• This is the time period, often norma lised to the base-time T 

• n The ordering number, related to the frequency of the generated Walsh funct ion 

Stated in terms of continued prod ucts, the constituent fu ncti on of Eq uation 2. 15 may be written 

as 
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,-, 
W' ·L( ' I I ) -n ( l) n,.,.,(t,~ ,," ,) 

/ J I1 p_I. ll p_2 . ···. IIO. fp_I ' p-2 ... ·' 0 - -

................................. Equat ion 2. 16 

'"' 

Here, nand t are presented in binary notation, while N = 2P is the des ired number oftenns in the 

Walsh sequence . While these codes are truly orthogonal, they do have some practi cal 

limitations: 

• Chip-level synchronisation is prob lematic due to the lack of a single sharp auto-correlation 

peak. 

• When the PN spectrum is analysed, it is apparent that the spreading energy is located at 

spec ific frequencies, instead of being spread over the entire spectrum (as is the case with 

shift register sequences). This is due to excess ive consecuti ve runs of I 's and O's. 

• Partial corre lation is hi ghly problematic for Walsh sequences, s ince the codes are non

orthogona l under these conditions: 

Table 2.2 - Cross-correlat ions for Walsh Codes 

Walsh Order N Peak Cross- Me:," Cross- Mean RMS Cross-

Correlation Correlat ion Correlation 

2 0,5 0 0,125 

4 0,75 0 0,219 

8 0,875 0 0,289 

16 0,9375 0 0.342 

32 0,9688 0 0.381 

64 0,9844 0 0.411 

As can be seen in Table 2.2. the cross-co rretation performance ofWa lsh codes means that they 

are unacceptable for use in asynchronous correlation detection techniques. However. in 

synchronous networks, the cross-correlation of Walsh codes is exact ly 0, as seen in Equation 

2 ,1 5, 

2.3 Asynchronous CDMA 

Clearly. from Equation 2.1 , there is a time delay assoc iated with each user at the receiver of 

severa l supe rposed CDMA signals. This presents a problem for the multi-user detection 

schemes presented in subsequent chapters where it is required that either the users are tru ly 

synchronous in the network, or their relative delays can be estimated. This section examines 

the latter case where algorithms may be employed to estimate the delays associated with each 

user. Many algorithms ex ist for estimating these de lays . However, it is also true that many of 

these require a training sequence of known transmitted user bits before the delay can be 
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accurately estimated. Since it is undesirable to have to such a trammg sequence during 

tracking. the algorithm needs to operate independent ly of sllch data . Strom et al report in [29] 

that the Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm is capable of generating delay 

estimates without any knowledge of the data sequences being transmitted. The basic MUSlC 

algorithm is presented here. 

2.3.1 The M USIC Algorithm 

The MUltiple Signal C lassification (MUSIC) algorithm is often lIsed as a synchron isation 

techn ique in COMA systems. According to Harri Saarnisaari in (28) , one of the reasons for this 

choice is that, given that the number of interfering users is less than a third the length of the 

system codes, the algorithm is actua lly near-far resistant. Consider the following simpler 

representation of Equation 2.1, where the received signal is represented by N samples in the kth 

observation period: 

................................. Equation 2.17 

Where the following variable definitions apply: 

r, The sample vector at the kth observation interval 

• s(~o) The sampled desired s ignal with unknown delay T O 

• a(k) The associated complex amplitude 

• i, Interference vector 

• ", AWGN vector 

Suppose that the interference may be modelled by N-I sources in the following manner: 

N·' 
i . = ~>"(k)s " 

.... ..... ........ .............. .. Equation 2.18 

"0' 

Suppose also that the sample correlation matrix can be found such that: 

...... ..... ....... .. ......... .... Equ31ion 2.19 

Here, the sample corre lation matrix G is based on an observati on period of length Ko - the 

algorithm performs accurately only when Ko is very large. Suppose now that the corre lation 
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matrix is decomposed to its eigenvalues, ..t" with an associated eigenvector e,. Then, 

according to H. Saarnisaari in [28], the MUSIC estimator s imply maximises the following: 

f (r) ~ i:1(e" s(r))I' 
................................. Equation 2.20 

,., 

In Equation 2.20, (x ,y) is the inner product , yH); while p is the total number of desired and 

interfering signals. For optimal performance, it is also necessary that the parameter p be 

accurately estimated. 

MUSIC Algor;thm Performallce 

The performance of the MUSIC algorithm under various channel conditions needs to be 

exami ned. If the source of the interference described previous ly is due to multi-path 

propagation, then it is preferable that the received amplitudes are uncorrelated. However, if 

they are fully co rrelated , the MUSIC algorithm will fail to resolve finely spaced timing de lays. 

If the source of interference is not due to multi-path propagation, then it is only required that the 

amplitude of the desired s ignal not be fully correlated with the amplitudes of the interfering 

signa ls. T. Ostman and B. Ottersten , in [30] discuss the appl ication of the MUSIC algorithm to 

systems with band limited pulse shapes. They conclude that the "behaviour o f the MUSIC 

algorithm is very simi lar when rectangular pulses and when square-root raised cosine pu lses are 

used". This thesis examines the case where the transmitter and receiver filters are both square

root raised cosine transfer functions. Therefore, the MUSIC algorithm is applicab le to the 

system presented in this thesis. However, due to the computational complexity of the MUSIC 

algorithm and other delay estimation algorithms for OS-COMA systems. no such algorithm has 

been incorporated into the practi cal implementation of the COMA system in this thesis. 

2.4 Conclusioll 

This chapter has examined many of the mathematical issues related to spread spectrum 

communications. Three key issues have been examined to formulate a firm context for spread 

spectrum. First. its many idiosyncras ies and hybrid implementations were estab lished as its 

nature was expounded. Focussing on direct sequence COMA as the spread spectrum technique 

of choice, the second issue, that of orthogonal pseudo-random sequences, was examined. The 

importance of designing these codes to adhere to stringent orthogonal and partial cross

correlation leve ls has seen several families emerge in strong contention for use in DS-CDMA 

systems. Finally, the third issue was an introduction to the problems associated with 

asynchronous COMA systems. The MUSIC algorithm was presented as one possible means of 
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estimating timing delays between users in a COMA system. Due to its complexity, however, it 

has not been implemented in this project. Chapter 3 wi ll examine a new technique for detecting 

the information transmitted by several users, each making use of their own unique code. 
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C hapter 3 Introduction to Multi-User Detection 

Multi-User Detection is a progression in COMA detection techniques towards the simultaneous 

demodulat ion of all data streams present in a single multiple-access channel. This technique is 

vastly differcnt 10 that suggested in the previous chaptcr, where the corre lation procedure was 

key in detecting the transmitted data of a single user. Under a correlating system, the receiver 

will attempt to extract th is data st ream from the rece ived signal. It does this by treat ing the 

other users' signals as Additi ve While Gauss ian Noise, while correla ting the received signal 

with the specific code used by the transmitter of interest. If a correlation peak is obtained, it is 

assumed Ihat the transmitter and receiver are synchronised. However, if this peak is not seen, 

then the receiver introduces success ive time delays until the peak is found. From this, it follows 

that the performance of such a receiver is ti ghtly integrated with the choice of appropriate 

codes. These codes are capable of producing very low cross-correlation values (as shown in the 

previous chapter), but they may necessitate synchronisation (as in the case of Walsh codes) and 

limit the number of users. In spite of the utmost care in the design and choice of the system 

codes, they still cannot overcome the phys ical defects associated with the communications 

channel - as with narrowband signals, spread spectrum signals still suffer from transmission 

errors due to A WGN, multi-path propagation and shadowing. However, the primary downfa ll 

of this correlation process is the manner in which the signals generated by other users arc 

treated. These signa ls cause Multiple-Access Interference (MAl), a phenomenon that the filter 

will treat as Additive White Gaussian Noise. Th is assumption is invalid and , since the 

interference is high ly structured, it is actua lly wastefu l to discard thi s information. Taking these 

arguments related to the correlating detector into consideration, it appears that an improved 

detector wou ld incorporate the fo llowing features: 

• The receiver wi ll not only process the entire received waveform, but will be aware of other 

codes being used, and will be able to use this information to produce a better replica of the 

transm itted data 

• Such a rece iver should also be aware of the channel conditions, and use this information to 

further improve its perfonnance. 

A rece iver incorporating these attributes is known as a multi -user detector. Since it makes use 

of the code information transmitted by other users, it is al so capable of simu ltaneous ly detecting 

all of the other streams transmitted on a single channel. Also, if the channel noise can be 

accurate ly estimated, the detector is capable of suppress ing di stort ion, thereby improving its 

performance. There are several types of multi -user detectors. These include De-correlating 

Receivers, Interference Cancellers, and Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) Detectors. This 

chapter will model the COMA channel , deve loping the mathematics of an MMSE multi-user 

detector. It will be seen that, while promis ing, such a receiver has many complexities which 
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need to be overcome, and t\\'O solutions are outlined involving iterative and adaptive 

techniques. Further, the importance of Walsh codes is examined in the context of the multi-user 

detector, since making use of these codes produces a particularly elegant so lution . 

3.1 The System Model 

W, .0, .C, (I. T , ),COS("', I + e,) 

W, .D, .C, (t· T, ).COS("'ol+e,) ~ 
r(l) 

Figure 3.1 - The Asynchronous CDMA Channel Model 

Figure 3.1 shows a typical asynchronous CDMA channel model, where each user IS 

paramelerised in the following manner: 

o W, 

o D, 

o C, 

The relative amplitude of user i 

The data source for user i 

The code used to sp read the data for use r i 

3.2 System Mathematics 

It is easiest to fonnulate r(t} in terms of the above by making use of the following matrices: 

o A 

o W 

o d 

o n 

The (NxK) code matrix (real va lued for synchronous case, complex-valued for 

asynchronous case) where each column i contains the unit energy code for user 

i (N codes used by K transminers) 

The (KxK) diagona l weight ing malrix where e lement (i,i) is the relative 

transmission amplitude for user i 

The co lumn vector (Kx I) with the cu rrent data element for each user 

The co lumn vector (Nxl) containing sampled complex noise 

In light of the above , the following equations are applicable: 

E[nn' ] = er'I K 
................................. Equation 3.1 
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Here, 0' 2 is the sampled variance of the complex noise, while IK is the (KxK) identity matrix. 

Further, the received signal may be concise ly written as follows: 

r = AWd+n .... ................. ............ Equation 3.2 

As already slated, this chapter will examine the MMSE variat ion of the multi-user detector. 

The objective with the MMSE is to minimise the following EucJidian distance: 

Ilr - AWdll ' ................ , ....... , .. , ..... Equation 3.3 

In the case of the MMSE multi-user detector, a filte ring matrix H is derived which, when 

mUltiplied with the received data vector, will produce a stream of all the current user's data. 

fGrant & ScJegl, 1999J show in thei r work on iterative techniques for mult i-user detectors, [10] , 

that this filtering matrix is 

H = (WRW +u ' I) - I WA' 

(R=A*.A) 

................................. Equation 3.4 

R is made up of the normal ised correlat ion matrix, taken bet\veen the codes of the users in the 

system, while A· is the Hermitian (complex) transpose of the code matrix A. Equation 3.4 

shows that, given pr ior knowledge of the code database, it is possible to generate a matrix H 

which can extract all of the users' data simultaneously. 

d' = H.r ................................. Equat ion 3.5 

Equation 3.5 shows that, through a simple matrix multiplicat ion, a data estimate may be 

generated for every user registered in the system. However, Equation 3.4 is d ifficult to 

implement because it contains a matrix inversion. There are three approaches to overcoming 

this bott leneck from an implementation perspective . Fi rst, the developer may choose to have an 

adapti ve implementation that " learns" the vital characteristics of the transmission (which codes 

have been used and what the characteristi cs of the channel are). Second, the deve loper can 

anempt an iterat ive solut ion of the matrix inversion that may prove slow. Finally, there is the 

option, with Walsh codes, of using fixed coefficients where the noise acts in a highly 

predictable manner on the filtering matrix H. 
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3.3 Iterative Solutions 

The bottleneck in the MMSE filter, in its direct fo rm, is clearly the matrix inve rsion operat ion. 

Mx = b ................................. Eq untion 3.6 

Equation 3.6 is an alternate means of stating the mat ri x inverSIOn operation - it shows the 

si tuation applied to any (nxn) matrix M, and its assoc iated n~ length column vector b, and x is 

the vector solution to the prob lem . Solv ing for x di rect ly will require 0(n3/3) operations. 

However, there are iterat ive means of so lvi ng for x that allow for convergence in fewer 

operations. In thei r paper on the subject, rGrant & Schlege1, 1999], [10] revea l several 

tech niques for iterative ly so lving the matri x inversion in Equation 3.4 . The fo llowing 

discussion incorporates and tests many of their ideas. 

Splitting the Matrix 

The matrix M may be split into two const ituen t matrices Sand T such that M = S - T , and 

Equation 3.6 may be therefore re~wrinen, in iterative form, as: 

SXi +1 = T x, + b ................................. Equation 3.7 

For the MM SE mllhi~user detection process, the fo llowing two equations apply: 

• M = W.R.W + (7 2 ] and 

• b = W .A*.r. 

There are severa l iterative techniques available to the developer, and each is associated with its 

own means of splitting M into the constituent T and S matrices. Three popular techniques are: 

• Jacobi sets S to be the diagonal part of the matrix M 

• Gauss~Se i de l sets S to be the summation of the diagonal part and the strictly lower part of 

the matrix M 

• Success ive relaxation: 

S = D +wL .............................. ". Eq uation 3.8 

Where D is the diagonal part of M and L is the strictly lower part of M . 
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Reslllts 

Appendix A.2 shows that there is an iteration point beyond which it is more efficient to perform 

a direct matrix inversion. For instance, if two non-preferred maximal length sequences are 

chosen to generate a pseudo-gold code matrix, then Figure 3.2 can be expected. 

.., 
• 
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'" 

Gra ph of Bit E rror Rate versus number of Itera tions for 

Gauss-Scidel Method on M-Sequences 

.0 ' 

10./ 

\o··o;---~,:---7..o,--~":---~~--~,~,------;,,, 

Number if iterations 

Figure 3.2 - The Ga uss-Se idel Method Applied to M-Sequences 

Appendix A.2 places a limit on the efficient number of iterations, a va lue that approaches 5. It 

is obvious from Figure 3.2 that, at 5 or less iterations, the system still has an unacceptably high 

bit error rate . This is due to the poor cross-corre lation propert ies of the maximal length 

sequence codes. On the other hand, if Walsh codes or Gold codes are used, it is poss ible to 

achieve a 0 BER in a single iterat ion if the initial guess of the data is a vector containing only 

l' s (without the presence of noise). This is true for both Jacobi and Gauss-Se idel techniques. It 

is also of interest to see how these two sets of codes perform in the presence of noise using the 

MMSE filter with iterative matrix inversion 

lteratioll SlIccess with AWGN 

Since both Gold codes and Walsh codes converge on the correct so lution withi n a single 

iteration , it is of value to observe the performance of the iterative so lution in the presence of 

AWGN. This has been performed for 100000 bits for each Signal to Noise Ratio, both with 

Gold codes and Walsh codes. 
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Figure 3.3 - Comparison or BER between Gold Codes and Walsh Codes - It erative Scheme 

Figure 3.3 shows that, in the iterat ive case, Walsh codes outperform Gold codes in nO ise 

performance testing. However, both perform sati sfactorily for the ir re levant signal to noise 

ratio levels. 

3.4 Fixed Coefficiellt Solul;olls - The Walsh Code Case 

A COMA system making use of Walsh codes in a MM SE detector can take advantage of two 

propert ies of the code database. Suppose that there are N codes availab le for use, each be ing 

stored in the co lumn ofa matrix A. Then, without noise, the calculation of H , the MM SE filter 

matrix, reduces to a very simple format. 

I 
H =- · A 

N 

.................. ............... Equat ion 3.9 

This equat ion was ori ginally derived from observation, but it has a sound mathematica l bas is. 

First, it is important to note that the Hermitian transpose of A is exactly identical to A, g iven 

that A is a real Walsh matrix. Therefore, the correlation matrix R is simply A.A. Since 

different co lumns and rows in A have exactly zero cross-corre lation, it is also true that 
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R = N .I .... .................... ......... Equation 3.10 

Thus, for equal user amplitudes, Equation 3.4 reduces to: 

............ ..................... Eq uation 3.11 

From Equat ion 3. 10, it is clear that R is easi ly invenible, allowing for the natural derivation of 

Equation 3.9 from Equation 3.1 1. Further, Equation 3.9 shows that, to extract a specific user 

requires only 2n multip lications and n additions. In the presence of A WGN, there is another 

means of simpli fy ing the calculation of H , which also avoids matrix inversion . 

................................. Equation 3.12 

a ' 
shows that once the noise has been est imated, a constant va lue of - can be added to each 

N 
e lement of A (with sign adjustment as shown) for the successful cancellat ion of noise. In the 

case of a practical system, the noise estimate may be adjusted adaptive ly unti l the des ired signal 

is successfully decoded. 

The final issue to examine is that of the weight ing matrix. This matrix (W) detennines the 

re lative amplitudes of the received signals with respect to their transm itted value. This diagonal 

matrix will be exactly equal to the ident ity matrix a non-lossy transmiss ion channel. However, 

since the signa ls will be attenuated, matrix W can be used to compensate. If user i experiences 

an attenuation of l /x, in the case of Walsh codes, row i of matrix H is multipl ied by x. This is 

on ly true for the case where there is no noise present in the channel. 

Once again, these desirab le properties of the Walsh codes stem from their very low in-phase 

cross-correlation va lues. This technique produces a fixed-coeffic ient so lution, and is especia lly 

suited to implementation on an FPGA. 

3.5 Adllptive Techniques with the MMSE 

In the previous case of the MMSE detector, it was required that several parameters of the 

system be know at the receiver, including signatures and timing of all of the relevant users. 

However, it is often undes irable to synchronise the users and share the code infonnation. One 

sol ution to th is problem is to implement an adaptive MMSE receiver. This type of rece iver has 

not been implemented in thi s system, but it affords an interesting avenue of further research on 
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the software rad ios. The adaptive detector consists of an adaptive fract ionally spaced digital 

filter [6]. There arc 1\'10 states in an adaptive filter - the training state and the transmiss ion 

state . The di sad va ntage of tile adapti ve fi lter is that it does require an initial training sequence. 

This is a symbol sequence which is known to the rece iver, and which is transmitted by a 

specific user on a specific code. TIlis training sequence allows the receiver to establish the 

timing and filter parameters for successful reception. Thereafter, the filter wi ll be in 

tr<lnsmiss ion state. In thi s state, the update of the fi lter coefficients is dec ision directed. The 

adaptive algori thm adheres to the following tap update mathematics: 

V ".I = v ,.-ac"t " 

Equation 3.13 va riab les: 

• v. 
• 

• t. 

is the complex tap vector at the nth iteration 

is the error of stage n 

is the delay line sample vector at stage n 

.................... ... ... ... .... EquBtion 3.13 

• a is a small pos itive number . This is adjusted to affect the convergence rate 

3.6 Conclusion 

This chapter has bri eny examined some orthe issues re lated to simultaneously de-spreading the 

information of multiple users on a single CM DA channel. This exciting technology has 

limitations, pri marily related to computational burden. However, this chapter has also 

examined means of reducing this load through iterative and adaptive techniques. This chapter 

marks the end of the fundamental issues to be developed in the thesis. Successive chapters wi ll 

begin to explore many pract ica l issues, espec ially those re lated to implementing the 

fundamental ideas expounded in previous chapters. 
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Chapter 4 The Software Radio Platform 

The software radio provides the radio developer with a highly flexible tool for implementing 

and debugging radio designs in a modular fashion. In definition, it is a radio where many of the 

functions can be implemented in a re-configurable processing block. This block may be a 

single device or an array of simi lar devices work ing together to produce a repository of 

interconnected rad io functions. As a concept, the software radio unites the worlds of software 

deve lopment and hardware implementat ion in an anempt to seamlessly in tegrate flexibility and 

high-power use, hiding the low-level hardware issues from the designer. In reality, the 

developer needs to be constantly aware that the join is as seamless as the possessed knowledge 

of both the related hardware and software issues. However, the advantages ohhe flexible radio 

platform are suffic ient to warrant an investigation into this attract ive device, discovering not 

only the need for such a tool, but the successful meeting of this need in the characteristics of the 

software radio. This chapter's purpose is then three-fo ld . First, the need for such a device has 

to be established. This need must be placed not only in a research context, but also in an 

industria l context, because this is the primary driving force for the research component. 

Second, a sui table so lution must be found. At this point, it must be noted that the variations in 

software radio implementations are still largely a function of the meeting of some underlying 

project specifications, and not the outcome of a detailed and tota lly fl ex ible standard . To this 

end, the third purpose wi ll be tackled - that of outlining the spec ifications of the software radio 

platform used in thi s project - the AJcatel Altech Telecoms fl ex ible radio platform. 

4.1 Establishing the Need for a Flexible Platform 

The software radio meets very rea l needs for both the resea rcher and the industrial designer. 

The needs identified below constitute some of the issues relating to members of both of these 

fields: 

• Reliability and reproducibility are ca lled into question in the analogue domain where no 

two components perform in an identica l fashion. This has an impact not only on research 

efforts, where two platforms may perform differently, but also on an industrial sca le where 

quality control and testing attains paramount importance. 

• The diversity of communication standards means that one fi xed, analogue platform may be 

ideal for research in a particu lar area, but its inflexibility will prevent its successful use in a 

fi eld utili sing a different algorithm. This is further exacerbated when the researcher wants 

to test a newly developed protocol but cannot afford to construct a sui table test bed. 

Typica lly. radio design requires an in-depth knowledge of several key issues. This is generally 

the product not on ly of accumulated experience, but also of continuous research regarding the 
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latest developments. Further, the interfaci ng of system components is generally a stumbling 

block, especially when the design is physically implemented. However, if these processes and 

system components can be successfully described and shifted to the digital domain , then the 

concept becomes the key issue, while implementation loses its proportional importance. 

Although the following are not all problems associated with older radio design techniques, there 

are several limitations that the sofnvare radio does overcome, including: 

• The complexity of designs incorporating adaptive entities and culling edge techno logy has 

prevented them from being successfully researched in trad itional test-beds. 

• Since the majority of the radio functions are found in a single processing block, the need for 

large numbers of di screte devices can be avoided. 

• The flexibi lity of the software radio extends to the area of fie ld debugging and -

enhancemenl. Due to it s re-configurable nature, the software radio may be re-programmed 

in the field to include enhancements and patches. Furthermore, if sufficiently nexible, these 

upgrades may also be performed over the oi r - with the serv ice provider updating mobiles 

without the user being aware. 

• The re-configurable nature of the software radio allows the concept to find a natural home 

in the intemationally mobile radio. Negotiating the plethora of mobile standards becomes 

easier if the device can recognise a new environment and configure itself from a database of 

stored or retrievable protocols. 

The problems that the software radio promises to overcome, in addition to the features it offers, 

clearly establish the need for such a device. Defining such a device is the next logical step in 

the discussion. 

4.2 Meeting tire Need - Defining tire Software Radio Elements 

The flexibility oflhe software radio is derived primarily from the fact that a large percentage of 

the radio functi ons are defined at time of use, and not at time of design . It is clear, from this 

definition that a software radio is intrinsica lly re-configurable . However, the non-specific 

nature of thi s definition does not place limits on the re-configurable element of the radio, 

meaning that it s boundary of operation is actually rather fuzzy. However, after reflecting on the 

issues already discussed, this re-configurable element should const itute as large a portion of the 

software radio as possib le. The re-configurable element comes in one of three popular guises: 

I. A high speed, low power digital signal processor (DSP) 

2. A large field programmable gate array (FPGA) 

3. A hybrid comprising e lements from ( I) and (2) with resource partitioning 
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4.2.1 Resource Partitioning 

In a system lIsing software radio type 1 or 2, resource partitioning is simplified to a matter of 

assigning tasks to e lements in an array of either FPGA's or DSP's. However, software radio 

type 3 requires some form of resource partitioning to share the radio tasks. Generally, those 

algorithmically simpler tasks are assigned to the FPGA, where speed and t iming are critical, 

whereas the more complex algorithms may be implemented in a high speed DSP. Within the 

DSP, a de lay in retumed information may mean a slight increase in BER, but a complete break 

down in the channel is not anticipated in the event of a non-real time response. For instance, 

amine estimation of received signal powers and matrix inversions, used in updating filter 

parameters, may not be critica l in terms of delay in ca lculation. This type of operation is ideally 

sui ted to a DSP. However, chipping data, which is critically timed, cannot tolerate timing 

de lays, and should be implemented in an FPGA. 

Support Hardware 

The extent of the integration of the functions generally performed by di screte components with 

the re-configurab le element of a software radio is a measure of its flexibility. In most current 

software rad ios, the re-configurable element is supported by a host of discrete devices to 

comp lement its functionality. This is primarily because the funct ions are so diverse as not to be 

able to draw resources from a common base. However, future integration, albeit not on the 

basis of resource sharing, will still improve system fiexibility since functionality will be able to 

be built into smart device interfaces, as opposed to having to interface devices using complex, 

fixed circuitry. Some of the function s commonly not integrated in the re·configurable e lement 

include: 

• Ana logue to Digital and Digital to Analogue converters 

• Mixers for up and down convers ion 

• Support for common bus standards 

• Large memory blocks 

• Dedicated micro-controllers for rece iving and storing configuration data 

This idea of di stributed fu nct iona lity is demonstrated in Figure 4. 1. 
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Figure 4.1 - l-Iardw:tre Sys tt.'JII Blocks for a Typical Software Radio 

4.3 The Alcafel Altech Telecol1ls Flexible Radio Platform 

The technical speci fications of the Alcatel Altech Telecoms flexible radio platform, found 

large ly in [24], set the stage for several issues in the remainder of the thesis. These criteria will 

set limits on parameters such as data rates and mixing frequencies. 

A , 
EPF10k tOOARC2~Q-l SCBUS 

~ I 
Interface 4 x 2 048MbJl A1tera FPGA device 100MSPS Te$! 

(E 
100000 gates OAC x 2 

U 
Configuration ~ DOS SQ-350MHz ~ IF Trensmlt Circuitry 
Subsystem EPF10klOOARC24Q-1 · LPF (3.5MHz) 

· Micro-controller --" 
Allera FPGA dev;ce · Gain 

· RS232 Interface 100000 gales · 1·0 Mixer 

· 16 Mbil configuration --V ~ l00MSPS OAC X 3 r--. · Single Channel Mixer x 2 
flash memory 

· Keyboard/LCO 
Interface ~ 40MSPS ADC. 2 r- IF Receive Cln::ullry 

· Automatic Gain Control 

· Level Oele(:tor 

· NO Mixers 
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Figure 4.2 - The Alcatel Aitech Telecoms Flexible Radio Platform 

Figu re 4.2 shows the basic inter-connection of the re-configurable component (two 100000 gate 

FPGA 's) and the support hardware. This software radio component is designed to 

communicate with a DSP subsystem (based on a PC16200 DSP card). However, the interface 

with the card cannot be used for high-speed parallel communications (since the bus consists of 
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four bi-directional 2.048 Mbps serial links). In terms of resource partitioning, the OSP system 

can really only act as a source of slow-changing contro l data and/or information data. So, as 

previously discussed, thi s system is not really capable of partitioning functions such as matrix 

inversion and power estimation in high mobility implementations. However, it is possible to 

perform these functions, although the implementation speed will be restricted by the bus speed. 

The system clock speed has been carefully designed to accommodate for a large range of 

standard communications rales. For example, the slotted SCBUS timing, operating at 2.048 

Mbps, is exactly 64 times slower than the system clock. Thus, derivation of this clock speed is 

simple. while the basic data rate of 32 TOM A users on the SCBUS (with 8kHz frames) is 

64kbps, also an easily derived clock rate. In addition, the synthesised logic elements for the 

FPGA 's rarely exceed a clocking speed of 100MHz, meaning that the silicon speed is also 

suited to this clock rate. 

The up-converting mixers have their osc illators contro lled by a Direct Digital Synthesiser 

(digita l-contro ll ed oscillator). This component can generate signals frOIll 50MHz to 350MHz. 

However, the filters on the board have been optimised for 60MHz - 80MHz operation, and 

require hardware alterat ions for different frequency ranges. The hardware allows for BPSK and 

QPSK modulation. However, the system has been designed with no down-converting mixers . 

This presents a diflicuhy, since the demodulation process needs to be perfonned within the 

FPGA. In addition, it is recommended that the IF be set at 70MHz for optimal operation . 

However, Figure 4.2 shows that the highest sampling rate is on ly 6SMsps. The designer 

therefore has to employ the use of under-sampling to achieve the demodulation. Since this is 

beyond the scope of the project, and si nce the receiver filters on the board are also optimised for 

70MHz operation (prevent ing off-board demodulation and conversion to base-band 

frequencies) , the channel needs to be implemented within the software radio. This simulation 

process adds yet another dynamic to the usefulness of the software rad io - that of high-speed 

channel simulat ion. 

4.4 Conclusion 

The Alcatel Altech Telecoms Oexible radio platform offers many of the features and flexibility 

inherent in the software radio concept. Generally, the device is capable of high speed digital 

processing and is ideally suited to critically important system t iming. It has proved a highly 

useful tool in developing various CDMA and digital transmission system entities. The next 

logical step is to examine some of the synthesis and design tools and environments employed to 

implement the commun ication system ent ities. 
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Chapter 5 Design and Synthesis 

Much of the nexibil ity of the software radio concept is derived from its integration of software 

methodology and the abstraction of hardware issues from the developer. This s ituation requires 

suitable design and synthesis tools. However, as introduced in the previous chapter, the success 

o f the integration of these two fundamentally different approaches requires the developer to be 

competent in both. Thi s is a fairly broad requirement, but one that is necessary for the 

successful llse of the relevant design and synthes is loo Is. This chapter will initially explore 

these tools, both from a programmatic and implementation aspect, and more important ly, 

present skills and techniques learned. These will serve to highlight the shortcomings of current 

design and synthesis tools, while expounding the implementation methodology as suited to the 

system hardware. This chapter represents the core in terms of introducing the main problem 

solving techniques employed in this thesis, and without this basis, no data co ll ection would 

have been possible . 

5.1 Design Tools 

Many traditional software constructs and techniques are ava ilable in current FPGA design tools. 

However, when designing for an FPGA, the situation is fairly different to the traditional 

processor target. In the case of the FPGA, the software tools are used in the process of 

describing the operation of an ent ity on a set of inputs to produce the desired combinationa l or 

sequential outputs. This paradigm sh ift from a seria l operat ion to the parallel case often leaves 

a traditiona l software programmer a linle less than senled. Neverthe less, this chapter will not 

o nly present the findings of the avai lab le design too ls, but also the appropriate procedure in 

optimising the resulting designs. The language of choice in this project has been VHDL. 

Specific design tools used are Synopsys FPGA Express 3.4 (for VHDL synthesis) and 

Max+Plus 11 software for compiling exported EDIF files for the target Altera devices. 

5.1.1 VHDL 

VHDL is a language used in the high. level description of low· level , modular electronic 

systems. As the Synopsys team records in the reference manual for their VHDL compiler 

(FPGA Express) - found in [231 - in 1980, the United States initiated a Very High Speed 

In tegrated Ci rcuits programme. This highlighted the need for a common means of describing 

two fundamental aspects of the circuitry: 

• The decomposition of designs into modules and, therefore, the accurate description of the 

interconnection of these modules. 

• The description of the functiona l process embodied in a module using traditional software 

constructs and techniques. 
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The result , following in 1982, was Very Higb Speed Integrated Circuits Hardware Description 

Language (V HDL), a language that has evolved over the past two decades and is now adopted 

as a standard by the IEEE. This language has been the pivot poi nt in terms of develop ing 

techniques fo r the implementat ion of the COMA system. This section wi ll not look at the 

programming issues as much as the design methodology used in exploiting thi s programming 

techn ique for optimal results. 

Describillg a system in VHDL 

Entity Interface 
Declared using generic parameters and port declarations 

Entity Architecture 
Defines the behaviour and operation of the entity based 

on inputs and stored signals 

Component Process (sequential 
Instantiations algorithm) 

Procedure Signal assignment 
(subprogram) call 

Figure 5.1 - VHDL Entity Interface and Architecture 

A system is described using an entity interface along with associated entity architecture . This 

high ly structured approach is an ideal method for the description of functional blocks within a 

software radio. The interface is used to define two fundamental aspects of a logic block. First, 

the port signals, comprising a set of in put, output and bi-di rectional ports, are used to 

communicate digital information wi th the block. Second, generi c parameters are used to 

quickly adapt the width and nature of these input buses, and provide algorithmic information for 

the architectural definition. Generic parameters create a high degree of flexibility, since the 

nature of the interface and underlying algorithm can be easi ly changed at des ign time w ithout 

any recoding. 

The operation, or architecture, of the block is closely tied to the interface. Operations on the 

input data are achieved using four main tools. The instantiation of other entit ies (in the form of 

components) reveals the true modular power of VHDL. These components have the ir ports 

mapped to signals or ports of the encapsulating entity and extend the functioning of the ent ity 

by reusing debugged and functional code. Processes are sets of sequential statements that 

appear as concurrent statcments to higher levels of the architecture declaration. Common 

programming constructs such as loops and conditional branches are available. Sequential 
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statements interact with their timing signa ls through monitored events (such as ris ing or falling 

edges). Similar to a process, although not encapsulated in an entity, and not timed by specific 

signals, are subprograrns. Finally, signal assignment, of both internal signals and port signals, 

is achieved in the arch itecture. 

The ports and signals mentioned may take on one of many available data types. In this regard, 

VHDL is a strongly typed language, and casting of signal types is not at all easy. Types that are 

supported include Soolean, bit , integer, natural, positive, string and bit_vector. Further, these 

data types may be stored in vectors, and two-dimensional arrays (which are essentially arrays of 

arrays). The developer also has the freedom lO create new data types and so may vary the bit

width of new data types to suit the application. 

As can be seen, VHDL offers a plethora of means by which a system operation may be 

described. In addition, the nature of the const ruct ion of the language lends it self we ll to the 

developmen t of functional blocks for software radio design. 

VHDL Desigll Methodology 

VHDL System 
Description 

• Compilation, 
oplimisation and 

exportation of gate-
level EDIF net list. 

• Vendor logic 
synthesis, place 

and route of EDIF . 

• A. Simulation based B. Simulation based C. In-system 
on VHDL on vendor output. testing of 

interpretation. implementation 

Figurc 5.2 - VHDL Dcsign McthodolQgy 

The starting point of every design is its VHDL description, generating the interfaces between 

entities and describing the function of each entity. It is the testing and debugging of this code 

that is cruc ial , and the process will ultimately determine the su itability of the code for synthes is 

purposes. Three options are then available to the developer to debug the VHDL code. 
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Simulation based Oil V/-IDL interpretation 

VHDL simulators are suitable for removing syn tactical errors, and for iso lating a limited 

number of logical errors. However, they perform poorly as tools in terms of implementation 

issues such as language support, and the optim isation of speed and resource lIsage in FPGA 's. 

Generally, they are designed to provide a full suite of VHUL constructs and data types. 

However, not a ll synthesis tools offer corresponding facilities. The result of this can be a well

simulated piece of code that does not compile under a synthes is environment. Further 

shortcomings arc related to the implementation of the design. The simulator wi ll genera lly 

" run" the VHDL code, giving little indication of how the design will perfonn from a timing 

perspective or a resource usage perspective in vendor-specific tools. Ultimately, the simulator 

cannot operate independently of the vendor's implementation tool, even though it may be able 

to use its own algorithms for gate delays and usage stati stics. Actually, simulation tools may 

spur the designer along a highly undesirab le route. Newer si mulators can operate with EDIF 

gate- level net li sts, allowing lighter integration with implementation tools. 

Simulation based 011 velldor output 

When the developer utilises the full range of development tools to arrive at a simulation, the 

results are more promiSing. The VHDL code runs through the same process that it will follow 

for the final implementation. This guarantees that the simulation is based on timing and 

resource usage derived from an actual implementation, not an algorithmic version. The result is 

that the s imulations, while providing accurate input to output mappings (in tenns of the design), 

will also perform comparably on the final target. However, there are several shortcom ings in 

thi s approach. First, the developer has to design a suitable test-bed that wi ll inject the correct 

information into the simulation environment. As the software radio concept is embraced, it is 

very quickly realised that this infonnat ion is easily generated within the software radio 

environment, and often overcomes vendor-speci fic (and often awkward) simulation test-bed 

techniques. Second, the diagram of the VHDL desigll lIlethodology does not accurately reflect 

the time spent in each stage. In fact, 90% of the implementation time is spent compil ing, 

optimi sing, synthesisi ng, rout ing and mapping the design. As a result, it is just as quick to set 

up the simulation as download the design to the final platform. In terms of usefu lness within 

the design context, it is often far more productive to observe the system operating on the final 

platform. The argument for simu lating the design loses its impact when, added to these 

arguments, is the realisation that the software radio is essentially a logic device anyway, and 

whether the design is tested in th is or a comparable PC-simulated environment is fairly 

arbitrary. 
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J "-~yslem testing of implemelltalioll 

Having the design tested on the final platform has many advantages and overcomes some 

shortcomings of the previous methods. Many of the advantages have been highlighted, but 

poss ibly the strongest driving factor is the issue of resollrce partitioning. The system may be 

designed to reside on a software radio where the tasks are shared amongst an array of re· 

configurable logic devices. To simulate the interaction of these devices is often impossible, and 

ignores the nexibility of the software radio platform. It was generally the experience in this 

project that the best design methodology was to follow the in-system testing of the 

implementation 

5.1.2 Vendor-Specific Design Tools 

While providing the necessary synthesis tools, vendors often supply an integrated environment 

in which des ign is also possible. Here, fhe deve loper is afforded the opponunity to mix various 

des ign sources in a single package. Max+Plus 11 was used to mix graphical design and EDlF 

net li sts in a complementary manner. 

5.2 Synthesis Tools 

Synthesis tools transform VHDL code into a file that can be used for down loading to an FPGA 

device . In terms of this project , the synthesis operation is shared between Synopsys FPGA 

Express and Max+Plus 11 . FPGA Express is used to create an optimised net li st. Once it has 

successfu lly been reduced to its net-list state, FPGA Express can ana lyse the timing constraints 

of the design. At several points in the thesis, the design results will be presented in tenns of 

logic ce ll usage and speed. The speed is the estimated maximum clocking frequency as 

reported by FPGA Express, while the logic cell usage is a parameter reponed by Max+Plus 11. 

Max+Plus 11 is used to extract the netlist, synthesise the logic, pal1ition it, tit it, extract timing 

information and finally assemble the project to a file for down loading. Synthesis too ls are 

designed to hide many of the hardware issues from the programmer. Further, many classical 

digital design methods become redundant in an environment where logic minimisation, state 

machine creation and arithmetic operations are automatically implemented. Often, these 

implementat ions are more opt imal than careful paper so lutions of the same problem. 

Imperati ve in the design methodology is that VHDL code is constructed with the synthesis stage 

in mind. 

5.3 Designing for Synthesis 

The most important aspect of the methodology involved in creating the entities in this project 

has been the mastering of the ability to design for synthesis. There is a distinct difference 

between the code generated for simulation and that for synthesis. It is at this point that the 
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deve loper needs to be firmly grounded in the necessary programming principles wh ile 

constantly be ing aware of the target hardware issues. This issue exists pa radox ica lly in an 

environment where hardware-related issues are purpose ly abstracted from the developer. 

However, only those synthesis issues pertinent to the project will be investigated. To this end, 

data storage and data types need to be examined, and this can only be achieved in light of the 

data manipulation techniques that have been employed in the project. 

5.4 Data Manipulation Techniques 

The manipulation of data in a CDMA system involves a spectrum of operati ons ranging from 

those at bit-level through to fully specified mathematical procedures. The complexity of the 

logic required for the implementation of many mathematical functions precludes thei r extensive 

use in an FPGA where there is no dedicated adder or multiplier. However, considering the 

proposed system, it is obviolls that functions such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

combi nations thereof have to be included. For instance, the familiar multiply-and-accumulate 

function , native to most DSP's, has to be implemented on the FPGA. This clearly requires a 

more fully developed data type, and the cho ice tbereof hinges primarily on the quest for reduced 

resource usage and increased speed. Mastering data manipu lation requires a careful comparison 

of the different opt ions. To this end, the basic evaluation is performed primarily between 

signed and unsigned data types, and their relevant qua lities. Table 5.1 will highlight some of 

the necessary data manipulation techniques, while giving a good comparison in the s igned and 

unsigned question: 

Table 5.1 - VHDL Common En tity Resource Usage and Speed Analysis 

Data Manipu lation Parameters Logic Cells Speed (MRz) 

Signed Addition Width- 6 6 96 

Unsigned Addition Width- 6; 17 66 

MSB=sign 

Signed Multiplication Width- 6 78 337 
Unsigned Width- 6 54 132 

Multiplication 

Signed MAC Width-6; 251 23 
Samples=6 

Unsigned MAC Width-6; 302 14 
Samples=6 

In Table 5.1 , uns igned operations have been performed preserving the sign In the most 

s ignificant bit. The unsigned adder follows the following philosophy: 

If MSB of Input2 c '1' 
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Result Inputl - Input2 

Else 

Result = Inputl + Input2 

Clearly, two ent iti es need to be instantiated for this operation, exp laining the fact that this 

component is more than twice the size of the signed adder. For the multiplication. however, the 

roles reverse, and the uns igned multiplication entity is considerably smaller than its signed 

counterpart. However, it is also subject to a slower implementation. In the multiply and 

accumulate, the signed operation is clearly preferable. However, as w ill be discovered later in 

the actual implementation, the unsigned implementation can be optimised for specific 

conditions where it is more compact than the signed alternative. However, due to addition and 

subtraction bottlenecks, the unsigned version stiJ1 has a s lower clock response. 

Many communicat ions operation include and have to manipulate phase information. This 

necessitates the use of complex data manipulation. However, the IEEE has left the VHDL 

Complex class undefined. Table 5.2 hints ~t possib le reasons for thi s. 

Table 5.2 - VHDL Complex Entity Resource Usage and Speed Analysis 

Complex Data Parameters Logic Cells S I)ccd (MHz) 

Manipulation 

Multill lication Width-6 322 337 

Addition Width 6 14 91 

Table 5.2 shows that multiplying two complex numbers, whose complex components are each 

6-bits wide, produces an entity with a size greater than a signed MAC entity, operating with 6 

input numbers, each 6-bits wide. The resulti ng inefficiencies with complex number 

manipulation preclude their use in FPGA implementations. As a result, the communications 

entities need to operate undcr synchronous condit ions. The fundamental mathematical 

manipu lations have been investigated. There are also bit-level manipulations that need to be 

considered. 

One of the fundamenta l techniques in this project is the mastering of manipulating high-speed 

bit streams. This includes re-ordering and extracting specific numerical values from the bit 

stream. To solve this particu lar problem, a developer with a strong processor-based 

programming background may be tempted to use arrays of spec ific-width data types and then 

address each of these elements individually, in order to extract a specific numerica l value. 

However, it is often far eas ier to implement a large unsigned (or s igned) standard logic vector. 

This allows for easy shifting of new data into the storage area, while simultaneously a l10wing 

bit-sized s li ce manipulation of the data. 
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Suppose a bit stream enters an entity, along with a clock and a supplied data index, and the 

ent ity is capable of storing a pre-determined number of data elements (N), each of a specific bit

width (B). The entity also has an output (of width B) that is the currently indexed data e lement: 

Clock 
Data out 

D ala stream "-

v 

Index 

Figure 5.3 - A Simple Bit Manipulation Entity 

Figure 5.3 shows a fairly simple system that acts as a storing serial to parallel converter. There 

are two approaches to so lving this problem, both achieving the same end, but with vast ly 

different performance. 

5.4.1 Bit-Level Manipulation Approach I 

Si nce the data Ollt is merely an element of a predeterm ined width , an initial attempt may be to 

instantiate an array ofN elements, each with bit-width set to B. Then, as the data arrives, it can 

be clocked into the storage area. The algorithm is fairly sim ple: 

On each clock edge 

End 

Shift element I to the left 

Store current data bit in LSB position 

If bit counter J : B 

Else 

End 

Set J to 0 
If I = N 

Set I to 0 

Else 

Increment I 

End 

Increment J 

Then, the output data is simply element(Index). 
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5.4.2 Bit-Level Manipulation Approach 2 

The shorlcoming of approach I is its complex address ing routine. The solution is to have a 

linear address space in the form of a s ingle register. Then, as the data arrives, so one shift s the 

register to the left and the new data bit is slored in the LSB pos ition. The porting of the correct 

data element is then seen in the fo llowing pseudo-code algorithm : 

Store register in tmpData 

Shift tmpData to right by Index*B 

Output ~ tmpData(B-1 downto 0) 

5.4.3 Comparison of Approach I and Approach 2 

Both of these approaches describe the identica l process. However, the currently available 

synthesis too ls are not sufficiently ad vanced to reduce the two approaches to the same 

implementation . As a result, approach I can b~ clocked at a maximum of 38MHz (consuming 

123 log ic ce lls), while approach 2 produces an entity of only 104 logic cell s, at a speed of 

47MHz. 

Two basic data manipulation types have been considered: mathematical and bit-level. As can 

be seen, the manipulation to be performed on a data e lement determines the data and storage 

types, and these will be ex plored further now. 

5.5 Data Storage and Data Types 

Due to its ubiquitous nature within the IEEE VHDL standard, the STD_LOGIC type fonns the 

basic element of all the types that have been implemented in the project. STD LOGIC is a sub

type of STD_ULOGIC that can take on the fo llowing values: 

TYPE std_ulogic IS I 'U ' , Uninitialized 

' X ' , Forcing Unknown 

, 0 ', Forcing 0 

' 1 ' , Forcing 1 

' Z ' • High Impedance 

' w' , Weak Unknown 

' L ' , Weak 0 

' H' , Weak 1 
, - , Don ' t care ) ; 

STD_LOGIC is s imply a sub-type of thi s type where it has an associated resolution function. 

Here, a look-up table is employed to determine, or reso lve, the value driven on a line if more 

than one STD_ULOGIC value attempts to drive the s ignal. This standard logic type forms the 

bas is of two fundamental types: 
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type UNSIGNED is array (NATURAL range <» of STD_LOGIC ; 

type SIGNED is array (NATURAL range <» of STD_LOGIC; 

Design and Synthesis 

Collect ive ly, these three types form the foundation of the techniques employed in data storage 

and type determination. Due to the high-speed implementations and low overhead of using 

Inrge UNS IGNRO (or SIGNED) vectors. these are preferable for synthes ising big storage 

element s. Not only can thi s technique be used in bit- level manipulation, but a lso when wanting 

to store rapidly changing system va lues which can then be used in more complex mathematical 

funct ions. This is used in preference to array storage for the reasons previously examined in the 

data manipulation section. 

Once the data storage technique has been specified, the choice of data type follows 

automat ica lly. The reason for this lies in the strongly typed nature of VHDL. The preferred 

data type is eithe r SIGNED or UNS IGNED since the underlyi ng type in the data storage 

e lements wi ll then be the same. These data types are chosen in preference to integer or natural 

types. This is because, if data is stored in long SIGNED or UNSIGNED vectors, it cannot then 

be transferred to one of the more complex data types without the a id of a type conversion 

function . These funct ions, while readily availab le, have the fo llowing di sadvantages: 

• They may introduce hidden overhead 

• They reduce the readability of the code 

• They may have undes irable side-effects 

The preferred data type is then logically either SIGNED or UNSIGNED, as opposed to integers 

or nat ura ls. 

5.6 Conclusioll 

Design ing in VHDL invo lves a process of describing the desired operation of a complex digital 

circuit. This description takes place in a software language, and ou t of thi s, the software radio 

derives its greatest strength and flex ibility. This approach also helps immensely in reducing the 

time required to construct complex circuits. However, the designer has to des ign within the 

context of the currently availab le synthesis tools. As a result, the degree to which the 

programmer can overcome the abstraction of the hardware issues is, in many cases, the degree 

to which the design is a success. Also, synthes is tools evolve and, as a resu lt, more complex 

algorithms arc developed. The impact of this will be that any number of components, each with 

process descript ions aimed at the same result, will produce ident ica l implementat ions, in spite 

of slight underlying description differences. At the moment, however. the developer is 

influenced by the choice of synthesis tool, and has to design with thi s in mind. 
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Chapter 6 System Overview 

Unti l this point, th is thesis has presented the reade r wi th a fai rly comprehensive background. 

This has included both a theoretica l study of spread spectrum communication techn iques, 

balanced with a look at some of the practica l issues relating to system implementat ion. Wi th 

th is background work, it is now poss ible to propose a practical commu nicat ions system. This 

chapter wi ll give a brief overview of the system functional blocks employed in such a system, 

while the subsequent chapters will de lve into the intricac ies of several of them. The blocks 

have been im plemented on Alcatel Altech Telecomlll 's flex ible radio plat fo rm (introduced in 

section 4.3). 

6.1 The System Block Diagram 

T his diagram is presented for the down link of a practical COMA "ystelll employing d igital 

transmitter and receiver fi lters, while employing Walsh codes and a suitab le MM SE structure to 

resolve the channel info rmat ion. 

Personal 
Computer 

Oata DSP 1'-----' RS485 Software 
Source/sink Subsystem 'v---> Subsystem Radio 

Subsystem 

Figure 6.1 - The Project Block Diagram 

Figure 6.1 shows the essential components of the overall system. This des ign has been adopted, 

s ince the Alcate l Altech Tclecomms engineeri ng team instigated it. The Personal Computer 

acts as a data source/sink, giving the designer contro l over the nature of the data sent to the 

physica l layer. The DSP is primarily responsible fo r packing the data correctly for the software 

rad io. This inc ludes framing and packi ng the data into bytes. A daughter card is responsible 

for convert ing the high·speed serial signals from the OSP subsystem to RS·485. The softvlare 

rad io subsystem includes a correspond ing RS-485 communications module. These two RS-4 85 

conversion modules introduce a conversion delay that has fa irly severe implications. Chapter 

7 wi ll deal further with the issues of in terfacing the software radio subsystem and the OSP 

subsystem. However, the core of the implementation process dea ls with the elements within the 

softw are radio. Here, the CDMA phys ica l layer is implemented. 
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Control FPGA 

RS-485 

~ 
Si-directional r--, Walsh 

Conversion Interface .-' Encoder 
Module 

Transmitter 
Filter 

MMSE Bit· Pilot 
~ Estimator Synchronisation 

H 7 
Pulse Receiver 

Detector <- Filter 

Processing FPGA 

Figure 6.2 - Detailed System Block Diagram 

Figure 6.2 outlines the main elements residing to the software radio. The bi-directional 

interface, connected to the RS-485 conversion module, is responsible for generating a variety of 

clock signals for the communicat ions bus that exists between the software radio and the DSP 

subsystem. These signals allow for proper framing and timing with in the DSP subsystem, and 

will be explained in great detail in Chapter 7. This interface also serves to buffer and correct ly 

pack the data from the MMSE bit estimator and send it on to the DSP. The bi-d irectional 

interface is also responsible for unpacking the information received from the DSP subsystem 

and presenting it to the Walsh encoder in a suitable fonnat. This allows the Walsh encoder to 

chip the data for several users s imultaneously and then superpose it. Chapter 8 will deal with 

the implementation of the Walsh encoder, introducing the idea of the code database as a 

"storage and ch ipping" technique. Further, there are two filters included in the processing 

FPGA. 4.3, The Alcatel Altech Telecoms Flexible Radio Platform dealt with the support 

hardware that is included in the software radio used in thi s project. Unfortunately. while 

transmit mixers are included there is no comparable hardware to return a received signa l to its 

base-band fonn. In fact, the original intent was for designers to incorporate a receiver mixer in 

thc software radio. S ince thi s is outside the scope of this thesis , the transm itted signa ls are 

simply tied internally to the receiver filter. In Chapter 1I , this transmitted signal will be 

distorted with internally generated AWGN and Rayleigh fading before being joined to the 

receiver filter. Chapter 9 will examine both the transmilter and receiver filter in detail , 

showing how the software radio is usefu l for movi ng such filtering operations into the digital 

domain. Finite Impulse Response digital fi ltering techniques are employed to limit the signal 
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bandwidth, while suppressing inter-symbol interference and maximising the signal-ta- noise 

ratio at the input to the detector. The pulse detector en tity is responsible for sampling the 

stream received from the receiver filter. This entity has its sample point controlled through a 

feedback decision made by the pilot synchroniser. The pulse detector is capable of shifting in 

timc to present a different set of sampled chips to the MMSE bit estimator. This estimator is 

responsible for accumulat ing these chips and processing them to produce the bit estimate. 

Chapter 10 extends some of the theoreti ca l information on multi-user detectors to the point of 

implementation , examin ing the limitations of an FPGA-only solution to the problem of 

detect ion . Included is a simple system fo r synchronising to a pilot s ignal, along with a 

performance ana lysis. Finally, in Chapter 11 , the system is subject to testi ng in a simulated 

channe l environment. Here, add itive white Gauss ian noise and Rayleigh fading 

implementations are examined. 

From this point onward, the reader will be exposed to more of the practica l implementation 

issues assoc iated wi th thi s type of CMDA system. Fina lly, the measured perfonnance of the 

system will be presented in the fonn of a conclusion. 
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Chapter 7 Interfacing 

This chapler will examine the issue of interfacing the software radio to the OSP subsystem. 

This wi ll include a close look at the timing spec ifications of the communications bus. As the 

system is developed, timing complex iti es wi ll be highlighted, and solutions proposed. 

Furthermore, the mechanism for generating a serial stream of successive user's bits from an 

input stream of success ive user's bytes will be broached. This last point will allow for a brief 

investigation into the timing and resource restrictions in designing such an interface in VHDL. 

This will include a discussion on a few buffering techniques. 

7.1 interfacing Overview 

The software radio commun icates with the PC using an RS-485 connection as the physical layer 

that transports SCSA tc\ecommunications protocol data. Thus, the ITL logic levels, generated 

on the OSP card by an SC4000 device (to implement an SC-BUS), are first converted to paired 

RS-485 d ifferentia l signal s before being transmitted to the software radio. This conversion is 

achieved on a daughter-boa rd that plugs into the PC. On the software radio, the signals are 

converted back to digita l logic levels before being routed to spec ific pins of both the FPGA's in 

the software radio. Clearly, on a feed-through net, the s ignal is delayed by four physical layer 

s ignal-type conversions. This induces a round-route delay of200ns, an important factor for the 

timing of the system. One last important note, before the timing and protocol are detailed, is the 

fact that the software radio may be used as the clock source for the timing of the bus. 

7.1.1 The Se-BUS Standard 

There are three different bit-timing configurations 

Table 7.1 - SC-BUS Standard Communications Parameters 

Bit Rate (Mbps) Number of Timeslots 

2.048 32 

4.096 64 

8.192 128 

Each timeslot consists of 8 bits. From Table 7.1, it is poss ible to calculate the frame rate 

(8kHz), which is independent of the bit rate. The system that was implemented, used a 

2.048M Hz bit rate. Further, there are 16 channels (SOO. 16), each operating at 2.048Mbps. 

These have been divided into 8 transmit and 8 receive channels. The transmit channels (with 

respect to the DSP card) take on channels SO; where i e {1 ,3,S .. lS} and the receive channels 

take on channels SDI where i e {O,2,4 .. 14}. Other fundamental signals include FSYNC (frame 
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sync), SCLK (serial data clock) and SCLKx2 (double speed serial data clock - imperative for 

bit sampl ing. 

se-BUS Timing 

FSYNCN 

SCLK 
SCLKx2 
DATA 

Figure 7. 1 - The SCBUS Timing Diagram 

) 

Figure 7. 1 shows the synchronous relationship between the seria l data clocks, the frame synch 

pulse and the data bits. Wh ile the OSP system acts as the data source, from a design 

perspective, it is useful to allow the software radio to act as the master clock source. However, 

this presents a critical timing problem. Since the single-rate seri al data clock is also sent over 

the SC-BUS and is also subject to delays, the associated data bit will arrive at least 200ns after 

SCLK is driven high. At 2.048Mbps, the bit durat ion is 488ns, thus, to sample in the middle of 

the bit (244I1s) is dangerously close to the 200ns boundary. In practi ce , the data source (the 

DSP card) is interrupt dri ven. Thus, when it rece ives a bit boundary pulse, it has to generate the 

data from transmission. The return rate is highly depende nt on the complex ity oflh e transmitter 

interrupt handler. On test ing, it was seen that the return delay often violated the 244ns cri tica l 

delay. As a result, 50% sampling had to be avo ided (i.e. Sampling in the middle of the returned 

bit). This is where the double rate serial clock is extremely useful, since it allows for 75% 

sampling (i.e. sampling at Jh of the duration of the bit), which adequate ly allows for the bit-level 

transmission de lays. 

Implementation in VIIDL 

At thi s point, to demonstrate the implementation of this timing phi losophy, it will be useful to 

examine a VHDL code fragment. 

1. if (SCLKx2 ' event and SCLKx2 = '1' ) then 

2 . if ((FSYNCN = '0') and (BitCounter / - 511)) then 

3 . tmpBitCounter : = 511; 

4. FrameByteCounter <= " 111 "; 

5 . elseif (BitCounter = 511) then 

6. tmpBitCounter .- 0; 

7. else 

8. tmpBitCounter : '" BitCounter + 1; 
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9. end if 

10 . if (tmpBitCounter mod 2 - 0) then 

11 . Store Buffer <= StoreBuffer SRL 1 ; 

12 . elsif (tmpBitCounter mod 2 = 1 ) then 

13 . Store Buffer (255) <= MAC2P HY; 

14 . e n d if ; 

15 . BitCounter <- tmpBitCounter ; 

16. end if; 

This code fragment overcomes the 50% sampling error. As seen in line I, the double-rate seria l 

clock clocks the entity, resulting in counting process seen in Figure 7.2. 

FSYNCN -----L __ r------,--
SCLK 
SCLKx2 

Figure 7.2 - VHDL Cou nting and the SC-BUS Signals 

The next step in the enti ty is to store the incoming data bit in a reserved buffer. On every even 

clock edge, the buffer is shifted ri ght one, while every odd clock edge, the received bit is stored 

at the beginning of the buffer. In this manner, the received bits are sampled at 75% of the bit 

duration , overcomi ng otherwise serious timing discrepancies. 

7.2 Processing the DSP to Software Radio Stream 

The data sent from the DSP card is fo rmatted as a series of user bytes, each one stored in a time 

slot. Since there are 32 time slots, and only 16 users are supported by the system presently, the 

second half of the frame will be discarded. For the data bits to be chipped and sent 

appropr iately. the stream needs to contain successive user bits, not bytes. Primarily, this is 

because the OSP system is not sufficiently pow~rful to fo rmat the data stream so as to hav~ 

success ive user's bits mak ing it up. The so lution is to create a buffering entity that is also 

capable of re-o rdering the received bits. Conversely, the process needs to be reversed when 

sending data back to the DSP system. Here, the s llccessive user's bits need to be constructed 

into successive user 's bytes, allowing for the correct reception on the DSP board . 

7.2.1 The Reordering Process 

The reorder ing of the stream occurs in a dua l array of bits. These two buffers, a storage buffer 

and a shipping buffer, are declared as long unsigned standard logic arrays. This allows for the 

implementation of rapid shift reg isters. The previous code fragment shows how the storage 

buffer is generated . 
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1 . if (SCLKx 2 ' event and SCLKx2 = ' 0 ' ) then 

2. 

3 . 

4 . 

5 . 

if (BitCounter 

ShipBuffer 

tmpByteCounter 

PHYDataOut 

511) then --we need to reset the counters 

<- StoreBuffer : 

6 . else 

7 . tmpByteCounter 

8 . e n d if : 

. ... 1: 

<= StoreBuffer(O) ; 

; = ByteCounter : 

9 . if «BitCounter mod 2 = 1) a nd (BitCounter /= 51 1 )) then 

10 . 

11. 

12 . 

13 . 

PHYDataOut <= ShipBuffer(tmpByteCoun ter 

t mpByteCounter ; = tmpByteCounter + 1 ; 

if (tmpByteCounter - 32) then 

ShipBuffer <= ShipBuffer SRL 1 ; 

14 . t mpByteCounte r ; = 0 : 

15 . end if ; 

16. end if ; 

17 . ByteCounter <= tmpByteCounter; 

18 . end if ; 

8) ; 

This code fragment has exact ly the same value for the BitCounter variable as in the previous 

fragment. However, to achieve the high leve l of synchronization, thi s process is clocked on the 

falling edge of the double- rate serial clock. Thus, as soon as the bit counter reaches a va lue of 

511 , and the storage buffer has been completely filled, it is copied to the shipping buffer (line 2-

3). At the same time, the first bit frol11 the storage buffer is placed on the data out (line 5). 

Note that with VHDL, the signal assignment is only valid once the process is complete, and this 

is why the storage buffer is used to source thi s data bit, and not the shipping buffer (l ine 5). 

Note also that, from the timing analys is, every odd falling edge of the double-rate seri al clock 

corresponds to the beginning of a bit period. Thus, line 9 checks for this cond ition, whi le 

avoid ing the first time this condition is true (when the bit counter is SI I). Lines 10 to IS 

achieve the re-ordering process. By referenc ing 8 times the current byte counter va lue in the 

sh ipping buffer, the next bit to be transmitted can be sent. Once all 32 t ime slots have been 

processed in this manner, the shipping buffer is shifted to the ri ght ( li ne 13), and byte counter is 

reset. This will occur for each of the 8 bits per time slot. In this manner, the input stream is 

mapped to the output stream: 

2.G04IMbpo 
~ 

Figure 7.3 - Bit-Level Transpose on Data Stream 
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In Figure 7.3, only two byte are shown, where Bxy. is bit y of byte x. In this manner, the bits 

are shipped out of the cntity first in byte order (user 0 is sent first), and then in bit order (bit 0 of 

user 0 is sent first) . 

Th e Inverse Ofl/erillg Process 

Before the user bits may be sent to the DSP, they need 10 be re-packed in user bytes. An entity 

not unlike the above-mentioned is employed for this task. However, the process is reversed so 

as to present the DSP with intelligible data. 

7.2.2 Serial to Parallel Conversion 

A further facet of the interfacing procedure is to create an ent ity capable of extract ing bytes and 

words from the serial data stream. This entity finds it s use when dealing with a parameterised 

system. For instance, if the system is set up to generate A WON of a spec ific SNR, then the 

parameter wou ld be the desired leve l oftb e noise. Another example is a 16-bit number where 

the individual bits are code-usage flags. In other words, if the bit is set, then the corresponding 

chipping code in the Chipping database must be enabled. These parameters may be 

conven iently encoded as bytes and words by the DSP and then transmitted serially to the 

software radio. To carry out the add ition or multiplication with these parameters as inputs, the 

stream needs to undergo a serial 10 parallel conversion. Furthermore, the parallel data needs to 

be synchronous with the allocated SC-BUS time slots. 

1. DOPacking: process (SCLK , fSYNCN) 

2. variable tmpLocalByte : IEEE. numeric std . UNSIGNED(7 downto 

0) ; 

3. begin 

4. if (SCLK'event and 5CLK - '0') then 

5. if (fSYNCN = '0') OR (ByteCounter - "111") then 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

ByteCounter <- " 000 "; 

e1sif (ByteCounter < " Ill " ) then 

ByteCounter <- ByteCounter + " 001 "; 

end if; 

tmpLocalByte : - Loca1Byte 5LL 1; 

tmpLocalByte(O) :"" BitStream; 

Loca1Byte <- tmpLocalByte; 

13. end if; 

14. end process; 

15. 

16. DoShipping: process(SCLK) 

17. begin 

18. if (SCLK ' event and SCLK - ' 1 ' ) then 

19. if (ByteCounter - " Ill '" then 
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20 . ByteCLK <= ' ] '; 

21 . ByteOut <= LocalByte ; 

22 . elsif (ByteCounter .. " Oll " ) then 

2 3 . ByteCLK <"" ' 0'; 

24 . end if; 

25 . end if; 

26 . end process ; 

The en tity responsible for packing the bytes is broken into two logical processes. This first 

accumulates the byte information, while the second , responding to the complementary c lock 

edge, makes the constructed byte, along with a posi tive logic clock, availab le to other entities. 

Notice how line 5 once again achieves synchronism by resetting the main counter while the 

frame sync is low. Notice how, since the single rate seria l clock is being used, the frame sync is 

low only once during a clock cycle, removing the need to avoid a second frame sync reset. 

Once the bits have been shifted in , the rising clock edge is used to map the accumulated byte to 

the output port of the entity. 

7.3 Conclusion 

This chapter has examined the issue of interfacing the software radio to the DSP subsystem. 

Included in thi s process was an examination of the timing specifications of the communications 

bus. With regard to this, it was seen that VHDL is a highly descripti ve means of overcoming 

some of the timing issues, whi le providing high speed buffering and bit-processing entities. 

Once the software radio has the correct representation of the data, it needs to be spread through 

a high-speed chipping process. This subject is broached in the next chapter. 
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C hll pter 8 Walsh Encoding 

Fundamental in any COMA system is an effective means of chipping the base-band data, thus 

sprcad ing the information ncross a higher bandwidth. Previous chapters have tackled the issue 

or choosing the correct type of code. Now, it is necessary to investigate means of practically 

implementing a chipping process. Further, this particular implementation is intended to emulate 

n downlink, and will therefore have to chip and superpose the information from many users. 

This necessitates careful attention to timing issues, especially when considering the link 

between the spread data source and the base-band filte r. This is to prevent any phase errors 

from being introduced in the transmitter filter. This chapter will then look at the particular 

approach used in implementing a Walsh encoder for 16 simultaneous users, each with a base

band data rate of 64kBps. To this end, an examination of some VHDL code fragments will also 

familiarise the reader with some of the more difficult implementation and timing issues. 

8.1 The Entity Structure 

Data Stream 

Serial Clock 
Stack Out 

Serial Clock x2 .> 
Frame Svnch Walsh Encoder Clock Out 

Svnchronised 

Use Code 
~> 

Use Code Clock • 
Figure 8.1 - Entit y Diagram for the Walsh Encode r 

The Walsh Encoder makes use of several clocks and synchronisation signals to achieve the 

correct chipping process. Chapter 7 introduced the reader to the interfac ing concepts, along 

with the Se-BUS timing signals. The same serial and double-rate serial clocks are used to 

clock the data stream into the entity. Further, there is an entity reset pin in the fonn of the 

synchron ised signal which, when low, indicates that the ent ity needs to enter a reset state. A 

further featu re of the entity is the ability to isolate specific codes for Chipping. This is achieved 

with a IS-bit wide " use code" signal that wi ll include or exclude the corresponding code if the 

signal bit is set or cleared respectively. The system is capable of chipping 16 streams of user 

data, but the 16th code is reserved for the pilot channe l. As a result, only IS bits are necessary 
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to completely determine the inclus ion or exclusion of a user in the transm iss ion process. The 

nature of the pi lot signal and code will be dealt with in 10.4, Choice of Pilot Signal Code and 

Bit Sequence. The " use code" value is latched into the entity when the " use eode clock" 

experiences a rising edge. 

The entity has the task of generating 16 chips for every user bit. Further, there are 16 users 

supply ing data to thi s entity. As a resu lt , each chip needs to be superposed with at most 15 

others to generate the ent ity output. This relates to 33 possible output levels per bit, and these 

are refl ectcd in the "stack out" output, accompanied by its relevant clock. This clock is used to 

accurately provide the transminer filter with the necessary timing for its filtering operat ion. 

8.2 The Code Dalabase 

Central to the Walsh encoder is the storage area used for the chipping sequences. This code 

database is fairly dynamic in that its contcnts may be programmed from the DSP if necessary. 

Thi.c; technique ha.c; heen IIsed in preference to the standard generation techniques since it affords 

the deve loper a high degree of flexibi lity when testing va rious codes. It does not rely on 

maximal length shift registers, or combinat ions thereof, and this arch itecture-independent 

approach to the code generation allows for easy code modification. However, it does present 

the problem of greater resource usage. The codes have to be stored in re-configurable logic, 

and in a manner that allows them to be easily accessed and used to spread data. The concept of 

the code database is s imple, and allows the developer to store the codes in this manner. In 

terms of VHDL, the code database is declared as a long unsigned vector containing 256 (16 x 

16) e lements. By defau lt, these are loaded wit h Walsh sequences where 

C, =[(16-i).16]-I..[(l5-i). 16] ie{O .. 15} ...... ..... ...... ................ Equation 8.1 

Where C, is the code associated with user i. 

8.3 The Slacking Process 

The chipping process ties in closely with the fact that the output is a multi-level s ignal. While 

each code is stored as a mono-polar signa l (0,1), it is treated as a non-return to zero stream. The 

same is true for the data stream which, when multiplied with the relevant code, will also 

produce a NRZ stream. Essentially, this multiplication process sees the data bit either 

preserving the code ( if it has a va lue of I) or inverting it (if it has a va lue of - I). It is intuitive 

then that the maximum attainab le value will be 16 (if all corresponding chips for all users are 

set to 1) and the minimum value will be - 16 (if all corresponding chips for all users are set ta

I). This translates to 33 different levels, and can only be successfu lly stored in a 6-bit signed 
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number. Th is then is the stack Olltput that is fed to the transminer filter. The following code 

fragment reveals the VHDL procedure: 

1. if (UseWalsh = ' I ' ) then 

2 . 

3 . , . 
5 . 

6. 

7 . 

8 . 

tmpCurrentUserBit : = PHYData; 

for i in 0 to 15 loop 

if (trnpCurrentUserBit - PNDatabase(255-i)) then 

tmpPNStackln(i) : - tmpPNStackln(i) t " 000001 ": 

else 

tmpPNSt a c kln (i) . - tmpPNStac kln (i) - " 00000 1": 

end if ; 

9 . end loop ; 

10. end if ; 

11 . PNDatabase <= PNDatabase ROL 16 ; 

Lines 1 to 10 represent the creation of the stack for a single user' s current bit. Once this is 

complete, the database if rotated 16 bits to the left, load ing bits 255 down to 240 with the 

appropriate code for the next user. Line I allows the entity to check whether or not the current 

Walsh code should be included in the chipping procedure. Line 4 does an effective exclusive or 

behveen the user ' s data bit and the relevant database bit. If they are both the same, then the 

output chip is I (I ine 5), otherwise it is - I ( line 7). 

8.4 Conclusion 

While the technique proposed in tbis chapter does require extended resources, it provides a 

flexib le means of modifying the chipping sequen ces employed in the C OMA system. These 

can be ahered either at design time or run time. In addition , thi s entity accurately mimics a base 

station operat ion in that it can send the data for up to 16 s imultaneous users, each with its own 

chipping sequence . Once the data has been spread, it is essential to process it for transmission. 

This is achieved though base-band filtering in the digital domain, and is the subject of the next 

chapler. 
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Chapter 9 Base-Band Filtering 

Before the spread data may be up·converted to IF, it needs to be processed to optimise a vcry 

specific set of transmission parameters. Essentially, this processing reduces to a matched filter, 

with a root·raiscd cosine transfer function. This chapter will examine both the theory and the 

practica l implementation of base-band pulse shaping on an FPGA device. This wi ll involve 

first establishing the necess ity of pu lse shaping and, second , exploring methods for 

implementing a multi· lcvel FIR filter fo r the transmitter and receiver stages. To make the 

implementation analysis complete, there will be an investigation of several realisation 

structures, all aimed at optimising speed and resource usage. To conclude this sect ion on 

implementation possibili ties, there will be an examination of the distributed arithmetic 

structure, which is a fairly new and exciting technique for implementing FlR filters in FPGA 

devices. 

9.1 Bandwidth 

The communications channel under considerat ion is bandwidth-constrained in that it will distort 

a signal of wide bandwidth, [16] considers the standard representation of a digital signal as 

rectangular pulses: 

p(t)= 
1, 

0, otherwise 

This has the familiar Fourier representation: 

P(OJ) = r sin(mTl2) 
OJr 12 

• C1I is the angu lar frequency 

• T is the period of the rectangular pulse 

................................. Eq uation 9.1 

...... ... .. ... ... ... ... .......... Eq uatiun 9.2 
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Rcc1anguhlr Filter Response 

." 

. )0 

"" 
." 
""~--~--~,.---~,----~--~,----7.----~, ----{. 

,,' 
Frequt!lIcy Res ponse/dO 

Fig ure 9.1 - Predicted Frequency Response or the Rectangular Filter 

As seen in the Figure 9.1, the rectangular pu lse has harmonics that decay very slowly. This 

translates to a large amount of power existing outside of the fundamental frequency of the 

pulses. Thus, a bandwidth limited communications channel wi ll distort these higher frequency 

components. The obvious solution is to filter out the higher components by performing some 

time·domain shaping of the transmitted pulses. To begin a search for a suitab le filter, the 

specifications need to be c learly de lineated: 

Time-Domain Reqlliremellls 

• The pulse shape must have a va lue of zero at a ll pulse sampling times other than its own 

• The pulse shape must have tails that decay rap idly so as to minimise the effect of timing 

jitter in either the pulse generation or sampling. 

FrelJuellcy-Domain Requirements 

• The Fourier transform of the pulse shape must approach zero for a1l angular frequencies 

greater than some pre·determined va lue 

9.2 The Rectangular Filter 

Considering the rectangu lar pulse, on ly the frequency·domain requirement is vio lated. A 

suitable response to this shortcoming would be to limit the Fourier transform where: 
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" It)::;; -
....... ....... .. ................. Equalion 9.3 

P(w) = 
r 

o 
r 

otherwise 

th is corresponds to the fa miliar time domain representation of 

( ) 
,-s i_n,..( ,,_o-,-l _iT-,-) .................. " ............. Equation 9.4 

pI =-
lC · t l r 

Although not immediately ev ident from the equation, the t ime domain plot reveals that the tails 

of the pulse decay too slowl y due to their dependence lit. 

Rectangular Filter Time Domain 

, 

• • 
• • • " • 
0 c. • • • 0: • 
'0 • 0< • , .. 
E 
" 0 • /'.. /\ /\ /', 

z 

• 
1'--'" V \J V V 

'--'" 

, 

• .0' -3 ., , , • • 
Time (normalised to pulse period) 

Figure 9.2 - Time Domain Response of the Rectangular Filter 

There is a manner in which thi s response may be modified to retain its bandwidth properties 

while increasing the damping in the time domain. 

9.3 The Raised Cosine Pulse Filter 

One pulse that sati sfies the two time-domain criterion and the frequency-domain criterion, is the 

raised cos ine pulse: 
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o -< co -< :n-. (1 - £x) , 
P(cv) { : . [1 -t- cos{r . [aJ - :n-(1- £x)/, ]/2£x}] 

2 

:n- . (1 - £x) 
-< aJ-< 

:n- . (1 -t- £x) 
, , 

cv ::> 
:n- . (1 -t- £x) 

, 

_________________________________ Eq uation 9_5 

This corresponds to a tiYTle domain represen~ation of: 

per) 
sin.(.n- . r / ,) cc>s(~· :n- . r / ,) _________________________________ Equa~ion 9_6 

.n- . r /, 1 - (4~2 ( 2
) / ,2 

Before the above TTl.ay be implemented, the effect of alpha on the signal needs to be 

investigated. For its effect on t:he daTTl.ping of t:he pulse tails, t:his is best: seen in a graphical 

time-doYTlain analysis: 

0 . 8 

~ 0 . 6 = <:> 
~ 
~ 0.4-~ 
~ 
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A 1though the time domain benefit s of raised cosi ne pulse shaping are immediately obvious, it is 

necessary to modify alpha so as to limit the required bandwidth. Exam ining the Fourier 

transfo rm shows that the bandwidth is highly dependant on alpha - it wi ll double as alpha is 

increased from 0 to I. Feasible data transmiss ion systems usually allow alpha to be set as low 

as 0.3. 

9.4 Matched Filtering 

Since the slHlped data will be transmitted over a real channel , it will undergo some form of 

di stortion . This di stort ion may include additive white Gaussian noise or Rayleigh fading. Once 

the data has been received, it is necessary to pasS it through some form of a linear filter so as to 

remove as much of the chan nel distortion as poss ible. 

r(/) = s(/) + n(/) ................................. Equation 9.7 

• r(t) is the rece ived signal 

• set) is the transmitted signal 

• net) is the assumed AWGN, superposed on the statistically independent signal 

This received signal is filtered by a linear filter with impulse response get) and Fourier 

transfonn G(t). The characterist ics of the filter need to be des igned so as to maximise the signa l 

to noise ratio (SNR) at the input of the symbol detector. 

9.4.1 Characterising the Matched Fi lter 

The task at hand is to describe the receiver filter so as to maximise the SNR. [A.P. CJark, 

1983], [17] , presents a ri gorous treatment of the rece iver filter characteri stics in the presence of 

noise, and relates these to the received signal. The concl usion of thi s ana lysis presents a direct 

relationship between the optimal receiver filter and the transmitted signal set). 

g(/) = c.s(T - /) ..................... ....... .... . Equation 9.8 

This final point is the crux of the filte r design, showing that, if the signal characteristics are 

known, then it is possible to design a filter such that the signal to noise ratio is maximised. 

However, this requires some prior knowledge of the parameters of the transmitted signal. This 

is best achieved if the signal is processed before it is transmitted. In thi s manner, the receiver 

can estimate quite accurate ly the nature of the received signal. From th is perspective, it is 

imperative to des ign the recei ve r filter in conjunction with the transmitter filter. 
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9.5 Designing the TrflllsI11ilfer and RecehJer Filters 

The preceding di scussion has presented a new des ign problem, that of des igning the transmitter 

filter in such a manner that the receiver filter is aware of the received signal characteri stics. 

Given that the proposed communications path is fairly simple and therefore will be subjected 

only to AWGN. it is now poss ible 10 propose a functi onal block diagram and des ign the 

freq uency response of the va rious elements. 

AWGN 

set) 
H1 (I) 

Modulation and 
' + Transmission 

Detection .. r ..... --Il Demodulation I.J 
H2(1) I" . 

Figure 9.6 - The Matched Filtcr COllllllunication I'alh 

In Figure 9.6, the task is 10 design the transmitter filter function Hl(t) and the receiver filter 

function H2(t). These need to be designed together so as to shape s(t), mak ing use of the 

transmitter filter, in order that, once processed by the receiver filter, the detector wi ll detect the 

rece ived symbol with the lowest error probability. Once again , [A .P. Clark. 1983] presents a 

mathematical di scourse unvei ling the frequency response of the c ircuit e lements. If concludes 

wilh a sim ple relationsh ip between the transmil1er and receiver filter transfer fu nctions. 

IH, (fll = cl H, (f)1 .•............•........... ..... .. Equation 9.9 

It is highly conven ient to set c (in Equation 9.9) to I. Under thi s condition, both the transmitter 

and receiver filter wi ll have a response equal to the square root of the desired overall base-band 

response. This theory can now be applied to the implementation phase. 

9.6 Implementillg tlte Trallsmitter alld Receiver Filters 

The matched filter system will ultimately be implemented in high-speed digital logic, residing 

in an FPGA. Various aspects of the filter need to be considered in thi s light, since it wi ll have a 

digital implementation. First, it is necessary to reconsider the communications parameters as 

proposed in the project spec ificat ion: 

• Transmission rates will be 64kBps per channe l 
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• Each channel wi ll be chipped with a Walsh sequence of length 16 => chipping rate of 1.024 

Mcps 

• A system clock speed of 132MHz 

The objective now is to create a transmitler filter that is band·limited to 1.024 MHz with a 

matched receiver (j Iter. For the purposes of thi s design, a Finite Impulse Response filter w i II be 

used. 

9.6.1 The Digital FIR Filter 

The FIR filter has several characterist ics that make it ideal for use in the proposed 

communication system. Many oflhese advantageous traits are recorded by pfeachor & Jervi s" 

1993], [18], and these include the following: 

• FIR filters introduce no phase distortion to the communicat ion s ignal. This is a requirement 

when considering data transmiss ion systems 

• The alternate to FIR filters is UR (Infinite Impulse Response) filters that are rea li sed in a 

recursive structu re. This may introd uce instability and ca llse the filter to malfunction. 

• FIR filte rs are less sensitive to round-ofT and quant i sat ion errors than are IlR filters. 

The general formula for the FIR convolut ion is the following Multiply and Accumulate (MAC): 

N- ' 
y(n) = Lh(k)x(n -k) 

................................. Equation 9.10 .. , 
• h(k) are the impul se response coefficients 

• N is the number of filte r coefficients (taps) 

• x(n-k) are the de layed samples of the input waveform 

• y(n) is the output (filtered) waveform based on the previous N input sam ples 

As can be seen from the defining equat ion, there are N multiplications and N-l additions. Since 

the FPGA is a device without a dedicated multiplier, this task needs to be carefu lly optimised so 

as to ensure not only mi nimal resource usage, but a lso maximum performance. The first step in 

optimising such an implementation is to investi gate possible structural implementations of the 

filter. First , however, it is useful to design the actua l coefficients that wi ll be used in the system 

filters . 

FIR Coefficient Design 

There are two possible routes to take in des igning the coefficients fo r the system - either by 

using specific design software, or by using a mathematical package such as MA TLAB. 
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However, it is important in the design of the coeffi cients to ensure that the full dynamic range 

of the Analogue to Dig ital converters is used. Thi s will ensure that the Signa l to No ise Ratio is 

maximised from the transmi tter stage, and is preserved through to the receiver stage. To 

achieve this, it is best to use standard filter software to ca lcu late the floating-point coefficients. 

It is also possible to use MATLAB to calcu late these va lues. However, important in the process 

is that these coeffic ients are correctly sca led. In the fo llowing s imple procedure, the filter 

coefficients can be sca led to avoid overflows and underflows wh ile maximising the use of the 

ADC range: 

• Ascertain the ADC full desired range (uns igned) and record this as RANGE 

• Pass the fu ll range of input va lues through the filter with the float ing point coefficients 

• Record the maximum filter output (MAX) and the minimum filter output (MIN) 

• The scaling factor is then RANGE/(MAX-MJN) 

The sca ling factor is then used to multiply the coeffi cients, which are subsequently rounded 

toward zero to prevent under- and over-flows, while allowing for binary representation. 

9.6.2 Implementa tion of the Tra nsmitter Fi lter 

Before being used as a modu lating s ignal in the Intennediate Frequency (IF) stage. the data 

awaiting transmiss ion needs to be shaped . In terms of the matched filtering process, the 

transmitter filte r will perform one ha lf of the overall rai sed cos ine filtering in the fonn of a root

raised cos ine filter. The reali sation structure for the FIR transmitter filter may be optimised to 

take advantage of the nature of the input data. First, the source and outputs need to be clearly 

defined 

• Source data is stacked Walsh chips at a rate of 1.024 Mcps 

• Output is 12-bit encoded pulses constructed from 8 samples, const ituting one symbol at a 

sample rate of 8.192 Msps 
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Predicted Transmitter Filter Spectrum 
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Figure 9.7 - Predicted Root-Haised Cosine Fi lter Response 

Having established the basic communications parameters, the standard FIR calculation may be 

oplimised. 

9.6.2.1. Realisation Structure of the Transmitter Filter 

There are many techniques available to the developer for implementing an FIR filter . These 

incorporate a plethora of structures relating each of the taps of the filter. Further, there are 

means of taking advantage of the signa l nature that can further opt imise the filter rea li sation . In 

the case of this project, what was initially a design flaw ultimately paved the way for further 

opt imisation, since the natu re of the input signal was more clearly understood. Initially, the 

transmitter filter was designed so that the input chip was present for each of the 8 samples. 

However, the following transmiss ion/reception elements have to be considered: 

S(f) T(f) --. C(f) --. R(f) 

The input to the detector is ideally rai sed cos ine and is defined by the convo lution of T(f) (the 

transminer filter frequency response) and R(!) (the receiver filter frequency response) . C(f), the 

channel response, distorts thi s, but S(f), the frequency characteristic of the data source, should 

not affect the overall system. If, however, S(f) is applied at the input to T(f) for each of the 8 

samples, it causes the overall frequency response to broaden, occupying and wasting 

bandwidth. The so lution is to allow S(f) to approach an impulse, which in itse lf allows for T(f) 

to be realised in an optimal fashion. 
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Using Intcl-pol:ltion For Oplimisalion Effective ly, the transmitter filter increases the sample 

rate from 1.024M I-I z 10 8.l92MHz. This interpolating action may be translated to an optim ised 

design . S(t), the source frequency response, approaches an impulse when only one out oflhe N 

transmitter input samples is set to the actual sample level , while the remaining N-l samples are 

set to O. Here, the larger N becomes, the more valid the approximation is. Since N-l samples 

are effectively zero, the suggested realisation structure is as follows : 

'''"'''' ~ n Clod< w '-
1.024MHz 

Symbol 0 

Finer CoefflCientl: 

SImple 
Clod<; LJL 8.192 MHz 

Figure 9.8 - Int erpolation-Optimised Transmiller Filler Structure 

Sample Out 

From Figure 9.8, it can be seen that the N filter coefficients are rotated to the right at a rate of 

8.l92MHz. On a new symbol event (dictated by the 1.024M Hz symbol clock), the appropriate 

symbol register is loaded with the new contents. Since there are 16 filter coefficients, and each 

symbol needs to be multiplied by each coefficient at least once, a symbol wi ll remain loaded in 

a symbol register for 16 sample clock edges. However, a new symbol arrives every 8 sample 

clock edges. When this event occurs, the new symbol is loaded into the counterpart symbol 

register to preserve the current symbol register. In this manner, the numerous multiplications, 

where the multiplicand is actually 0, are avoided. Clearly, in tcnns of resources, there are only 

two multiplication entities and one addition entity associated with the transmitter filter. In 

add ition, these entities are utilised on ly once on each sample clock edge~ result ing in two 

multiplications and one addition per sample clock cycle. 

The following table gives an example of a system where there are 4 filter coeffic ients 
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Table 9.1 - Examp le of Interpolation-Optimised Transmitter Maths 

h 3 h , h 1 h 0 

9. h 0 
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Table 9. 1 gives a simple example to help expla in the operation of the ent ity presented in Figure 

9.8. In row I of the table, 5. 1 is set to zero, while a new symbol is loaded into So. In the line 2 

of the table, it is seen that So is multiplied by ho. This occurs on the ri s ing edge of the sample 

c lock. On line 3, So is mult iplied by hI. By li ne 4, there is a new symbol, but So has only been 

multiplied with 2 of the coefficients, so it is preserved, while S.I is replaced with SI. On li ne 5, 

SI is multiplied wi th ho, So is Illultiplied with h2 and the result accumulated to produce the 

output. On line 6, SI is multiplied with hI> So is multiplied with h3 and the result accumulated to 

produce the output. By line 7, So has obeyed the FIR filter requ irements of being multiplied 

with each coefficient, and il can be dropped from the symbol register, to be replaced with 52. 

Th is procedure will repeat indefinite ly. This realisation structure has the results contai ned in 

Table 9.2. 

Table 9.2 - Transmilt er Filter Implementation Results 

SUlUnutry of results for transmitter filter 

Unsigned Signed 

Maximum sample clock rate 22MHz 63MHz 

Maximum symbol clock rate 95MHz 95MHz 

Logic cells 5 15 519 

Table 9.2 shows a comparison between ent it ies making use of signed and unsigned components. 

Sect ion 5.4 introduced the idea of the " unsigned" bottleneck, and thi s table reflects those initial 

thoughts. Whi le the signed entity is substanti all y quicker, it is also Slightly larger. However, 

due to the minimal resource usage increase in the case of the signed entity, the trade-off 

between speed and size is not as critica l as the issue of preserving types when interfacing the 

entity wi th other components. Due to the nature of the VHDL source defining thi s transmitter 

entity, the symbol clock is not actually used to clock a new symbol into the symbol regi ster. 

Instead, on each sample clock, the state of the symbol c lock is compared with its stored, 

previous state. If its previous state was 0, and its new state is I, a new symbol has arrived, and 

it is loaded into the appropriate symbol register. So, while the clocks are act ually derived from 

each other in tenns of external test-bed conditions, the ent ity has no prior knowledge of this 

relationship . Therefore, the symbol clock has no fixed timing relationship relative to the sample 

clock within the entity. 
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9.6.2.2. Transmitter Filter Results 

Frc(lucncy Domain 

Measured Tnll1smitter Filter Spcctr·um 

2U ~ ~Ifl h l ~ K2f1 1035 1240 144S 16~O lM~5 2060 

Freq uency I kHz 

Figure 9.9· - Meas ured Root· lbised Cos ine Filter Res ponse (Transmitler) 

Figure 9.9 clearly shows the raised cosine response, as measured on the software radio DAC 

outputs. The predicted result s are seen in Figure 9.7 and there may be some confusion over the 

apparent difference in performance in the stop·band when comparing the measured results with 

those predicted. The higher anenuation in this band is due to the post DAC filters built into the 

software radios. However, the cut·off frequency of approximately J .024MH z is met. 

9.6.3 Implementation of the Receiver Filter 

In the case of the transminer filter, the convolution occurred at IIN times the sample rate. This 

is not true for the receiver filter that convolves coefficients and samples at the true sample rate . 

As a result, every in put sample is invo lved in the generation of the output sample in a single 

cycle. This induces high resource usage, but by invest igating two rea li sation structures, the 

system may be optimised. 
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9.6.3.1. Realisation Structures of the Receiver Filter 

Transversal Filter 

x(n) 

hO hi h2 h3 h4 

Figurt:! 9. J 0 - Tr3nsvt:!rsal Filtt:!r Implementation 

In terms of implementing the direct FIR equation, this structure is particularly easy to realise. 

As can be seen in the figure, the samples are merely delayed in a lengthy shift register. These 

delayed samples arc then multiplied by the coeffic ients. This implementation is particularly 

wasteful of resources and also incurs severe speed penalties. In the system under investigation, 

this structu re was initially implemented in the following manner: 

• The width of the input samples was a generic parameter of default value 12 (the bit·width 

of the ADC) 

• The receiver coefficients were scaled to 10·bits 

• Both the receiver coeffic ients and the input samples were stored in 160· and 192-bit shift 

registers respectively 

• The registers were convolved 10 a loop of length J 6, each being shifted the appropriate 

amount on each iteration 

As was the case with the transmitter filter, two approaches were taken in implementation -

those of using signed and unsigned maths. Table 9.3 revea ls the comparative results. 

Table 9.3 - Signed and Unsigned MAC Comparison 

Performance Issue Unsigned Signed 

Logic Cells 1352 1369 

Maximum Clocking Frequency 9MHz 78M Hz 

The sample rate of the receiver filter is 8.J92MHz. Table 9.3 shows that, while the unsigned 

receiver filter implementation is satisfaclOry, it is dangerous ly close to the critical system speed . 
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Trallsversal Receiver Filter Results 

Frequency Domain Response 

Measured Receiver Filter Response 

-3(, 

2('1~ 4111 ".~ 1120 IOj$ 1140 1«5 I"SO IIH lP60 

Frequency 1 kHz 

Figure 9_ 11 - Measured Root-Raised Cos ine Filter Response (Rece iver) 

Time Domain Response With Noise 
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Figure 9.12 - Time Domain Response of Filte r with SNR ... 30dB 
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Time Domain Gnph of Filtering PI'OCe!!I 
SNR""'" 

Figure 9.13 - Time Domain Response of Filter with SNR = 20dB 
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Figure 9.14 - Time Domain Response of Filter with SNR = J2dB 

Base-Band Filtering 

Figure 9.12, Figure 9.13 and Figure 9.14 show time domain graphs for varying Signal to Noise 

Ratios, showing how the receiver filter performs in the presence of A WGN. In each of these 

three graphs, the top waveform is the recorded transmitted signal. The second waveform is the 

transmitted signa l with A WGN of a specific va lue (please see the chapter on simulating channel 

distortions in the FPGA - Chapter 1I - to see how this was achieved), The third waveform is 

the ideal (no noise) received waveform, while the bottom waveform is the input to the detector 

after receiver filtering_ 

Lillear Phase Structure 

The transversal filter is wasteful because it does not take advantage of the structure of the FIR 

coefficients. For the current system, Table 9.4 shows the multiply and accumulate re lationships 

that exist between the coefficients. 
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Table 9.4 - FIR Linear Phase Structure Coefficient Co mparision 

Coefficient Sample I Sample 2 

[hOJ [x"J 
[h 1 J ( Xn.l] [Xn.IS] 

[h2J [x".,J [Xn.14] 

[h3J [x".,J [Xn.13] 

[h4J [x" .• J [xn·d 

[h5J [ xn.s] [xn.ld 

[h6J [x".,J [Xn.IO] 

[h7J [Xn.7] [Xn.9] 

[h8J [x" .• J 

As can be seen in Tab le 9.4 , there is a high degree of symmetry in the coeffi cient vector 

structu re. The realisation seen in Figure 9. 15 takes advantage of this fact: 

x(n) 

h2 

Figure 9.15 - Linear Phase Structure for Filter 

As opposed to the transversal method that has N multiplications and N- I additions, thi s method 

has only N/2 mUltiplications and N additions. This produces considerable sav ings in both speed 

and resource usage. whi le preserv ing the spectral efficiency of the rece iver filter. 
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Figure 9. 16 - Measured Filter Response for Linear Phase Struct ure (Receiver) 

Summary of Resource Usage and Speed 

Table 9.S - Comparison or Receiver Filter Realisation Resource Usage and Speed 

Realisntion Logic Cells Gain (%) Speed (MHz) 

Unsigned Transversal 1352 - 9 

Uns igned Linear 1012 25 12 

Signed Transversal 1369 - 78 
Signed Linear 1025 25 78 

Partial Summatioll Parallel Computation Structure 

Gain (%) 

-

33 

-

0 

Distributed, or parallel, arithmetic is a further means of optimising the memory usage and 

allowing the system to run at a higher speed. While thi s entity has been implemented to allow 

for measured results, it has not been inc luded in the final system. It does, however, allow for an 

insight into further optimising the system. There are many sources of infonnation regarding 

thi s new area of implementation research, most notably the manufacturers of FPGA devices 

themselves. It therefore comes as no surprise that Altera, the manufacturers of the FPGA 

devices used in thi s project's software radio, have published an article on the theory o f 

o peration. This may be found in their document entitled " Implementing FIR Filters in FLEX 

Devices", (19]. 
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Theory 

Vector-based multiply and accumulate operations have their basis in fundamental logic 

multiplication and can be embodied in a look up tabl e. The process of splining up the 

mu ltip li ers and generat ing the address into the look up tab le is best demonstrated with an 

example. 

Consider a s ituation in which 4 binary-represented numbers wi ll be multiplied and accum ulated. 

Each number is a 2-bit number. Tab le 9.6 records these numbers. 

T able 9.6 - Distributed Arithmetic Multiplier and Multip licand Brea kdown 

Multiplicand Multiplier 

01 10 

11 11 
10 01 
01 11 

This has the equivale nt mult iplication of: 

Multiplicand 01 11 10 01 

Multiplier x 10 J! 01 J! 

LSB result 00 + 11 + 10 + 01 = 110 

MSB result 01 + 11 + 00 + 01 = 101 

10000 

If the MSB result is shifted once to the left and added to the LSB result, in the horizontal 

direction, and then the result from each of these pania! products is then added, the result 

(10000) is identical to the actua l MAC performed between a ll 4 sets of numbers. At this point, 

the concept of corresponding bits needs to be expounded. Simply, the corresponding bits in two 

or more binary represented numbers ho ld the same significance. For example, in the example 

given, the corresponding bits for bit 0 of each of the multipliers form the number (0111) when 

concatenated (the enlarged digits in the multiplier row form thi s number) . Noti ce how, if the 

corresponding placeholder has a binary va lue of I, then the corresponding multiplicand is 

included in the summation, otherwise it is rejected. In this manner, if we take corresponding 

bits in successive binary numbers, we can form an index into a lookup table. The above 

infonnation in the lookup tab le may be generated as seen in Table 9.7. 
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Table 9.7 - Partial Summation According to Correspond ing Bits 

Corresponding Multiplier Bits Result 

0000 00 +00 + 00 +00 000 

0001 00 + 00 + 00 + 01 001 

0010 00 + 00 + 11 + 00-010 

0011 00+00 + 11 +01-011 

0100 00 + 10+00+00 - 011 

0101 00+ 10 +00 + 01 - 100 

0110 00+ 10 + 11 +00- 101 

0111 00+ 10 + 11 +01- 110 

1000 01 +00+00+00-001 

1001 01 +00+00+01 010 

1010 01 +00+ 11 +00 011 

1011 01+00+11+0 1 100 

1100 01 +10+00 + 00 100 

1101 01 + 10+00+01-101 

1110 01+10+11+00 110 

1111 01 + 10 + I1 + 01 I1 1 

The exact same look up tab le may be used for every corresponding bit' in the multipliers. 

However, the s ignificance of the bit detem1ines th e look up output. In the example given, for 

the corresponding MSB's of the multipliers, the index is (1101) and the partial result is 101. 

However, thi s result needs to be shifted once to the left before being added to the information 

stored at address (0111), which is (110). Therefore the bit pos ition determines the shift extent 

before addition . The problem with such a system is that the size of the LUT is an exponential 

function of the number of multipliers. (A = 2" where A is the number of address spaces and n is 

the number of multip liers). There is a simple so lut ion - to move some o f the pre-calculated 

additions to out s ide the LUT and split the LUT into two entities, as seen in Table 9.8. 

Table 9.8 - Splitting the Look-Up Table for Resource Saving 

LUT! LUTI 

Corresponding Result Corresponding Result 

Multiplier Bits Multiplier Bits 

00 00 + 00 - 000 00 00 + 00 - 00 

01 00+ 11 - 011 01 00 + 10 - 10 

10 01 + 00 - 001 10 01 + 00 - 01 

11 01 + 11 100 11 01 + 10 11 
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With the scheme recorded in Table 9.8, the required number of address spaces is halved, while 

the size of the storage element in the second LUT is diminished by one bit. However, once 

each of the look lip tables returns its stored data, these partial summations need to be added 

together, incurring additional (and far slower) logic. Once again, the trade off between speed 

and resource usage is prominent. 

Implementation of the Partial Su mmation Par-allel Computation Structure 

The tbeory of vector based MAC's incorporating LUT's can be app lied to FIR fi lter design. 

Here, the multiplicand is an element in a set of static coeffic ients - h(n), while the multipliers 

dynamically generate the index into the LUT - x(n). For the system under considerat ion, the 

multipliers are 12-bit unsigned numbers wh il e the LUTs conta in the partial of the correctly 

sca led coefficient summations. A MATLAB function was developed to generate the look up 

table data. In develop ing such a function , the following parameters are important: 

• The number of coefficients 

• The number of samples per symbol 

• The number of look up tables to generate 

The proposed system uses 16 coefficients, 8 samples per symbol. At this point, a conceptua lly 

difficult process needs to be developed, and it actually represents the key to optimising the 

system - the addressing scheme. 

The Addressing Scheme 

Essentially. the addressing scheme is a dimension transpose performed on the input data . 

Consider the system where the input sample is 8 bits wide and there are N samples. The 

system would then actually consist of 8 look up tables (requ iring the construction of 8 

addresses - each N bits wide). This dimension transpose embodies the speed and resource 

bottleneck for the system. The first option is to create a two-dimensional array. whereby the 

current sample is broken into its B constituent bits and then stored in B shift registers. These 

registers can then act as the addresses. However, describing such a system in VHDL produces 

poor results in terms of entity size. A second opt ion would be to store the incoming samples in 

a long shi ft register of size (8 x N) bits. Then, add ress 0 would be constructed using every 8 th 

bit, start ing at bit 0, and genera lly, address i will be constructed using every 8 th bit, with the 

offset from the start of the register being i bits. Such a system remains the work of a further 

investigation. The system wou ld be constructed as follows: 
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Figurc 9.1 7 - Pa ra lld Arithmetic Look·Up Table Integration 

In the d iagram, SHL is a logica l left shift . 

VHDL Considera ti ons 

Important in this des ign is the description of the processes in VHDL. It must be noted that 

VHDL places some fair ly strong limitations on the implementation. VHDL is a strongly typed 

language. Therefore, in Figure 9. 17, the inputs to each oflhe adders must not only be of the 

same type, but they must also have identical bit-widths. So, fo r a system consisting of N 

samples, each made up of B bits, the final LUT result wi ll have to be shifted by B-1 bits. To 

add this successfully to the other LUT results, all of the LUT's should have the same output 

width . Thus, the shift and the width preparation are performed inside each LUT. This increases 

the resource usage . 

Results - Resource Usage and Speed Performance 

A fa irly primitive vers ion of the parallel look up table scheme has been implemented to test its 

effect iveness. The LUT's were optimised as combinational logic entities, making use of the 

se lect operation defi ned in VHDL as follows: 

with c hoice_expression select 
target <~ ( expression when choices, 

expression when choices; 

Here, choice_expression is the add ress that wii1 be used to return the partial summation 

(target). The returned data (expression) is dependant on the input address (choices). 

Essentia lly, thi s embodies a large truth table that can be optimised as a combinat ional logic 

entity. However, using thi s scheme, one complete look up table utili ses 105 logic ce ll s (2. 1% of 

the FPGA - including shifting and add ition operations). 
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Look Up Table 1 Look Up Table 2 
12 Logic Cells 11 Logic Cells 

11.4% 10.5% 

Look Up Table 3 Look Up Table 4 
11 Logic Cells 12 Logic Cells 

10.5% 11.4% 

Adding and Shifting operators 
59 Logic Cells - 56.2% 

Figure 9.18 - Resource Usage for Look-Up Table with Four Elements 

To optimise the resource usage is fairly complex. First, the trade-off needs to be fu lly 

understood. Each constituent look up table (there are 4 in the above example) incorporates 

panial summations. These resu lts then need to be summated - in the above example, morc than 

half of the logic resides in this operation alone - 10 produce the final data. The trade-off comes 

in knowing how to ba lance the logic use between the constituent look up tables and the addition 

logic. If the number of look up tables is decreased, their size increases exponentially as a power 

of 2, whi le the addition logic decreases linearly. Knowing the optimal trade-off point is 

probably best achieved using trial and error, although a more complete ana lysis of the gate 

usage may be tackled. For example, halving the number of const ituent look up tab les in the 

above example produces the following entity: 

Look Up Table I Look Up Table 2 
366 Logic Cells 440 Logic Cells 

43.83% 52.69% 

Adding and Shifting operators 
29 Logic Cells - 3.47% 

Figure 9.19 - Resource Usage for Look-Up Tab le wilh Two Elements 
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The comparat ive results for the above look up table are less than desirable, as seen in Table 9.9. 

Table 9.9 - Comparison of LookwUp Table Size and Reso urce Usage/Specd Analysis 

Look up T~ble Type Logic Cells Speed 

4 Constituent Tables 105 28M Hz 

2 Constituent Tables 835 I +695% 19MHz I w32% 

Clearly. there is an optimal point beyond which the LUT will not decrease in s ize. A general 

rule to follow, which can be seen in action in the above example, is to attempt to create a LUT 

whcre the addition logic and the collective truth table logic have ncarwidentical s izes. Suppose 

that such a state can be reached. It can be seen that this must be near optimal because the 

following two steps will only serve 10 worsen the situation : 

• Doubling the number of truth tables will decrease their constituent size. However, 

according to the linear addition rule, the logit.: required to implement the addition will also 

double. Since the addition logic is already 50% of the LUT, and wi ll now be doubled, this 

must have a negative effect on the resource usage. 

• Halving the number of truth tables will serve to cxponentia lly increase the contribution to 

the system size afforded by the truth tables. Thus, while the truth table logic is originally 

50%, thi s will be multiplied many times over, having a nega ti ve effect on the resource 

usage. 

In the example given, the LUT with 4 constituent LUTs has 56.2% of the logic use in the 

addition, and 43.8% of the logic use in the truth tables. This obeys the 50% ru le well, and is 

probably near optima l. 

Resource E nhancements - Partial Seria l Comllutation 

One particular means of opt imising the system lies in reduced parallelism or resource rewusage. 

It may be noticed that each LUT contains exactly the same information, the only difference 

appearing in the shifting operation. One solution to thi s apparent redundancy is to reuse the 

look up tables in a serial fashion. True serial computation wou ld take the following form: 

There are N samples, each having B bits. In a purely seria l implementation, the resulting B 

computations would all take place using a s ingle look up tab le . However, instead of using a 

single clock edge, the system would use B clock edges. On the first clock edge, the LSB 

corresponding bits would form the input address, and the result would be stored . Thereafter, on 

each successive clock edge i, the result will be shifted by i bits to the left before being 

accumulated in the storage register. After B clock cdges, the storage register can be latched to 

the interface register and cleared for the next clock edge. This system has the advantage of 

reducing the resource usage, but it will severely affect the speed. The solution is to use a hybrid 
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scheme wherein there is a degree of parallelism, whi le making use of the resource sav ing 

offered by the serial reduction. 

9.7 Conclusion 

Base·band pulse shaping presents a challenge for the FPGA designer. This chapter has 

explored several options for implementing Finite Impulse Response filters to reduce bandwidth 

whi le maximising signa l to noise ratios at the input to detectors. Ultimately, the speed 

enhancements offered by the FPGA make it a very attractive alternative to the traditional DSP· 

based filtering systems. However, the emphasis is rea lly on the des igner, where the task of 

implementat ion optimisation may prove quite daunting. 
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Chapter 10 MMSE Detection 

The implementation of a Minimum Mean Square Error (MM SE) multi ·uscr detector on an 

FPGA rai ses further difficulties. Chapter 4 explored the theory of resource partitioning in a 

software radio context. llowcver, since the nexible radio platform used for implementation 

purposes in this project has on ly an FPGA base, resource partitioning is not a viab le opt ion for 

the developer. This chapter will examine the very specific case of the implementation of an 

MMSE detector for a down li nk. Making use of Wa lsh codes and their desirable cross· 

correlation properties, the chapter will examine techniques for pilot channel symbol panern 

selection and subsequent synchronisation. Further, this chapter will present an area where 

future work may be carried out to improve the system functionality. This will involve the 

partitioning of resources across the RS·485 link to the DSP subsystem. This li nk was never 

designed to carry off·line processing information, but it does offer the developer one means of 

performing the mathematically intensive MMSE operations on a DSP. 

10.1 The MMSE System Model 

Bit Estimate 
Bit 

BitReady 
Estimator 

DAT D ... D ... Bit Estimate 

)R Receiver Pulse Pilot Bit BitRcady 
CLK Filter PulseCLK Detector PulseReady Estimator 

MoveRight AND 
Transmitter Offset r-

lCheckB'T No~J LKt6 
I CLK8M f- Pilot 

Tracker 

Figure 10.1 - The MMSE Pilot Synchronisation Diagram 

Figure 10.1 shows the essentia l elements of the system receiver. The AID is clocked at 8.196 

mega samples per second. This corresponds with the receiver filter characteristic of 8 samples 

per symbol , the base symbol rate being 1.024 mega symbols per second. Chapter 9 deals with 

the characteristics of the receiver filter. and how the sample rate is related to the symbol 

detection. Apart from the 8.192 MHz clock, the Receiver filter is also fed the transmitter offset, 

since the AID supplies it with a l2·bit unsigned number. Thus. the receiver will convert the 

sample to a 12·bit signed number (by subtracting the transmitter offset) before processing. On 

completion of each convolution of the sample with the filter impulse, the receiver filter will 

generate a rising clock edge indicating the presence ofa new pulse. This data is fed to the pulse 
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detector. In th is fairly simple detector, a counter wi ll keep track of the number of pulses that 

have been generated by the filter. On start-up, the pulse detector assumes that the data from the 

receiver fi lter represents a sample in the middle of a chip (symbol). It will send this "pulse 

estimate" to the MMSE st ructure. The procedure thereafter fo llows a repetit ive pattern . The 

pulse detector keeps track of the number of samples clocked in from the receiver. Once the 

counter reaches a va lue of 8, it will send the next filter sample through to the MMSE structure. 

Thus, every 81h sample from the filter is shipped on to the Bit Estimators in the MM SE 

structure . Initially. it is highly unlikely that the receiver will be in chip synchronism. As a 

resu lt, the MM SE structure wi ll collect 16 chips (representing a single bit) and attempt to 

produce the corresponding bit estimate, accompanied by a 64kHz clock (Bit Ready). To aid in 

synchron isation, a spec ific bit sequence, with a specific code, is sent as a pilot signal. The pilot 

tracker has the task of monitoring the bit sequence state, and if a bit estimate does not match the 

required next bi t state, it takes corrective action. It achieves this by sending a "move right" 

pulse to the pu lse detector. This pu lse is effecti ve ly a single chip delay pulse, and it implements 

a sample "scanning" action. Each time the signal is pulsed, the pulse detector will delay the 

increment of its pu lse counter. As a result , the detector will scan from left to right until it 

synchronises with the peaks of the chip pulses. 

10.2 Timing Analysis 

CLKI6M 

PulseCLK 

PulseReady J~ __ .-:=========== 
BilReady J 

Checkllit JLnL ___________ _ 

MoveRight __ '---___________ _ 

Figure 10.2 - Timing Diagram for Pilot Synchronisat ion 

Figure 10.2 shows the timing diagram for a synchronisation period. It shows the point where 

the bit est imate is ready. The CheckBit pulse has two purposes. First, it will trigger the 

comparison of the rece ived bit with the expected bit. Based of the outcome of this comparison, 

the scanning signal MoveRight will either be set (if there is an error) or it will remain clear. 

This all happens on the first ri sing edge ofCheckB it. Second , it will clear MoveRight once the 

system is wa iting for the next bit, to prevent a continual scanning. This process wi ll 

synchronise under all phase differences between the transmitter and the rece iver. 
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J 0.3 Performance Analysis 

Analys ing the sys tem reveals the following synchronisation delays: 

• The Pilot bit sequence consists of 8 bits 

• Each bi t consists of III chips 

• Each chips consists of 8 samples 

Using an exhaustive synchronisation procedure in MATLAB, which cycles through all of the 

poss ible phase differences ( in chips) between the receiver and transmitter, produces the results 

seen in Figure 10.3. 

Graph of Synchronisation Delay vs Initial 

Receiver Phase Error 

' 2r---~--------~----~---r----~---, 

• 
E ->. , .. • 
" Cl 
= 
~ 0.0 

• ." = 0 , .. 
" ~ 
v 
= >. 

'" ' .2 

" " " " " '" '" '" 
Receiver Phase Error I Chips 

Figure 10.3 - Synchronisation Delay for Specific Initial Phase Error 

Figure 10.3 shows the performance of the synchronisation process. As the receiver phase error 

varies from 0 chips through the fu ll 128 chips, so the system is subject to a fairly unpredictable 

synchronisation de lay. The mean, however, is O.6589ms, corresponding to the loss of 42 bits 

during synchronisation. 

J 0.4 Choice of Pilot Signal Code and Bit Sequence 

The procedure described so far operates successfu lly only if two imperative parameters are 

carefully designed. These are: 
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• The Pilot signal code 

• The Pilot sequence 

If the pilot signal is to be successfully de-spread at the rece iver, the pilot Walsh code has to be 

carefull y chosen. First, it must be of maximal length. If it is not, and it has a sub-pattern that 

repeats within its length, then the bit pattern may be successfully retrieved, while the tracker is 

actually oul of phase by an integral number of chips. This obvious ly distorts Ihe infonnat ion 

decoded on other channels. A good example can be seen when using Walsh code 0 to encode 

the pi lot channel. Analysing the data on code I will reveal that 50% ofthc time, the inverse of 

the expected data is received. 

Second, the pilot bit sequence needs to be well designed. Any sequence where a sub-panern 

repeats ilsclfhas a non-zero probability of failing, since the tracker may latch to a pattern offset 

from the start of the bit sequence. A guideline for designing this bit sequence is as follows : 

• Choose a non-repeating bit sequence half the length of the total bit sequence 

• Reverse the order of the bits 

• Invert the reversed bits 

• Append the new sequence to the end of the old sequence to make up the complete sequence 

This technique avoids the pitfalls of sequence panerns and allows the MMSE detector to 

operate correctly. 

10.5 Implementation Architecture 

This particular implementation takes advantage of the fact that the downlink can use Walsh 

codes. This is because the base slat ion can ensure perfect synchronisation between users. As a 

result, a fairly simple arch itecture may be used to detect the user channels. The mathematical 

treatment of th is technique may be found in sect ion 3.4, where the Walsh code case reduces to a 

fixed-coefficient implementation. Here, the accumulated chips are multiplied by a constant 

where the sign of the constant is deri ved from the original chipping matrix (see Equation 3.9). 

This allows for accurate performance (see section 11.6 for results) in spite of not incorporating 

noise as a factor in the matrix inversion. This success is due primarily to the matched rece iver 

filter that maximises the SNR at the input to the detector. Many of the other issues broached in 

section 3.4 can also be incorporated in the MMSE implementation arch itecture . The 

implementat ion issues surrounding some of the entities outlined in Figure 10.1 will be expanded 

on in the following sections. 
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10.5.1 The P ulse Detector Entity 

The following code fragment helps to explain how the system is able to scan either to the left or 

the right to aid pilot synchronisation: 

12. UpdateCounter : process (PulseCLK,Synchronisedl 

13. begin 

14. if (Synchronised - ' 0 ' ) then 

15. 

16. 

17. 

lB. 
19. 

20. 

2!. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25 . 

26. 

Counter <= " 000 "; 

elsif (PulseCLK ' event and PulseCLK = ' 0 ' ) then 

if (MoveLeft = ' 1 ' ) then 

if (Counter < " lID " ) then 

Counter <- Counter'" " 010 "; 

else 

Counter <- Counter - "110"; 

end if ; 

elsif (MoveRight = '0 ' ) then 

if (Counter ~ " Ill " ) then 

Counter <- " 000 "; 

else 

27 . Counter <- Counter ... " 001 "; 

2B . end if; 

29. end if; 

30. end if; 

31 . end process; 

The pulse counter is updated by an 8 Ml-lz clock signa l. As already stated, only every 8th 

sample is sent to the bit estimator. Consider the case where the symbol peak is actually one 

sample to the right of the current sample: 
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TImet! 

Figure 10.4 - Sa mple Offset to the Left 

Figure 10.4 shows a si mplifi ed graph ica l rcpresentation of success ive symbols. The 3-bit 

number on the fi gure encodes the symbol counter . When the symbol counter attai ns a value of 

zero, the current sample va lue is sent to the bit-estimator as a symbol peak. In Figure 10.4, the 

first peak estimate is displaced one sample 10 the left of its correct pos itio n. As a resu lt, the 

system will attempt to scan to the right so th at the zero count will occur at the true position o f 

the next peak. Lines 23-29 of the previous code fragment achieve thi s by s imply not updating 

the symbo l counter on a " MoveRight" condition. As a result, the symbo l counter wi ll be zero 

for two samples in success ion, allowing the counter to return to zero at the next true peak, 

shown in Figure t 0.4 . A s imilar si tuat ion occurs whe n the true symbo l peak is one sample to 

the left of the estimated po int : 

TImBfs 

Figure 10.5 - Sample Offset to the Right 
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Figure 10 .5 shows the case when the pulse detector sends a sample to the bit estimator that is 

actually to the ri ght o f the true symbol peak. As seen in the previous code fragment, lines 17· 

22, if the " MoveLeft" condition is set, then a value o f 2 is added to the current symbol counter. 

As a result, on the next clock pulse, the symbol cOUlller will effectivel y have skipped over a 

sample so that, when it returns to zero, the sample it repon s will be the true symbol peak, as 

seen in Figure 10.5. The pulse detector then passes the sample on to the bit estimator, wh ich is 

descri bed next. 

10.5.2 The Bit Est imator Entity 

The bit estimator entity is responsible for convo lving the pulses from the pulse detector with the 

rows of the fixed MMSE fi lter matrix . The following code fragment shows the decision point 

of the estimator: 

1-

2. 
3. 

•• 
5. 
6 . 

7 . 

8 . 

9 . 

10 . 

11 . 

12 . 

13 . 

if (SymbolCount - " 1111 " ) then 

if (tmpAccumulate <- " 010000111110110000000000 " ) then 

BitEstimate <- ' 0 ' ; 

else 

BitEstimate <- ' 1 ' ; 

end if ; 

BitReady <: ' 1 ' ; 

tmpAccumulate : :::: " 010000111110110000000000 "; 

SymbolCoun t <= " 0000 " ; 

else 

SymbolCoun t <= S ymbolCount + 1 ; 

BitRead y <- ' 0 ' ; 

e n d if ; 

In line 8 of the previous code fragment , the accumulator is loaded with the necessary offset. 

This va lue corresponds to the maximum ana inable va lue for the correlatio n of the expected 

samples with the fixed MMSE filter values. Line I shows that, after 16 symbols have been 

convolved and accumulated, the accumulator is once aga in checked against the initial offset. If 

it is less than or equa l to this value, then the bit is estimated to be zero, otherwise it is reported 

as being a one. Once the bit is ready, the " BitReady" s ignal is pulsed high. 

10.5.3 The Pilot Tracker 

As it stands, the implementation of the pilot tracker is very s imple. The values for the pilot 

symbol sequence as seen in lOA are expected at the rece iver on Walsh code 16. ]f the 

successive pilot symbols are not correctly detected, then the tracker will force a move to the 

right for the pulse detector. This will continue until the pilot sequence is correctly extracted. 
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J 0.5.4 Future Work 

It is desirable that a true MMSE filter be implemented, one capable of detecting the uplink 

infonnation in addition to the downlink . This requires additional resource usage that the FPGA 

cannot provide. However, future work may investigate the use of the PC-based DSP card for 

performing off-line ca lculation of channel parameters. Thus, matrix inversion may be 

performed in the DSP and not within the limited FPGA sub-system. However, the 2 mega 

bit/second link to the DSP does not provide sufficient bandwidth for high-speed calcu lat ion in 

tile event of rapid mobility or quickly changing channel parameters. Instead, this so lution 

wou ld be adequate for low-speed movement but would provide a more robust and generalised 

means of implementing the MMSE detector. 

J 0.6 Conclusion 

Multi-user detectors have many implementation difficulties, primarily due to their complex 

mathematical nature. This chapter presented a simple means of lI sing a fixed-coefficient 

detector in conj unction with Walsh codes and a pilot synchronisation channel. The 

performance of such a detector, especia lly in the light that it detects all the users in a channel 

simultaneously, warrants further investigation into morc advanced implementation techniques. 

However, this project has shown that the FPGA system is capable of implementing a low BER 

Multi-User Detector, and has many promising applications. 
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Chapter 11 Simulating Channel Distortion in the 

Software Radio 

The testing of a communications system in vo lves subjecting the channel to typica l operating 

condit ions. In the case of a test bed, it may not be easy to create the correct environment to 

ca rry out a complete performance analysis. The flexib ility of the software radio allows for the 

si mulation of many distortion phenomena, and, using software, these may be dynamically 

specified at the time of testing. This chapter will examine the reproduction of two common 

types of wireless channel distortions - uncorrelated Rayleigh fading and Addit ive White 

Ga llssian Noise. The introduct ion of these t\vo factors in the software radios allow the 

deve loper to distort the relevant signals and provide an estimate of the Bit Error Rate of the 

system. This chapter will also examine the building blocks used 10 generate a high-speed 

simulated environment incorporating Rayleigh fading and A WGN. 

11.1 System Overview 

Before the derivation and implementation issues are examined, it is important to establi sh the 

context within which the simulation will occur. This includes creating an understanding of the 

resource sharing techniques employed to optimall y determine where the di stortion types are 

generated. Figure I J.l aids the explanation: 

I DSP System I se3 Signal Processing FPGA 

Generation of Rayleigh Fading 
Rayleigh Fading Control 

A 1- Component 
coefficients FPGA Transmitter Filter 

Walsh 
Data Source seo Encoder 

i'----
Pulse Detector 

f MMSE Estimator 

Data Sink Se1 2-Way Pilot Synchroniser 

Interface 

f Additive White 

f-
Gaussian Noise 

Generation of Receiver Filter Generation 
SNR for AWGN Se2 Component 

Figure 11.1 - Simulation System Overview 

Figure 11 .1 gives a new perspective on the system overview, modifying that seen in Figure 6.2 

to include 4 high-speed serial streams for the purpose of simulation. SCD is one 2 Mbps stream, 
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acting as a link to a data source, while SCI receives information from the software radio and 

sends it to the data sink. SC2 and SC) are also 2Mbps serial streams porting AWGN and 

Rayleigh fading information respectively. Further, as seen in Figure 11 .1, both the DSP system 

and the FPGA are utilised in the di stortion generation procedure. However, due to the differing 

complexity of the types of distortion involved, and the limited FPGA resources, a careful 

consideration of the resource sharing is needed . 

Rayleigh Fadillg Source 

The generation of the Rayleigh fading coeffic ient s involves several computationally expensive 

manipulations. Primari ly, these are used to transform a sample space from one statist ica l 

distribution to another. As the theory is developed, so it will become apparent that the FPGA is 

not the ideal resource to use for the purpose of generating the Rayleigh Fading coefficients. 

Further, utili sing the DSP system allows for improved accu racy in the final coefficients. 

However, the OSP is not quick enough to produce a new coefficient within a single transmit 

interrupt. As a result, the coefficients are pre-calculated and stored in memory. being sent to 

the software radio on each transmit interrupt. These are then multiplied with the relevant signal 

within the FPGA to produce a Rayleigh-faded signal. 

A WGN Source 

The generation of the Add it ive White Gaussian Noise samples is computationa lly less 

burdensome than tbe Ray leigh fading. As a resu lt , the FPGA is suited to high-speed generation 

of these samples. However, the calcu lation for converting the des ired Signal to Noise Rat io to a 

coeffic ient that the FPGA can make use of is st ill performed in the DSP due to the complexity 

of its nature. As is the case with the Rayleigh Fad ing coefficients, this parameter is sent to the 

software radio over the Se-BUS. The generated samples are added to the re levant signal to 

produce a noise-degraded output . 

11.2 Specifying Ullcorrelated Rayleigh Fading 

A communicat ions channel subject to the effects of Rayleigh fading wi ll experience distortion 

in the amplitude and phase of a transmitted signa l. This is due to multi-path effects. However, 

to simplify the simu lation of such a distortion, on ly the amplitude response will be considered. 

The following equation describes the actual Rayleigh distribution: 
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....... " ............. " ......... Equation 11 .1 

Equation 11.1 generates the graphical di stribution seen in Figure 11.2 

G ra ph of Ray leig h Fadin g Distributio n 
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Figure 11.2 - Ray leigh Fad in g Distribution 

Two common sta tistical distributions will be used to generate the Ray leigh fading coeffic ients 

the uniform distribut ion and the normal (Gaussian) distribution. Before an examination of the 

generat ion of Ray leigh random variables can be undertaken, it is necessary to be able to 

generate Gaussian random variables from a uniform distribut ion. As seen in the system 

overview, the DSP system is used to generate the Rayleigh fading coefficients. It is therefore 

necessary to generate the Gauss ian distributed samples on the DSP card, which is programmed 

in ANSI C. Unfort unate ly, ANSI C does not define a standard function for returni ng samples 

from a normal distribution. It does, however, have a standard un iform number generator that is 

can be used to create the Gauss ian random deviate. 

11.2.1 Generatin g Gallssian Random Samples 

There are many techniques ava ilab le for transforming a un iform random sample space to a 

normal random sample space. However, the deve loper has to be constant ly aware of the target 

implementation platform. This is because the choice of generation technique usua lly involves a 

trade-off between the speed of generation and the accuracy of the generated samples. For this 
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first generation technique, speed is not considered, while a premium is placed on the final 

accuracy. This is because the samples are being generated in the DSP, where a plethora of 

standard ANSI C maths functions allow for accurate mathematical manipulation of variab les. 

However, the generation of a single sample within the time frame of a transmit interrupt on the 

SC-BUS is not poss ible, s ince the DSP is not quick enough. Instead of this approach, a 

sufficiently large number of samples from the Kay leigh random space are stored during an 

in itial isat ion period. These are then retrieved sequenti ally during processing, and sent to the 

software radio . 

The Gaussioll Distributioll 

[A. Ralston, 1967], in his work on mathematica l methods as implemented on digital computers, 

(20), states that the unit nOnllal (Gaussian) probability distribution is defined as: 

.......... ....................... F.quation 11.2 

• Ru is a normalised uni form random va riable 

• RN is a normalised normal random variable 

In this case, there is no close-form so lution for RN and any teChnique must rely on an 

approximate generating equat ion. To th is end, and with accu racy being foremost, there is a 

means of generating a Gaussian random variable given two uniformly di stributed random 

variables: 

................................. Equation 11 .3 

• Ru and RII+1 are the two uniformly distributed random variables 

• RN is the normal random deviate 

To test the success of this approach, MATLAB was used to generate a sample space of 20,000 

unifonnly di stributed random variable samples, making use of the standard randO function . 

These fonned the 10,000 pairs required to generate the 10,000 samples for the Gauss ian 

approximation. using the above equation. The following graph shows the results of the test, 

revea ling the familiar bell shape associated with a normal distribution. 
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Once these samples from the Gauss ian distribution have been generated. they can then be used 

in the next stage, which is the generation of the Rayleigh random variab les 

11.2.2 Generating Vncorrelated Rayleigh Random Variables 

The generation of accurate uncorre lated Ray le igh Random variable samples requires the 

manipulation of 2 Gaussian random variable samples. Further, the des ired mean of the 

distr ibution needs to be spec ified before calcu lat ion can proceed . The variance of the 

distr ibution is actually a function of the mean, and so specitying the mean automatically 

detennines the vari ance. The equation, which is used in the generation of the Rayleigh samples, 

makes use of two normal distribut ion samples: 

........................ ......... Eq u3tion 11.4 

• N I and N2 are two Gaussian random variables 

• MR is the desired mean for the Rayleigh random variable 

• AR is the Rayleigh random variable, in this case, an Amplitude coeffi cient 

Further 
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................................. Equa tion II.S 

and 

F¥M a = R 
, f( 

.....•...... ................ ..... Eq uation 11 .6 

In this generation technique, the standard deviation is a function of the desired mean. For 

simulat ion purposes, the mean should ideally be set to the path loss attenuation. However, for 

simulation purposes, the mean will be set to I, indicating that, on average, the received signal 

will not be attcnuated. Simulation of this generation technique produces the fo llowing graph: 

~ 

" 0 • = .,. 
• -... 
" • .~ 

• E -0 z 

•• .. 
" 
••• 
• •• 
•• 
••• 
., 
••• 

H.csulting Normalised Rayleigh Probability 
Distribution 

'. • •• " " • 
Distribulion Sample Value 

Figure 11.4 - Haylcigh Dcviate from Ga ussian Distribution 

In Figure 11.4, the uncorrelated Ray leigh samples were taken from a space consisting of 10000 

points, with a mean of I. The measured mean of the given sample space is 1.0074, showing 

that the generator produces not only the correct Ray leigh distribut ion graph, but also the correct 

mean. 
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11.3 Implementing Ullcorrelated Rayleigh Fadillg 

To implement Rayleigh fadi ng on the sofnvare rad io system, the OSP eard was used to generate 

the samples. This is because the generator suggested in the preceding pages, whi le very 

accurate. requires processor-intensive calculations. In addit ion, the OSP is incapable of 

producing a ncw sample from the random variable space on every byte that is transmitted. So, a 

third option was employed - that of gencrating samples and storing them in a long byte-valued 

array. Then, on each transmi t interru pt , the Rayleigh sam ple is read from the array and 

transmitted to the sofhvare radio. Once the end of the array is reached, the DSP loops back to 

the begin ning. Th is generates a sati sfactory stream of Rayleigh samples. From the perspecti ve 

of the software radio implementation, it is necessary to pack the stream of Rayle igh samples 

into 8-bit values, lIsed to multip ly the main transmitted signal. This requires that the values 

calculated in the DSP be correspondingly scaled. A sca ling fac tor of 64 has been chosen to 

correspond with the maximum, reali st ic value attained in the distribution - that of 4 

(4*64=256). In reality, thi s means that the simulated transmitted signal may be rece ived with 

up to 4 times its orig inal strength (due to multi-path effects) although, as seen from Figure 11 .4, 

thi s is highly unlikely. Once the signal value has been multiplied wi th the Rayleigh coefficient, 

the effect of the scaling has to be removed. This is ach ieved in the software radio by a Shifting 

the post-multiplicat ion storage register to the right by 6 bits. 

The rate of update is limited in this technique. The serial link from the DSP to the software 

radio is set at 2.048 Mb/s. This means that the byte transfer rate is 256kBytesls. However, the 

transm itted signal is made up of 8 samples per symbol, with a symbol rate of 1.024MS/s. Thus, 

the Rayleigh fading coefficient will change every: 

• 32 samples or 

• 4 symbols 

In this case, a symbol represents the same per iod as a chip, meaning that 1 bit will experience 4 

different fading coeffic ients (since the processing ga in is set at 16). 

The Rayleigh-modified transmit signa l can then be observed through the DACs on the software 

radio. 
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11.3.1 Rayleigh Fading Results 

Figure 11.5 - Amplitude Amplification due 10 Rayleigh Fading 

I /'- '~A.~ j 
r~ . ....I ~ ..... --~ 'vi \J 

~~J"!\>-;;\-' . f\ l0'\] 
, ,,-1 . . . v· v '-. . . 

Figure 11.6 - Amplitude AIt('nuation due to Rayleigh Fading 

Figure 11.5 and Figure 11.6 show the result of app ly ing Rayleigh fading to a s ignal. In both 

graphs, the bottom waveform is the desired s ignal while the top waveform shows examples of 

the desired s ignal under the relevant Rayleigh fading conditions. 

11.4 Implementing an Additive White Gallssian Noise Generator 

The second main distorti on that needs to be simulated is that of white noise. Here, it is possible 

tu use:: tht: software radio for the generat ion of the no ise. Ilowever, as is genera lly the case with 

an FPGA implementation , the requirement of joint speed and resource optimisation has to be 

considered in pre ference to accuracy. Obviously, an FPGA has no pre~defined random number 

generators, so these had to be designed before the AWGN cou ld be produced. To establish a 

context, it must be noted that a un iform random number generator is used to produce the normal 

deviate. However, before this generator is fully specified, its mathematical importance needs to 

be displayed, and th is can only be seen when the structure of the normal distribution generator 

is examined. 
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11.4.1 Specifying a Fast Norma l Distribution Generator 

The system under cons idera tion generates samples at 8. I 92MS/s. Thus, to generate a new 

Gauss ian variable on each new sample will require a generator running at 8. I 92MHz. 

Considering the mathematical complexity involved in generat ing the Gauss ian samples for the 

Rayleigh fading component (Equation 11.3), thi s approach cannot reali stically be ported to the 

software radio for the purposes of generating AWGN. Instead , the stringent requ irement of 

accuracy needs to be relaxed and a viable alternate sought. 

One particu lar so lut ion is quite elegant, incorporating the abi lity to alter the mean and standard 

deviation. The fl ex ibili ty inherent in being able to spec ify the standard dev iat ion is essential, 

since it allows for the generat ion of A WGN with a predictable SNR with respect to a random 

input signal. This is because oflhe fo llowing simple stati stical fact: 

s = _ 1_ I(x, -x)' 
n - 1 I_ I 

X is the mean of the set of numbers denoted by x, 

n is the number of elements in the set 

S is the resulting standard deviat ion 

................... ...... ... ..... Equation 11 .7 

For sufficiently large n, the standard deviation wi ll approach the RMS va lue of the set of x. 

This is crucial in the fina l generation of no ise with a spec ific Signal to Noise ratio, where the 

ratio is perfonned with RMS values. 

Derivation of the generating fUllction 

[N ieverge lt, Farrar & Reingold , 1974], [22], record a fast techn ique for generating a normal 

deviate, givcn a uniform random variable. Therefore, beforc a mathemat ical cxprcss ion can be 

found fo r the fast normal distribution generator, the uniform random distribution needs to be 

closely examined. Fo llowing this will come its logical incorporat ion into the generation of the 

nonnal di stribution. 

First, a brief discussion of some elementary statistics wi lt create a good basis for the discuss ion . 

b 

Pr(a:5 x :5 b) = f f(x)dx 
................................. Eq uation) 1.8 

, 
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p 

1 = Pr(a 5 x 5 ,11) = fI(x) dx 
................................. Equation 11.9 

• 

whe re [a .ftJ is the interval over which f(x) IS defined. The uniform distribution has a 

constant density function such that 

I 

I = Pr(05x 5 1) = fc dx=c 
o 

................ ................. Equation J 1.10 

Thus, it is easy to see that the probability density function for a uniform distribution is s imply 

f(x) = 1 .......... ... ........ ............ Equation 11.11 

Two other important parameters of the uniform distribution are: 

• The mean: 

p 1 
f.J= f xf(x)dx=2: 

......... ...... ........ .......... Equation 11.12 

• 

• The standard deviation 

................................. Equation 11.13 

Approximating the normal (Gaussian) distribution: 

.................... ............. Equation 11 . 14 

requires the use of the Central Limit Theorem. Here, if a set of independent random numbers is 

chosen from an arbitrary d istribut ion f(x) , which has a mean J1 and a standard deviation a, 

then there exists a di stribution : 
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I ' - 2: x, -I' 
Y = n ' 0.1 J; 

................................. Equat ion 11.15 

eT 

which approaches a normal di stribution having a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of I. In 

the case oflhe uniform distribution 

I ' I 

-;; 2:x'-"2 (1' I) 
Y= ':km ../n= - 2: x, -- mn 

1112 n ,. , 2 

................ ................. Equat ion 11 .16 

To specify the mean M and standard deviation S for the above approx imation, the following 

equat ion may be used: 

( 
I' 1 ) y=M+S - 2:x,-- mn 
n ,_1 2 

............................. .... Equatio n 11 .] 7 

This approximation has accuracy directly proportional to n. However, as will be seen, n can be 

as small as 4 for a suffi ciently accurate and high-speed normal distribution generator. As a 

result, with as few as 4 samples from a unifonn ly distributed sample space, a further sample 

from the normal distribution may be obtained. Thus, the importance of the unifonn random 

number generator has been established, and a suitable form needs to be found. Remembering 

that the un iform random number generator will reside in an FPGA, the two cruc ial requirements 

of minimal resources and maximum speed need to be used as criteria. 

11.4.2 Uniform Number Generation 

There are several fo rms of uniform number generators available. Not all are suitable for 

incorporation in the proposed normal distribution generator. What follows is a brief 

examinat ion of available structures. 

Linear Congruential Generators 

The simplest un iform number generator is that offered in the ANSI C library. In their 

monumenta l work on the application of the C language, [Wo H. Press, S. A. Teukolsky, W. T. 

Vetterl ing & B. P. Flannery, 1992], [21] , record the generating equation for this simple uniform 

random number generator as being: 
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1 ) +1 = a1) + c (mod In) ......................... ........ Equation 11.18 

• m is the modulus 

• a is a positive integer called the multiplier 

• c is a positive integer called the increment 

Obviously, thi s gene rator will repeat itself, and an upper limit of length m can be placed on the 

sequence. However, this generator has a fUrlher undesirable feature: sequential correlation on 

successive calls. Therefore, with a large number of ca ll s to the generating function, a pseudo

random, uniform distribution may be generated. Therefore, while eas ily to implement, the 

accuracy (as tested in simulation) is unacceptable. 

Generatioll of Random Bits 

A generator that is more adapted to the hardware environment, producing cons iderably greater 

accuracy in tenns of uniform distribution approx imation, is a primit ive polynomial generator. 

This polynomial consists of coeffic ients from the set {O, l}. It is represented either as a true 

polynomial equation, or as a li st of those polynomial powers. For example: 

................. ................ Equation 11.19 

is a generating polynomial of order n = 31 that may be equivalently represented as: 

(31,3,0) 

This generating polynomial or list defines a means of deriving a new bit based on some or all of 

the previous n bits. In addition, if the generating polynomial is correctly designed, and if the 

starting seed is non-zero, then thi s generator is guaranteed to be of maximal length. This means 

that it will only repeat after 2n
•
1 iterations. There are several proposed polynomials for 

generating these maximal length sequences. However, before the performance is investigated, 

it must be po inted out that there are two methods of implementing this polynomial generator. 

Method One 

The following diagram helps in explaining the operation of the generator under method I: 
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31 30 29 28 27 7 , 5 4 3 2 0 

I 

1 
I I I I I ••• I I I I I I 

J 
I r:;;cr 

Figure 11.7 - Feedback Method One for Uniformlhndom Generator 

For the given example, 

b, ~ b" XOR bJ 
................................. Equat ion 11.20 

a new bit (bo) is generated, the 31 bits are shifted one to the left (meaning that bJ I is lost) and bo 
lakes the place of b l . This exclusive OR relat ionship is easily implemented in hardware. 

However, there is a further aspect to consider. [Wo H. Press et aI , 1992], [2 1], state (quite 

correctly) that sequential bits from tbis generator do not produce a uniform di stribution over the 

range 2n. Instead , all of the bits need to be replaced before the seq uential numbers may be 

considered to be truly uniform in their distribution. In the case of the example, th is means that 

31 bits will need replacing before the next number has been generated. From an 

implementation perspect ive, a thorough investigation needs to be made of the effect of the 

length of the polynomial generator. The length plays two vital roles: 

• It is in versely proportional to the resu lting generator speed 

• It is direct ly proportional to the accuracy of the generator 

These two factors, obviously, play against each other and a su itable trade-off has to be found . 

In the case of method I, the length of the generator plays a vita l ro le, since the speed 

degradation is substant ial in the case of longer generators and accuracy has to be limited. This 

is because on each clock edge, all n ex isting bits are modified. The implemented logic is fairly 

slow, as seen in Table 11.1. 

Tab le 11.1 - Ana lys is of Polynoimi aJ O rder and Implementatio n Parameters for Method I Uniform 

Ge nerator 

Polynomia l Order (n) Maximum Clocking Speed Number of Logic Cells 

(MHz) Used 

20 (20,3,0) 47 33 

21 (21 ,2,0) 37 35 

22 (22,1,0) 18 39 

23 (23,5,0) 63 36 
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24 (24,4,3,1,0) 17 65 

25 (25,3,0) 37 41 

26 (26,6,2,1,0) 15 77 

27 (27,5,2,1,0) 15 79 

28 (28 ,3,0) 37 44 

29 (29,2,0) 27 47 

31 (31,3,0) 37 48 

32 (32,7 ,5,3,2,1,0) 9 N/A 

33 (33,6,4, 1,0) 13 N/A 

35 (35,2,0) 23 56 

39 (39,4,0) 37 60 

63 (63,1,0) 8 94 

Table II.l records the resu lts for method one of the uniform generator. Since each generator 

needs to replace its register bi ts entirely before a new uniform number can be generat~d , the 

author made use of " for loops" when instantiat ing the entities in VHDL. Since the registers all 

differ in size according to column I of Table 11 .1, the length of this "for loop" also varies. 

Further, the number of bits that need replacement on a single loop count also varies according 

to column 2 of Table J 1.1 . As a result, the synthesis appears poor with results that vary quite 

widely. Further, each Gauss ian generator requires several uniform variables to generate a 

single nonnal variable, and the performance of thi s Gaussian generator wi ll be correspondingly 

unpredictable. It is felt that this poor synthesis is as a result of the synthesis tool used. and not 

explic itly a faull with the VHDL code. As will be seen in method 2, however, by altering the 

contents of the "for loop", the performance can be improved and regulated. 

Melllod Two 

Method 2 incorporates " in place" replacements, fo llowed by a shift . In other words, certain bits 

are modified, but rather than replacing the contents of alloth er bit, the same bit is used to store 

the new value. The following diagram wi ll help to explain this operation. 

31 30 29 28 27 7 6 5 4 3 2 o 
SHIFT ••• 
LEFT 

Figure 11.8 - Feedback Method Two for Uniform Random Generator 

The procedure is as follows: 
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• The bits to be modified are individually XOR'd with the MSB 

• The register is rotated to the left once 

This procedure is repeated n times (n being the bit-width of the register), generating a new 

sample from the uniform dist ribution with range {D , 2n_I}. In the example ( 3 1,3,0) 

b, = b, XOR b" 

bo = b31 

...................•............. Equation 11.21 

This method not on ly produces acceptable distributions, with correct mean alld standard 

deviations, but also results in a far smaller, quicker implementation, as seen in Table 11.2. 

Table 11.2 - Analysis ofPo lynoimial Order and Implementation Parameters for Method 2 Uniform 

CClu:rator 

Polynomial Order (n) Maximum Clocking Speed Number of Logic Cells 

(MHz) Used 

20 (20,3,0) 95 28 

21 (2 1,2,0) 95 29 

22 (22,1,0) 95 30 

23 (23,5,0) 95 31 

24 (24,4,3 , I ,0) 63 45 

25 (25,3 ,0) 95 33 

26 (26,6,2, I ,0) 63 48 

27 (27,5,2, I ,0) 63 48 

28 (28,3,0) 95 36 

29 (29,2,0) 95 37 

30 (30,6,4 ,1 ,0) 63 52 

3 I (3 1,3,0) 95 39 

32 (32,7,5,3,2, I ,0) 47 86 

33 (33,6,4, I ,0) 63 55 

35 (35,2 ,0) 95 43 

39 (39,4,0) 95 47 

63 (63 ,1,0) 95 71 

Here, the implementation frequency and logic ce ll usage IS predictable. For single bit 

manipulation 

• f(implementation frequency) = 95MHz 
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• Ice (logic cell count) = 11+8 (n is the number of bits) 

Compariso n of Method 1 and Method 2 

By way of an example, method I and method 2 were both used to generate a sample space of 

80.000 points on a uniform distribution, used to produce 10.000 points on a normal distribution. 

Here, each method was used to construct 2 parallel uniform generators, each producing 4 

samples in the uniform space per I sample in normal space. Both were set to have a mean of 

M::O, a standard deviation ofS=2 and a register length n=3 

" 
" 
" 
" 
•• .. 
.., 
.. , 
••• 
• . , • 

Gaussian Distribution 
Method J 

• ., • • , , 

Figure 11.9 - Ga ussian Deviate Using Method One Uniform Random Generator 

Actual Mean = ·0.0 185 

Actu al Standard Deviation :: 2.0048 
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Gaussian Distdbution 
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Figure 11.10 - Gaussian Deviate Using Method Two Uniform Random Generator 

Actual Mean = MO.0364 

Actual Standard Deviation :: 1.9861 

11.4.3 Implementation of Specific SNR 

Using Method 2 as the preferred generating technique for the unifonn sample space, it is 

possible to generate a Gaussian sample space with a fairly accurate mean and standard 

deviat ion , in addition to minimising FPGA resources while maximising the speed of the 

resulting entity. With these tools, it is possible to create an AWGN generator with noise at a 

spec ific RMS level. This is seen in the standard deviation of a large sequence of samples from 

a random variable space, of mean O. The standard deviation is an excellent approximation of 

the RMS leve l of the samples. In addition, taking advantage of the Walsh code levels, it is 

possible to predict the RMS level of a random data signal encoded with Walsh codes. Armed 

with these two facts, the SNR can be defined as the ratio between the square of the RMS value 

of the signal and the square of the RMS value of the Gaussian samples: 

SNR =IOIOg ,,(::) 
.. .................•............. Equalion 11.22 

• V = predicted RMS va lue of s ignal 

• (j :: standard deviation approximation ofRMS va lue of the noise 
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It is possible to predict the RMS value oflhe input s ignal given that 

• It is a binary signal with mean O.S 

• It is encoded w ith a NRZ Walsh code 

With this know ledge, the following is true: 

v= 

• N is the number of codes to be used in the system 

• n the length of the code 

• wijis bilj ofWalsh code J 

Since 

1 ~ , 
--~x 
n - l 1. 1 I 

................................. Equation 11.23 

................................. Equation 11.24 

and since the number of codes used in the system determi nes V, it is possible to fully spec ify 

the SNR by sett ing the value of a : 

SNR=IOIOg,,(::) ................................. Equation 11.25 

a = V.IO ·sNR'2o 

Now, V can attain a maximum value of 4, while SNR can ana in a minimum val ue of 0, setting 

a max at 4. Since the SNR can be nicely encoded in a byte, packaged and sent to the FPGA 

from the DSP, the followi ng has been set: 

• MSB = I to activate the noise generator 

• Bits 6->0 are used to encode the a value. This invo lves simply sca ling a by 32 to 

achieve a maximum va lue of 128. 

Further, the no ise is normalised in a sense that a signal stream of amplitude 1 will allow for the 

correct generation of noise of the desired SNR. The system is different in that the signal is 

comprised of a set of raised cosine pulses. It has been determined experimentally that the 

average value of the pulses under consideration is 76. The follow ing shou ld also be noted: 
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• Two uniform generators are used, each supplying 4 samples to make the number of uniform 

samples equal to 8. 

• The uniform numbers are generated at 32.768 MHz, to allow for generation of Gauss ian 

samples at 8.192 MHz 

• X, is sca led by a factor of256 

• S2= S*32 

y=S -~x,-- mn (I " I) 
n , _ I 2 

s(2. Ix; - 128)9.79 
8 i.1 

256 

s,(2. I x, - 128)9.79.76 
8 , .. 1 

c. y , = 256. 32 

s, (2. Ix, - 128)768 
= _,-8::....0:'-:-" :-:-:::---'--_ 

256·32 

s,(2. I x, - 128) 1024.3 
8 ,. , 

256·32·4 

s,(2. Ix, - 128)1024.3 
8 ,.,1 

= --''--''''-::3-=-27::-:6:::-8 -'---

...... . ................... ... .... Equation 11.26 

Confusion may ari se over tbe exact representation of this formula. It has been optimised for 

speed in the FPGA. To thi s end, the majority of the multiplications and divi sions are perfonned 

as shift operations. So, to generate one Gaussian sample, there are 8 add itions, one subtraction, 

one multiplicat ion and one shift operation . Since the sum is multiplied by 1024 and divided by 

32768. it is actually only divided by 32. This corresponds to the one shift operation that acts to 

the right by 5. The multiplication does not consume large amounts of resources since it 

involves a constant - the small value of3. 
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11.4.4 Additive White Gaussian Noise Results 

30dB SNR Time Dom~lin Example 
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Figure 11.1 J - Measured Time Domain Results for 30dB SNR 

20dB SNR Time Dom~\in EX~lmple 
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Figure J 1. 12 - Measured Time Domain Results for 20dB SNR 
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lOdB SNR Time Domain Example 

Figure 11.13 - Measured Time Domain Results for IOdB SNR 

Figure 11. 11 to Figure 11 .13 show the time-domain effect of the Additive White Gaussian 

Noise generator. In each of the figures, the bottom trace is the multi-level COMA signal 

without noise. This signal has already been subjected to the transmitter filter, producing the 

band-limited tface seen at the bottom of each figure. The same test signal has been used in each 

of the cases, with the frame sync acting as the synchronising signal. The A WGN generator, 

described in mathematical terms in this chapter, is then used to generate noise samples of a 

specific signal to noise ratio (re lative to the transmitted signal) . This is then added to the multi

leve l signal to produce the distorted trace seen at the lOP of each of Figure 11.11 to Figure 

11.1 3. Since the frequency-domain results have already been presented in Figure 1l.9 and 

Figure 11 . 10, these time-domain results aid in the testing of the generator for SNR generation. 

Th is was achieved by making use of the Agilent oscilloscope used for test measurements. Since 

the osci lloscope included mathematical features such as add ition, division and signal RMS 

value, it was useful in va lidat ing the SNR levels produced. The oscilloscope was used to 

subtract the bottom trace from the top one for cach of Figure 11.11 to Figure 11.13 . The RMS 

va lue of the resu ltant trace was then divided by the RMS value of the bottom trace. On 

averaging the dB va lue of this ratio, it was indeed confirmed that the signal generator was 

producing the correct SNR in each case. 

11.5 Persollal Computer Simulatioll 

To utili se the entities developed so far in thi s chapter, it is necessary to provide them with 

suitable data and control signals. The data is used in thc simulation process to ascertain the Bit 

Error Rates, while the control signals are necessary to set the Signal to Noise Ratios for a 

particular simulation. There are three distinct processes involved in co ll ecting the simulat ion 

parameters, processing them and then apply ing them in a simulated environment . The 

fo llowing diagram shows these layers, with the associated software development tools used to 

generate them: 
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Simulation Interface 
Written in Borland C++ Builder 

Uses Host Communications Interface 
Library 

< 

"" PCI Bridge 
, 7 
DSP Layer 

Written in ANSI C 

< " RS-485 Link 

, 7 

Simulation Processing 
Written in VHDL 

Instantiated on Software Radio 

Figure J 1.14 - Si mulation Layers 

11.5.1 Simulation Interface 

The simulation interface serves several functions. Primarily, it is a parameter collect ion point 

and result depository. The parameters co ll ected include the start SNR, end SNR, number of 

simulation points and the number of bits per simulation point. Further, it makes use of a bi

directiona l interfaces with the DSP layer in order to set parameters and read back counting 

variab les. These counting variables count the number of bits received, along with the number 

that are erroneous. Making lI se of standard Windows timers and the He lL library routines, the 

simulation interface polls the OSP card at regular intervals to retrieve the necessary data and 

update the SNR parameters. 
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Th e HelL ill/er/ace ROII/;Iles 

DSP System 

I 
Processor 

I 
Trans port 

1 

Element 1 
11 

Element 2 
11 

Element n 
1 

Figure IU S-The HCIL Hierarchy 

The I-lost Commun ications Interface Li brary, provided by Blue Wave Systems, provides a 

flexible means of interfacing with the DSP system. The developer can choose to make use of 

e ither the C or C++ libraries. This project made use of the C++ routines, and Figure 11.15 

reflects the inherent encapsulation assoc iated with C++ objects. The HelL defines a DSP 

System that encapsulates a processor interface and a transport interface. Once the programme 

for the OSP system has been loaded via the Processor object, the Transport object can be used 

to set up elemental transfers. Each element in the Transport object is associated with a specific 

memory location on the target DSP board, and bi-direct ional transfers are established between 

the PC and the DSP system using these transport element s. This allows the Simulation 

Interface to read or set the fo llowing parameters: 

• Number of bits sent 

• Number of erroneous bits 

• Number of COMA users 

• The Signal to Noise Ratio parameter 

From this, it is possible for the simulation interface to set the SNR to the next correct va lue 

once the correct number of bits has been sent. There is a minimum count resolution of 

256000·T, where 256000 is the bit rate, and T is the period of the Windows timer. Obviously, 

with other interrupts occurring in the system, the count resolution may increase above this 

minimum value. 

11.5.2 The DSP Layer 

The OSP layer is responsible for receiving the data from both the PC and the Software rad io, 

formatt ing it correctly and passing it on to the correct layer. From the PC, it will receive data 
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concerning the current SNR and the COMA codes which are active in the system. It receives 

the current bit count and bit error count from the software radio, formats these for 32-bit 

memory transfers , and Slores them in the correct location. A transport clement, addressing this 

point from the PC, will retrieve this information. The DSP layer has been wrinen in ANSI C. 

11.5.3 The Simulation Processing 

The software radio is responsible for processing the data and control signals to perform the 

simulation itse lf. The control signals inform the platform of the current SNR level , and the 

spec ific codes to use in the simulation. In turn , the so ftware radio counts the number orbits that 

it processes, in conjunction with the erroneous bits. These are then packed in the following 

manner: 

• The first 26 bits in a frame represent the bit count 

• The second 26 bits in a frame represent the erroneous bits in the count 

The DSP layer has the task of processing these numbers 8 bits at a time before delivering two 

32-bit nllmbers to the simu lat ion interface via the necessary transport elements. The software 

radio makes use of the RS-485 connect ion to report the count values to the DSP layer. 

11.6 Results 

Th is section presents observed system performance when the two channel distortion techniques 

shown in Figure 11. 1 are activated. This corresponds to subjecting the channel to combinations 

of various AWGN and Ray leigh fading settings. 11.6.1 presen ts the results of the system where 

only A WGN affected the communications channel. The system perfonns well under these 

conditions since the filters and the MMSE detector have been designed to suppress the effects 

of noise. 11.6.2 presents the perfonnance results of the system in the presence of Rayleigh 

fading and A WGN for a variety of signal to noise ralios. Here, however, the system does not 

perfonn as we ll , s ince Rayle igh fading is not compensated for. 
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11.6.1 Results of System Subjected to A WGN 

Graph of BER vs SNR for 4, 8 and 16 Users 
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Figure 11.I6 - S irnulatcd HER vs SNR 

Figure I 1.16 shows the results obtained when simulating on the software radio. The graph is 

not particularly smooth , but it does show the general trend associated with decrease in BER as 

SNR improves. A point of interest is the very low MAl generated when using Walsh codes. 

The top line in the figure represents 16 users, and there is very little improvement obtained in 

dropping thi s to only 4 users (the bottom line) . The "curve" has this stepped appearance 

because of the low resolution of the control signal for the SNR value. This, be ing only 8-bits, 

results in slight inaccuracies that do not average out over the run of the simulation, but rather 

have an accumulative effect. This situation could be improved by using a higher resolution for 

the encoding of the SNR value. However, the great speed advantage of thi s simulation 

technique makes it appealing to investigate and improve its perfonnance further. This 

particular platform is capable of simulating 1.536 million bits in a minute, a perfonnance far 

higher than most simulations running on a high-speed personal computer. 

11.6.2 Results of System Subjected to Uncorrelated Rayleigh Fading 

The next stage in the simulation process in volves gathering results when the system is subjected 

to Ray leigh fading. This corresponds to activating the Rayleigh fad ing element seen between 

the transmitter and receiver filters depicted in Figure 11.1. Of paramount importance in this 

operation is the speed at which the transmitted information can be subjected to the Ray leigh 

fading coefficients, since this will determine the resolution of the depth of the fades. As has 
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been reported in 11.3, this maximum rate corresponds to transmitti ng a different byte~encoded 

Rayleigh coeffic ient in each of the time slots on the SCBUS. This 256kHz update rate relates to 

a maximum fading rate of 4 chips. This means that the Rayleigh coefficient wi ll affect only 4 

chips before a new value is loaded. As the speed of thi s fade increases, so the system will be 

ab le to average its effect and thereby reduce the associated BER. However, as the fade depth 

increases, so the system will suffer from degraded performance. This is seen in the results 

recorded in Figure 11. 17 to Figure 11.19. for these results, the Raylcigh fad ing mean was set 

to I. As seen in Equation 11 .5 and Equation 11.6, the va riance is mathemat ically derived from 

the specified mean. Since the mean was set to I, the va riance can be calculated to be 0.2732. 

For the actual generat ion of the Rayleigh fadi ng, the variance was found (due to rounding 

errors) to be 0.2788. 

R:l y lcigh F:ld in g With 4.99dB SNR 
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Figure 11.17 - Errors introduced by Ray leigh Fad ing at 4.99d8 SNR 

Figure 11.17 records the results for a system of 4 users when the channel is subjected to 

Rayleigh fading in addition to additive white Gauss ian noise. As seen in the fi gure, the noise 

was set to create a 4.99dB SNR and thi s remained constant during the simulation. However, the 

Rayleigh fade duration was increased from 4 to 64 chips and the result s were observed. It was 

noted that increas ing the fade durat ion above 20 chips had very little effect on the BER, which, 

as seen in Figure 11.1 7, remained fairly constant in thi s portion of the graph. However, the 

graph peaks at a fade depth of exactly 8 chips - corresponding to half the length of the Walsh 

codes used. Rayleigh fading was turned off when the fade duration was set to 0 chips, 

corresponding to a simple A WGN channel. 
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Rayleigh Fading Wilh 6.88d8 SNR 
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Figure 11.18· Errors introduced by Rayleigh Fading at 6.88d8 SNR 

Figure 11.18 also records the results for a system of 4 users when subjected to both Rayleigh 

fading and AWGN. Here, however, the A WGN level was set to produce a constant 6.99dB 

SNR during the si mulation . As in Figure 11.17, the BER peaks when the fade duration is set to 

exactly half the length of the Walsh codes that were used to encode the users' data streams. 

Once again, the graph displays a constant value for fade depths above 20 chips, and Rayleigh 

fading was turned off when the fade duration was set to 0 chips. 

Rayleigh Fading with 8.89dB SNR 

".,-----------------, 

Rayleigh Fade Duration in Chips 

Figure 11.19· Errors introduced by Rayleigh Fading at 8.89d8 SNR 
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Figure 11.19 shows the final set of resu lts for a 4-user systcm where the channel is subjected to 

both Raylcigh fading and A WGN. The graph displays the same characteristic for fade 

durations above 20 ch ips where the BER remains fairly constant. Further, the peak BER was 

observed at a fade duration of 8 chips. 

The system, as it has been des igned, does not cater for Rayleigh fading. However, as seen in 

the filtering techniques, and the nature of the MMSE filter , the system has been designed to 

cater for AWGN. The resu lt s in 11.6.1 show that the system perfomls well in AWGN chan ne ls. 

However, since no channe l estimation has been bu ilt into the system as it stands, it has no 

means of cancelling or predict ing the effects of Rayleigh fad ing. As a result, the system 

performs poorly when subjected to both A WGN and Rayleigh fading. 

11.7 Conclusion 

This chapter has revealed, once aga in. that the software radio embodies great fl ex ibility in 

design and implementat ion. This flexibility has been used to simulate a simple communications 

channel , incorporating Add itive White Gaussian Noise, and Uncorrelated Rayleigh fading. This 

process invo lves many interfaces and techniques for passing data and control parameters 

between these interfaces. However, without the underlying statistica l foundation, the system 

could not have been developed. The software radio also proves to be a very useful too l in 

quickly and easily transforming mathematical processes into hardware implementations. This is 

due largely to the abstraction of the deve loper from the hard ware issues. Finally, this chapter 

has shown that moving the computational burden of a simulated environment from a personal 

computer to a dedicated platform has a great speed advantage. 
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Chapter 12 Conclusion and Recommendations 

Wireless communications, especially in the ce llular context, will continue to extend its 

influence on a global sca le. As 1110re users become jnfonned and begin to explore the limits of 

new technologies, so the demand for improved perfonnance will begin to draw on mathematical 

and technological innovations. This has al ready been the case, with new mobile 

communication standards emerging to meet the needs ofa highly mob ile population. However, 

this has not only placed pressure on engineers to develop powerful communications systems, 

but also to seam lessly incorporate the existing basis from which the success of ceJiular 

communications has been launched. This thesis has examined two related phenomenon - the 

rise of CDMA as a viable wireless communicat ions technique, and the development of the 

software radio to deliver key flexibility options. CDMA has been shown to be a spread 

spectrum communicat ions technique, enabl ing it to coexist wi th other narrow·band 

transmissions . Further, the software radio is one means of allowing a single device to be able to 

access services offered by these various communications systems. Th is feature is derived from 

its flexible, re.programmable nature, a characteri stic that, as this thesis has shown, enables the 

device to be far more than just a communications too l. 

While GSM present ly dominates cellular commun ications as the wireless protocol of choice, it 

is envisaged that, with time, the battery of positive character istics of CDMA will force it further 

into the limelight. This thesis shows that, while it has had several techno logical barriers in the 

past, the protocol offers many advantages over current techniques and is gathering momentum 

as mobile hardware and technology improves. Further, mathematical progress in the realm of 

multi-user detection techniques has seen improved performance and extended possibi lities for 

COMA. These techniques make use of, and detect, all the users on a CDMA communications 

channel simultaneously. This allows for performance ga ins over traditional correlating 

detectors, which treat other users as AWGN, thus precluding the use of the infonnation 

contained in the structured nature of the CD MA signal. The advantages do require copious 

amounts of processing power, and the software radio is one platform that offers many of the 

features necessary to implement such a COMA system. 

The software radio is a radio where many of the functions can be implemented in a re· 

configurable processing block. Many of tbe modules described in this thesis have been 

implemented on the Flexible Radio Platform, the software radio offered by Alcatel Altech 

Telecomms. Since FPGA's fonn the backbone of this software radio offering, VHDL was used 

to programme the devices. This digital description language is ideally suited to the high·speed 

FPGA environment, and proved to be a capable tool in the deve lopment of the core CDMA 

routines. The design methodology, however, was tedious since, to accurately test a system, it 

had to be compiled through to completion. This ensured that the system performed adequately. 
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III addit ion to filting in the FPGA. Newer simulators offer EDlF-Ievel simulation of VHDL 

systems and thus integrate more tightly with the system design. However, these were 

unavai lab le for the implementation or this project. Using VHDL to generate the entities, and 

schematics to create the top-level interraces, the COMA system was successfully implemented 

on the software radio. 

This thesis has shown that the software radio used in this project is a highly flexible and 

powerful 1001 for the development of mobile commun ications systems. It has also shown that 

the FPGA can incorporate many functions previously re legated to sequential Digila l Signal 

Processors. Base-band shaping of the COMA signal was undertaken in a set of matched Finite 

Impulse Response filters. In this implementation phase, it becomes imperative that the 

deve loper balance resource usage and speed in the FPGA-based system. As was shown, these 

two parameters are permanently at loggerheads and the developer needs to carefully balance the 

design so as to optimise both. With this in mind, many realisation structures were presented as 

possibilities for the FIR filters. This culminated in a promising new technique known as 

distributed ari thmetic. This so lut ion promises to produce FIR filters capable of running at the 

system c lock speed. 

Not only does tbe software radio perform well in a mobile communications environment, but it 

also extends the developer's too ls to incorporate testing and debugging techniques. It was 

shown that, once the system has been programmed, that it may be subject to channel distortions 

to test its viability. This requires a few statist ical generation entities and higher-level layers to 

control the distortion parameters. These were incorporated in a simulation environment in 

which the personal computer set and controlled the necessary parameters, wh ile record ing the 

associated bit error rates. It was seen that, not only cou ld the developer test the system, but that 

the simulations could also be performed in real time. This offers a speed advantage over 

traditional personal computer aided simu lations. 

In spite of the success of the project, there are many recommendations that would allow the 

flexible radio platform to become an even more usefu l tool. First, mult i-user detectors require 

the ca lculation of a matrix inversion that, espec ially in the presence of a rapid ly changing 

channel, is computationally burdensome. As the thesis exam ined the software radio, so it 

became apparent that it is possible to use resource partition ing to overcome this limitation. 

Here, a OSP is used to calculate amine informat ion, such as a matrix inverse. However, in thi s 

system, the link between the FPGA core and the OSP subsystem is a fair ly slow RS-48S 

communication line. As a result, off-line calcu lations and updates are possible, but not at the 

speeds required by normal cellular communications. It is therefore a strong recommendation 

that, while this route is explored in future research implementation work, that another alternate 

be examined. This may include the use of the inter-FPGA communicat ion bus for transferring 

signals to an off-board DSP chip. 
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Figure 12.1 -Splitting the FPGA bus to transfer signals to an off-board DS ... 

Figure 12.1 shows how the off-line processing may be achieved in the DSP. Under these 

conditions, the processing FPGA can be used to package the data appropriate ly for serial 

transmission, whi le the DSP will have the task of channel estimat ion and matrix invers ion. This 

resource partitioning would c ircumvent the speed and resource limitations encountered while 

implementing this project. Second, a further resource partitioning should be present in the form 

of a large, high-speed memory bank. When the partial summation techniques were investigated 

for base-band pulse shaping, it was seen that the FPGA technology used has very limited 

internal RAM. Further, the external RAM is also very limited. As a result, partial summations 

cannot be easily stored, especially in the case of high bit accuracy where the number of 

coefficients escalates exponentially. Nevertheless, the platform did offer most of the 

functionality expected of a software radio. 

This thesis has examined two emerging technologies that serve to complement each other as 

much as they each stand as individual milestones. CDMA promises to boost the functionality 

and performance of cellular communicat ions, while the software radio is seen as the tool fo r 

eas ily testing and deploying new communications protocols. Further, due to its re-configurable 

nature, the software radio also promises to seamless ly bridge the divide between the multitudes 

of communications protocols present ly influencing mobile communications. Together, these 

technologies will influence tomorrow's world of mobile communications as they set new 

standards and reach for new limits in global cellular communications. 
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A. l Kronecker Products 

Consider the two matrices A (nxm) and 8 (pxo). Then, C=A ·8, where· represents the direct 

product of A and B, will see C having the following properties: 

• C wi ll have n x prows 

• C wi ll have m x 0 columns 

• C is effectively the matrix B, with each element b,! replaced with the matrix b'J . A 

A ~ [: !] B=[; {] ....... ... ......... .. ............ Equation 14. 1 

e.a e.b f·a f·b 

e.c e.d f.c f.d 
A®B~ 

g.a g.b h.a h.b 

g.c g.d h.c h.d 

For example: 

- I - I 1 .......... ......... ...... .... .... Equation 14.2 

[-: -:}[-: -:]= 1 - I - I 
1 - I - I 

- I -I 1 1 

Therefore, with Hadama rd matrices, the order doub les wi th each app lication of the direct 

product. This has the obvious di sadvantage of low flex ibili ty, since if a system needs to cater 

fo r 129 users, PN sequences of length 256 wi ll have to be used. 

A.2 Iterative Matrix Inversion 

N umber of Ope ratio liS ill Gauss-Jordall R eductioll 

As a point of reference for gauging the success of iterati ve methods, the Gauss-Jordan matrix 

reduction scheme wi ll be used. In thi s well-know technique, the (mm) matrix to be inverted is 

augmented with the (mm) identity matrix. After Gauss reduction of the matrix to be inverted, 
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with the same operations being mirrored on the identity matrix, the augmented matrix will 

contain the inverse of the init ial matrix: 

[A 11] 
Gauss - Jordan 

~ 

........... .............. ........ Equation 14.3 

For each of the n pivot points in the mat ri x, there is the following number of calculations: 

• (n - I) divisions 

• (2n - I) subtractions 

• (2n - I) multiplications 

To complete the operation, there are n2 normalising divis ions, followed by the vector 

multip lication, which incorporates: 

• (n2
) multiplications 

• n(n - I) additions 

Group ing the divisio ns with the mult ipli cat ions, and the subtractions with the additions, reveals 

the following tota l number of operati ons: 

N mul ::: 5n 2 
- 2n 

N"dd = 3n2 -2n 

N umber o/Operatiolls is a Jacobi IteratiOlr 

................................. Equal ion 14.4 

...................... ........... Equalion 14.5 

Equation 14 .5 shows the standard iteration step for all of the processes presented. It involves 

the multipli cat ion ofa matrix with a vector (Tx), the addition of two vectors (Tx + b) and a final 

mu ltiplication of a matrix with a vecto r (S·I(Tx+b». From this, it is possible to derive the 

number of mathematical operat ions performed in a s ingle iteration step for each o f the iteration 

techniques. The ratio of the va lues in Equation 14.4 with those calcul ated for the iteration 

procedures will give an ind ication of the efficiency of the iteration technique. First, thi s section 

will examine the Jacobi iterat ion 
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Since T has a zero diagonal , and otherwise non-zero e lements for Jacobi, Tx employs the 

foll owing operat ions: 

N .. , =n(n-I ) ................................. Equa!ion 14.6 

N"dd = n 

Further, there are n additions in the vector addition step, while the fina l diagonal matrix 

multiplicat ion with the vector has n multiplications. Therefore, the total operations for the 

Jacobi iteration is: 

Nmul = n 2 

Nadd =2n 

N umber of Operations in a Gauss-SeilJeJ Iteration 

For any given algebraic sequence 

(a,a + d,a + 2d , ... ,a + (N - I).d) 

'SN=++ ~(N - I)J 

...................... .... ....... Equation 14.7 

.................. ... ...... ...... Eq uat ion 14.8 

From Equation 14.8, it is possible to derive Ihe number of multiplications and add itions 

necessary 10 carry out the Gauss-Seidel iterative matrix in version procedure. Given Equation 

3.7, we see that S is a lower and diagonal (nxn) matrix and T is a strictly upper triangular (mm) 

matrix. The calculation of interest is: 

In Equation 14.5, the in verse of S is also a lower and diagonal (nxn) matrix, and it is of interest 

to see how many additions and multiplications will be performed per iteration. 

When a strictly upper triangu lar (mm) matrix is multiplied with a (nx I) column vector, the 

following is true: 

N,", =.': (n - I) 
2 

Nod<) = (n - I)(n _2 ) 
2 

............. ............. ... .... Equat ion 14.9 
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When a str ictly upper triangular (nxn) matrix is multiplied with a (nxl ) column vector, the 

following is true: 

N ""I = ; (n + I) 

N"", = n (n - I) 
2 

There are a further n additions when Tx is added to b. 

fo llowing number of operations occurs: 

Nmu/= n 2 

Nodd = n 2 -n+l 

Multiplication Iterative Efficiency 

......... ...... ...... ...... ..... . Eq uat ion 14.10 

As a result, in any iteration, the 

................................. Equation 14.11 

From the equations in this appendix on matrix inversion, it is clear that there is a point beyond 

which performing more iterations becomes more expensive than fo llowing direct techniques. 

The follow ing graphs indicate the iteration limits: 
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Figure 14.1 - Iteration Efficiency Plot for Jacobi/G auss Seidel lterative Techniques 

Appendix 

Figure 14.1 shows the relationship between the matrix size and the effic ient number of 

iterations. The efficient number of iterations is the point beyond wh ich it is more efficient to 

use the Gauss-Jordan reduction technique, in preference to the Gauss-Seidel iterative scheme. 
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A.3 Gold Code Sequence Generation 

Section 2.2.2 revea led the many desirable properties of Gold Codes. However, there are a 

limited number of preferred pa irs that are suitable for the generation of Gold Codes. Table 14.1 

summaries some of them . 

Table 14.1 - Some Gold Code Preferred Pairs 

Gold Code Length Polynomial I (Hex) Polynomial 2 (Hex) 

31 25 3D 

63 43 67 

127 89 8F 

511 211 259 

1023 409 SOD 

2047 805 925 
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